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FOREWORD

There is probably little argument among forest managers that the ability to estimate
the volume of trees and stands and to predict what the forest will produce, on different
sites, in response to particular types of silvicultural treatment, is central to all
rational planning processes connected with forestry. There is, however, a considerable
diversity of opinions over what constitutes "yield", and how it may be estimated and
projected into the future.

This manual is an attempt to codify current practices in the field of tree and stand
voleme estimation and forest yield prediction in a way that is practicable and useful to
the person who is charged with the responsibility of producing volume estimations and
yield forecasts, but perhaps has not had the benefit of extensivo experience in this field.

It muet be appreciated, however, that this is a field of human endeavour that is
currently in a state of rapid evolution, especially with regard to forests growing in
tropical environments. Consequently, all that is said in this manual must be regarded as
provisional and subject to future refinement for particular situations that can arise, or
new techniques that can be developed, whilst other techniques may exist which are not
referred to in this text and which may be superior for particular purposes.

Thus it is not a manual in the true sense; it is rather a set of guidelines for the
choice of procedure combined with more precise instructions concerning calculation tech-
nique for some specified cases.

The manual is done with special reference to the tropics and applies to natural as
well as man made forests. Because of the great difficulties in assessing growth and
yield of natural mixed and uneven aged forests, the methods given to construct growth
models, however, mainly apply to even aged forests. For mixed forests no specific
instructions are given but rather some examples of possible ways of dealing with the
problem.

The manual consists of two volumes. The first volume describes techniques of
measuring trees and the assessment of volume of trees and stands, and the second volume
deals with growth and yield prediction. Descriptions of statistical and mathematical
techniques, selected statistical tables, blank copies of calculation and data recording
forms and an annotated bibliography are included in a series of appendices.

Volume I of the manual has been written by Francis Cailliez, Centre Technique
Forestier Tropical (CTFT), NogentsurMarne, France, and Volume II by Denis Alder,
Commonwealth Forestry Institute (CFI), Oxford, Great Britain, who also compiled the
appendies. The work of the two authors has been coordinated by JUran Fries, Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden. The work was formulated and guided
by JeanPaul Lanly and Kern Deo Singh of the Forest Resources Division of FAO. Jean
Clement (CTFT) was asuociated at the initial stage of the study.

The first draft of the manual was preeented at the meeting of the TUFRO Subject
Group 54.01 (Mensuration, Growth and Yield) held in Oxford in September 1979, and was
discussed for one full day in detail. Among the participants there were tropical forest
mensurationists especially invited by FAO to make a thorough and critical review of the
contents of the manual. In addition, the manual was also sent to a number of specialists
for comments. Based on these remarks, a revised version of the manual was prepared by
the authors concerned.

This manual, being the first of its kind in the field of tropical forestry, has con-
siderable scope for further improvements and additions. Particularly in the case of mixed
uneven aged stands further complementary studies are immediately needed, All suggestions
in this respect will be very much appreciated.

M.A. Flores Rodas
Assistant DirectorGeneral

Forestry Department
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- I -

O INTRODUCTION

How to measure the volume of trees and of stands ?
The first part of the manual intends to answer this question.

It is, in effect, worth treating this subject for two
essential reasons :

the problem in itself is neither as simple, nor as clearly
posed as it seems ; it is necessary to define as precisely
as possible the nature of the required volume : is one
interested in the ligneous biomass, in the volume of the
large stems, in the volume of sawable timber, etc... ?

. once the required volume or volumes have been specified,
the way of measuring them has to be defined ; in this field,
forest practices are very old and varied and it is important
to try to unify them to be able to make valid comparisons
between estimates made by different persons in different
countries.

Being a manual, the accent has been put on the most robust
methods; sophisticated techniques which can only be applied by weZZ
equipped research institutes are not mentioned (utilization of
expensive dendrometers, measurement of volumes on aerial photographs,
etc...).

Furthermore, this manual is addressed mainly to fbresters
of tropical countries, where the major problems concern the utili-
zation of the wood as fuel and as prime material fbr the supply
of sawmills and of veneer units or for the production of pulp. This

is why the other uses of the forest (harvest of minor products such
as cork, utilization of fodder of the forest, etc...) which pose
specific problems as regards the measurement of these products, have
not been considered.

After having defined the most important types of volume,

a description is given of the procedures to be followed to coZZect
the data and for the calculations to be applied.

This first part of the manual can be considered as an
introduction to dendrometry and could as well be placed in a manual
on forest inventory ; it can be read easily by every person having
to work in this field.
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1 THE DIFFERENT VOLUMES THAT CAN BE DEFINED IN A TREE

The volume one is taZking about always has to be defined
very precisely. An answer has therefore to be given to the
following two questions

What is the physical object concerned ?
In what part of this object is one interested ?

Furthermore, it is advisable to specify how-the volume of

this object was calculated ; this question arises because the real
volume is seldom known exactly (it would be the volume of water
which the object displaces when immersed in a vat). The procedures
for the estimation of this exact volume are described in f 23.

Let us return, for the moment, to the two questions.

11 WHAT IS THE PHYSICAL OBJECT CONCERNED ?

It can be : - the stem : The part of the tree which is
f011owed going from the foot
of the tree to the terminal bud.
For ramified trees one considers
conventionally that the terminal
bud is the most elevated bud.

the branches

the roots

the tree : Stem + branches + roots

Specify if the bark is incZuded or not.

12 IN WHAT PART OF THIS OBJECT IS ONE INTERESTED

The Zimits of the object are a lower crosscut (at the larger

end) and an upper crosscut (at the smaZler end). Each of these cross-

cuts can be defined in several ways.

121 Dimension crosscuts

The following are three examples of upper crosscuts of
this type

the 0 cm diameter crosscut means that the limit is the

physical extremity of the stem or of the branch. One then

speaks of "total" volume.

the 7 cm diameter crosscut is the most often used one to

make a limit with the twigs, which are very numerous,
difficult to measure and of little interest. It is the

upper crosscut of the volume of "big wood".
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the bote

the crown

- other crosscuts are possible : the 5 cm diameter crosscut is, for
example, often accepted as the upper crosscut of the pulpwood
volume.

122 Form crosscuts - Examples

122.1 The stume : can be defined as the base of the part
of the stem which is extracted from the fbrest under optimal exploi-
tation conditions (losing the least possible utilizable volume). For
trees without buttresses, this leveZ is at a height from the ground
of between 10 and 50 cm in general ; if this leveZ is not specified,
it is presumed to be at a distance from the ground equal to a hundredth
of the total height of the tree. For trees with buttresses or with
aerial roots, the stump is the top of the buttresses or of the roots
(a level which is, in general, higher than the felling height).

122.2 The base of the crown : it is the place where the
stem clearly ramifies.

These two crosscuts aZZow one to define

: the part of the stem
situated between
the stump and the
base of the crown.

Che low branches : the branches
inserted on the
bole.

Base of
the crown

: the part of the

stem situated above
Low branch

the base of the

crown 4- the branches
inserted above the Stump
base of the crown.

123 Quality crosscuts

One mentions fbr example slicing crosscut, sawing crosscut,
post or pole crosscut, etc... These notions are evidently rather
delicate to appreciate because they comprise notions of fbrm and
of dimension and are closely connected to technological and com-
mercial practices of the moment.

13 SOME EXAMPLES OF GROSS VOLUMES

The fbregoing shows that for a given tree one can define an
almost infinity of volumes. Here are some examples, given in order
of increasing complexity of their measurement. The first three
are the most used.
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of dimension and are closely connected to technological and com
mercial practices of the moment. 

13 SOME EXAMPLES OF GROSS VOLUMES 

The foregoing shows that for a given tree one can define an 
almost infinity of volumes. Here are some examples, given in order 
of increasing complexity of their measurement. The first three 
aPe the most used. 

Crown 

Bole 



Physical
object

Lower crosscut
(at the larger end)

Upper crosscut
(at the smaller end)

Name of
volume

Bole

Stem

Stem

Stem + low
branches

Stem + branches

Stem + branches

Branches

Branches

Crown

Stem + branches

Tree

Stump

Stump

Stump

For the stem :

stump

Stump

Stump

For each branch :

insertion on the
stem or on the
branch on which
it is inserted.

- idem -

For the stem
crosscut D = 7cm
for each branch:
insertion on the
stem.

Ground level

Physical extremity
roots

Base of the crown

Crosscut D = 7cm

Physical extremity

Crosscut D = 7 cm
for the stem and
each low branch

Physical extremity
of the stem and of
each branch

Crosscut D = 7cm
for the stem and
each branch

Physical extremity
of each branch

Crosscut D = 7cm
for each branch

Physical extremity
of the stem and
of each branch

Physical extremity
of the stem and
of each branch

of stem, branches,

Bole volume

Big wood stem
volume

Total stem
volume

Big wood volume
stem + low
branches

Total volume
above ground

Big wood volume
above ground

_

Total branch
volume

Big wood
branch volume

Total crown
volume (lower
crosscut D=7cm
for the stem)

-

Total ligneous
biomass above
ground

Total tree
ligneous
biomass
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Lower crosscut Upper crosscut Name of 
(at the larger end) (at the smaller end) volume 

Bole Stump Base of the crown Bole volume 

Stem 

Stem 

Stem + low 
branches 

Stem + branches 

Stem + branches 

Branches 

Branches 

Crown 

Stem + branches 

Tree 

Stump 

Stump 

-------------------For the stem : 
s t ump 

Stump 

Stump 

For each branch : 
insertion on the 
stem or on the 
branch on which 
it is inserted. 

- idem -

For the stem 
crosscut D = 7cm 
for each branch: 
insertion on the 
stem. 

Ground level 

Crosscut D = 7cm 

Physical extremity 

---------------- - ---Crosscut D = 7 cm 
for the stem and 
each low branch 

Physical extremity 
of the stem and of 
each branch 

Crosscut D = 7cm 
for the stem and 
each branch 

Physical extremity 
of each branch 

Crosscut D = 7cm 
for each branch 

Physical extremity 
of the stem and 
of each branch 

Physical extremity 
of the stem and 
of each branch 

Physical extremity of stem, branches, 
roo t s 

Big wood stem 
volume 

Total stem 
volume 

iiig-;:;ood-~ol~me 
stem + low 
branches 

Total volume 
above grol1nd 

Big wood volume 
ab ove g.round 

Total branch 
volume 

_______ ,l.. ______ _ 

Big wood 
branch volume 

Total crown 
volume (lower 
crosscut D=7cm 
for the stem) 

Total ligneous 
biomass above 
ground 

Total tree 
ligneous 
biomass 
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14 CONCERNING USA3LE VOLUMES

Volumes cited above- are gross volumes. How to estimate the
corresponding usable volumes wouZd require lengthy explanations
which cannot be tackled in this manual. The subject is indeed difficult
and is far from being solved.

The difficulties are of several types

the current and future uses of the wood have to be known.
(veneer, sliced wood, sawn wood, telegraphic poles, pulp wood,
fuel wood, chip wood,...)

for each use, the chain of transformations to which the wood
will be submitted has to be known in detail (felling, skidding
and transportation systems, industrial processing,...).

the different constraints imposed by these transformations
have to be expressed in terms of measurable data (length,
diameter, cylindricity, heart eccentricity, stem bending,
admissible defects...).

The procedure to be followed in order to con!!ert gross volumes
into usable volumes is therefore very much subordinae to local condi-
tions and available resources. We can onZy give a few*deas and send the
reader back to specialized handbooks.

Data collected by foresters during inventories (observations
on standing or felled trees) can only provide volumes presumed
suitable for such and such use. Inquiries among logging compa-
nies and processing industries are essential to determine the
exact transformation coefficients from gross volume to used
volume. An example will be given in paragraph 41,

even when a volume estimation is undertaken with a well definec,
purpose (for instance, pulpmill supply), data should be
collected in order to be able to estimate other volumes because
the final destination of wood and/or loggers and manufacturers
requirements might change in future,

give priority to gross volume estimation and consider usuable
volume estimation as a specialized task.
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14 CONCERNING USA3LE VOLUMES 

VoLumes cited above are gross volumes. How to estimate the 
corresponding usable volumes wouLd require Lengthy expLanations 
which cannot be tackled in this manuaL. The subject is indeed difficult 
and is far from being soLved. 

The difficulties are of severaL types : 

- the current and future uses of the wood have to be known 
(veneer, sliced wood, sawn wood, telegraphic poles, pulp woed, 
fuel wood, chip wood, ... ) 

- for each use, the chain of transformations to which the wood 
will be submitted has to be known in detail (felling, skidding 
and transportation systems, industrial processing, ... ). 

- the different constraints imposed by these transformations 
have to be expressed in terms of measurable data (length, 
diameter, cylindricity, heart eccentricity, stem bending, 
admissible defects ... ), 

The procedure to be followed in order to cor;,)!ert gross volw.:e!! 
into usable volumes is therefore very much subordina \q to l ocal ~ondi
tions and available resources. fie can only give a few ; 'deas and send the 
reader back to speciaLized handbooks. • 

- Data collected by foresters during inventories (observa t i ons 
on standing or felled trees) can only provide volumes presumed 
suitable for such and such use. Inquiries among logging compa 
nies and processing industries are essential to determine the 
exact transformation coefficients from gross volume to us ed 
volume. An example will be given in paragraph 41, 

even when a volume estimation is undertaken with a well rlefine(~ 
purpose (for instance, pulpmill supply), da ta should be 
collected in order to be able to estimate other volumes beca use 
the final destination of wood and/or loggers and manufa c turers 
requirements might change in future , 

- give priority to gross volume estimation and consider usuable 
volume estimation as a spec ialized task. 
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2 DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLUME OF A TREE

According to the type of the required volume, the measurements
will be more or less numerous. As the various parts of the tree
(stem, branches) never are solids of a perfectly known geometrical
form, such as cylinders,cones etc..., the principle is to measure
on each of them the diameter at different heights and to calculate
the volume from these measurements ; of course, this volume will be

the more exact as the number of measured diameters will be Zarge.
It is obvious that these measurements are easier and more accurate on
felled than on standing trees, which expZains the lay out of this para-
graph.

§ 21 Measurements on standing trees kalculation of the volume
§ 22 Measurements on felled trees based on these measurements:§23

21 MEASUREMENTS ON STANDING TREES

211 Measurements of size (diameter or girth)

The size of a tree is traditionally described by the following
values : reference diameter, reference circumference, basal area. One
measures the diameter or the circumference and the basaZ area is
deducted by the formula corresponding to the circle

Basal area = T1 (reference diameter)2

=
4.7.

(reference circumference)2

The basaZ area is thus a conventional value which gives an
approximation of the area of the reference section. The knowledge of
the exact value of the area of this section is indeed practically
impossible on a standing tree and, on a felled tree, it requires te
use of a planimeter.

211.1 Definition of the reference diameter and of the

reference circumference

Between aZZ the diameters and aZZ the circumferencesthat
can be measured, the reference diameter and the reference circumfe-
rence play an essentiaZ role.

On a standing tree, this diameter (or this circumference)
is meaoured

at 1.30 m from the ground (4'3") for trees without buttresses or
with buttresses or aeriaZ roots Zess than 1 m. high. The reference
diameter is then, traditionally, called diameter at breast height .

It is recommended to avoid this ambiguous expression and to take
care that the height of measurement does not depend upon the
height of the operator.

at 30 cm above the end of the buttress or the aerial roots if these
are higher than 1 meter.

When the height from the ground is not equal to 1.3 m, it
should be recorded.

The following page illustrates some cases which occur in
practice fbr the definition of the reerence diameter.
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2 D IRECT ~'EASURmENT OF THE VOLUME OF A TREE 

According to the type of the required volume, the measurements 
will be more or less numerous. As the various parts of the tree 
(stem, branohes) never are soUds of a perfectly knoum geometriaal 
f orm, suah as cylinders,aones eta ... , the principle is t o measure 
on eaah of them the di~neter at different heights and to calaulate 
the volume from these measurements ; of course, this volume will be 
the more exact as the number of measured di~eters will be large . 
It is obvious that these measurements are easier and more accurate on 
felled than on standing trees, which explains the layout of this papa·' 
gmph. 

§ 21 
§ 22 

Measurements on standing trees 
11easurements on felled trees 

I Calaulation of the vo l ume 
\ based on these measurements: § 23 

21 ~lEASUREMENTS ON STANDING TREES 

211 ~'easurements of size (diameter or girth) 

The size of a tree is traditionally desc1'ibed by the following 
values : refe1'enae diameter, refe1'ence circumference, basal area. One 
measures the diameter 01' the ciraumference and the basal a1'ea is 
deduated by the formula corresponding to the ci1'ale 

Basa l area = i (reference diameter)2 

= 4~ (reference circumference)2 

The basal area is thus a conventional value whiah gives an 
app1'oximation of the area of the 1'eference seation . The knOWledge of 
the exaat value of the area of this seation is indeed praatiaally 
impossible on a standing tree and, on a felled t1'ee, it requires t i,e 
use of a planimete1'. 

211.1 Q~fi~i~iQ~_Qf_~~~_r~f~r~~~~_~i2~~~~r_2~~_Qf_!~~ 

r~f~r~~~~_~ir~~~f~r~~~~ 

Between all the diameters and all the ai1'aumferenaestha't 
can be measu~d, the reference diameter and the reference circumfe 
r ence play an essential role. 

On a standing t1'ee, this di~ete1' (01' this airav.mfel'erwe) 
in r.rearrured : 
- at 1 . 30 m from the ground (4'3") for trees without butt1'esses 01' 

with buttresses or aerial roots less than 1 m. hioh. The 1'efe1'enae 
diameter is then, t1'aditionally, aalled diameter ~t breast hei ght 
It is reaommended to avoid this ambiguous exp1'ession and to take 
aare that the height of measurement aoes not depend upon the 
height of the ope1'ator. 

- at 30 em above the end of the buttress or the aerial roots if these 
are highe1' than 1 meteI'. 

When the height from the ground is not equal to 1. 3 m, it 
should be reao1'ded. 

The following page illust1'ates some aases whiah oaau1' in 
p1'aatiae fop the definition of the re~c1'enae di~ete1'. 



Trees with aerial
roots hiOer than i m.

rn

more

0.30

Leaning trees

The 1.30 m length has to be measured parallel to the tree, not vertically.
The measured section has to be perpendicular to tha axis of ti7e tree, i-zot hori-
ont21.

Flat terrain Sloping terrain

1.30 m measured on
the side where
tree is leaning

1.30m

0.30
--measurement

end of
--aerial roots
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REFERENCE DIAMETER

Trees with buttresses higher
than I meter

Por a good estimate of level (A)
view the tree from a distance

-.--measurement

end of
buttress

The measurema-nta have to
be taken outside the
deformed part.

Do, ifpassible, 2 measu-
rements at equal distances
from the 1.30 m level and
take average.

But it can happen that on/y
one meaeurement is possible:'

Sloping terrain

Vertical tree

As a ru/e, the base of the tree ia the
level marked ... (/ocation of the seed).
For practical reasons the measurement is
taken at 1.30 m at the uphill side.

1.30 m measured
\30mat up hill

side

/ two

imeasu-

,

remonte L.
\

in general, h is smaller Consider there
than 6 m. are two trees.

Anomaly at_1N m Li.(not_i_sw_ellin9, deformation...)

Flat terrain

Straight tree without buttresses or
with buttresses lees than 1 meter or
with aerial roots less than 1 meter.

Forked trees -

Bottom of the fork

Less than Higher than
1.30 m 1.30 m
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REFERENCE DIAMETER 

F1 at terrai n 
Str4ight tree without buttresses or 
with buttresses less than I meter or 
Hith aerial roots le8s than 1 meter . 

Sloping terrain 
Vert ieal tree 

As a rule, the base of the tree is the 
level marked ••• (location of the seed). 
For prHctical reasons the measurement is 
taken at 1.30 m at the uphill side. 

1.30 m 

1.3Om 

Leaning trees 
The 1.30 m Length has to be measu~ed p~Ltet to the t~e, not ve~icaLty . 

The mea8u~ed section has to be pBrpendiaul~ to the i2:::-ia of tlJe tr>ee , not hor'i 
>:ant;)!. 

Flat terrain Sloping terrain 

1.30 m measured on 
the side where 
tree is leaning 

1.30 m measured 
at up hill 
side 

Trees with aerial 
roots higher than 1 m. 

Trees with buttresses higher 
than 1 meter 

Forked trees -

! m 
or more 

1.3Om 

Fo~ a good estimate of level rAJ 
viebJ the t~e from a distance 

- -measurement 

Bottom of the fo~k 

/' \ 
Le88 than 

1.30 m 
Highe~ than 

1.30 m 

1
-

_ _ 0.3 
-- mea8urement AJ _ _ end of v " end of 
- aeriaL roots 

----I~M .. aeu-t """",n s a/ 

butt~ss 

in generaL , h is smaller 
than 6 m. 

- ~ - one I measure-

tbJO I _ 30ment 1-
d 

\ 

\ 
Conside~ the~ 

are too tree8. 

Anomaly at 1.30 m (knot, swelling, deformation . • • ) 

The measW'\!Wlm ts n.n>e to 
be taJum outs ide the 
deformed p~. 

- 00, if possibte, 2 measu
l'6ments at eqULll diet<lnces 
from the 1. 30 m lsve l and 
taJc.. atJel'<lg6. 

-t --,Meaeu
Nment 

But it """ happ<m that on ly _ 
one measu1'6ment is possibls. 

- ---
1.30 m 



Remarks

If diameter has to be remeasured in the future for increment, the
level of measurement has to be materialized (painted mark,...)
Such a mark can induce a reaction of the tree ; it is thus advisable
to put the mark at a fixed distance (for instance 10 cm) from the
measureMent level and to record the height of the mark in case it
should disappear.

In inventory or permanent sample plot mensurationaZ work, reference
diameter is in general measured only for trees of a minimum size. In
most cases, reference diameter is measured if it is more than 5 cm
(on smaller trees, height is measured) but on studies fbcused on
regeneration, diameter measurement is of interest and requires
special instruments (mini calipers).

211.2 Practice of diameter measurements on standing trees

The fbllowing scheme indicates the lay-out of the paragraph.

/Usual caliper - Finnish caliper

The height of
measurement is \For measurement of big diameters : ruler
manually accessible
(eventually by Wheeler
climbing or with pentapri.m
poles) Commercial instruments

for optical measurements
:2 examples\

relascope

211.21 Diameter measurement with a caliper

211.211 The usual caliper

Do prefer a metallic caliper to a
wooden caliper (climatic stability -
easy to clean).

HoZd horizontally.

Do not press the arms too much
against the tree (soft bark).

Verify frequently the paralleliJm
of the arms.

Take at least one measurement,
without choosing the direction. For
a better precision or for a flat
tree, do a second measurement in the
perpendicular direction and take the
arithmetic average.

Carry out the measurement with the
maximum precision allowed by the
graduation (in general to the nearest
cm, if possible to the nearest mm).

Fixed Mobile
arm --

111,1.1111 ti

1

graduations
in mm
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Remarks : 

• 

If diameter has to be remeasured in the future for increment, the 
level of measurement has to be materialized (painted mark, ... ) 
Such a mark can induce a reaation of the tree ; it is thus advisable 
to put the mark at a fixed distanae (for instanae 10 cm) from the 
measurement level and to reaord the height of the maI·k in aase it 
should disappear. 

In inventory or permanent sample plot mensurational work, referenae 
diameter is in general measured only for trees of a minimum size. In 
most aases, referenae diameter is measured if it is more than 5 em 
(on smaller trees, height is measured) but on studies focused on 
regeneration, diameter measurement is of interest and requires 
special instruments (mini calipers). 

211.2 ~~~£!i£~_2f_Qi~~~!~~_~~~~~~~~~~!~_2~_~!~~Qi~g_!~~~~ 

The following scheme indicates the lay -out of the paragraph. 

c, I Usual caliper - . Finnish caliper 

1:' _Tape 
The height of 1'\ 
measurement is "For measurement of big diameters ruler 

( eventually by v!heeler 
manually accessible ~ 

c limbing or with 4 
poles) 0 Commercial instruments . 2 

for optical measurements' 

/ pen tapr i ~j :l 

examrleS\ 

Bitterli r: h 

Find 
-.III'III 

f 

IIobile 
ano _ 

graduations 
in 1111 

, relascope 

211 .21 Diameter measurement with a caliper 

'--~---

211.211 The usual caliper 

- Do prefer a metallic cal iper to a 
wooden caliper (climatic stability -
easy to clean). 

- Hold horizontally. 

- Do not press the arms too much 
against the tree (soft bark). 

- Verify frequently the parallelid~ 
of the arms . 

- Take at least one measuloement , 
without choosing the direction. For 
a better precision or f or a flat 
tree, do a second measurement in the 
perpendicular direction and take the 
ari thmetic average . 

- Carry out the measurement with the 
maximum precision allowed by the 
graduation (in general to the nearest 
cm, if possible t o the nearest mm). 



Various improvements can be made to the instrument, of which
the above drawing shows the most simple type : additional graduations
(,,firth, basal area), adjustment by a screw of the final position of
the mobile arm, movement on rollers of the mobile arm, addition of a
system of automatic registration of the measurement on punched
paper tape or mini cassette,...

211.212 The Finnish caliper

The graduations
are parallel to
the inside edge
of the straight
arm.

handle

Grasp the handle with left hand (the left arm should be
stretched out as far as possible), appZy the caliper against ¿he
tree, orthogonal to stem axis. The diameter is obtained by sighting
parallel to the graduation marks.

Advantages on the usual caliper

. no movable part,
when fixed on telescopic poles, the caZiper allows to measure
diameters up to approximately 8 m from the ground, and even
up to a dozen meters if binoculars are used for the reading,
instrument easily selfMade with plywood (7 layer, 9 mm thick)
graduate both faces to be used with left or right hand ;
varnish the whole instrument.
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Vapious imppovements can be made to the instpument, of which 
the above dpawing shows the most simple type : additional gpaduations 
(~ipth, basal apea), adjustment by a scpew of the final position of 
the mobile aPm, movement on polleps of the mobile aPm, addition of a 
system of automatic pegistpation of the measupement on punched . 
papep tape OP mini cassette , . .. 

211 .212 The Finni sh ca li per 

st ruight a1'f7! 

cUI'Ved 
a1'f7! \ 

The grotiuations 
are pcrraUe l t o 
t he inside edge 
of the streight 
ann. 

handl e 

J I 
I 
I 
~ 

, , , 

Gpasp the handle with left hand (the left apm should be 
stpetched out as fap as possible), apply the calipep against 'i he 
tpee , opthogonal to stem axis. The diametep is obtained by sighting 
papallel to the gpaduation mapks. 

Advantages on the usual ca lipe r 

no movab le papt , 
when fixed on tele scopic poles, the calipep allows to measupe 
diamete ps up to apppoximately 8 m fpom the gpound, and even 
up to a do zen meteps if binoculaps ape used fop the peading, 
instpument easi ly selfmade with plywood (7 layep, 9 mm thick) ; 
gpaduate both faces to be used with left OP pight hand; 
vaPnish the whole instpument. 



The curved form of the graduated
arm is such that the distance a
does not depend on tree size, which
guarantees the same degree of ac-
curacy for trees of different sizes
( a = 5.5 cm in the instrument of
previous page).

211.22 Girth measurenent with a tape

The use of a tape is indispensable for large trees because
the caliper is impracticable. Also for small trees, a tape is prefe-
rable to a caliper

- the tape estimates a size called girth (it is in fact the perimeter
of the convex hull of the section), the definition of which is not
ambiguous whereas there exists an infinity of diameters. By reference
to a circle, the quotient of the measured girth by TT is taken as
the diameter (certain tapes comprise a diameter graduation). A mathe-
matical property adds a supplementary justification to this practice
the measured girth divided by TT is equaZ to the average of the infi-
nity of diameters that could be measured with a caliper.

- measurements with a tape are more reliable than measurements with
a caliper : the tape, provided that it does not extend, is stronger
and the risk fOr compression of the bark is less than with a caliper.
It is essentiaZZy for this reason that one can hear say that the
diameter measured with a tape is systematically Zarger than the
diameter measured with a caliper and it is to correct for this bias
that the french standard for example defines the girth at 1.50 m as
the reference fbr the size of a tree. This definition is not to be
recommended in order to unify and also because detailed studies,
practical as well

as1
theoretical, have shown that the difference

between D1
.30m

and Tri: C1.30mis, in general, small and does not have

a realZy systematic character.

- The main point is to hoZd the tape in a plane perpendicular to the
stem axis, after having removed lianas, mosses,... (but care must be
taken not to remove bark inadvertently). Prefer tapes provided
with a hook at the extremity to fix in the bark, which allows a
single person to measure a large tree. Linen tapes stretch and wear.
Metal tapes are better but kink. With recent materials such as
fiberglass, these disadvantages disappear.

- Carry out the measurement with the maximum precision alZowed by
the graduation ; in general to the nearest cm (82.4 -4- 82 ; 82.6 83),
if possible to the nearest mm. However, for rapid measurements under
difficult conditions and with unskilled labour, whole unit measure
(82.4 82 ; 82.6 -,- 82), though biased, may be more accurate because

of the reduced risk of misunderstanding.
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I 
/ 

/ 

I The curved fo~ of the gpaduated 
qpm is such that the distance a 
does not depend on tpee size, which 
guapantees the same degpee of ac
cupacy fop tpees of diffepent sizes 
( a = 5.5 cm in the instPUment of 
ppevious page). 

211.22 Girth measurement with a tape 

The use of a tape is indispensable fop lapge tpees because 
the calipep is imppacticable. Also fop sma ll tpees, a tape is ppefe
pable to a calipep : 

- the tape estima tes a size called girth (it is in fact the perime ter 
of the convex hull of the section), the definition of which is not 
ambiguous whereas there exists an infinity of diameters. By reference 
to a cipcle, the quotient of the measuped gipth by ~ is taken as 
the diametep (ceptain tapes compPise a diametep gpaduation). A mathe
matical ppopepty adds a supplementapy justification to th,:s ppactice 
the measuped gipth divided by ~ is equal to the avepage of the infi- . 
nity of diameteps that could be measuped with a calipep. 

- measurements with a tape are more reliable than meas urements with 
a cal iper : the tape, ppovided that it does not extend, is stpongep 
and the pisk fop comppession of the bapk is less than with a calipep. 
It is essentially fop this peason that one can heap say that the 
diametep measuped with a tape is systematically lapgep than the 
diametep measuped·with a calipep and it is to coppect fop this bias 
that the fpench standapd fop example defines the gipth at 1.50 m as 
the pefepence fop the size of a tpee. This definition is not to be 
pecommended in opdep to unify and also because detailed studies, 
ppactical as well as ltheopetical , have shown that the diffepence 
between DI . 30m and ; CI . 30mis, in genepal, small and does not have 

a peally systematic chapactep. 

The main ·point is to hold the tape in a plane peppendiculap to the 
stem axis, a[tep having pemoved lianas, mosses, ... (but cape must be 
taken not to pemove bapk inadvertently). Prefer tapes ppovided 
with a hook at the extpemity to fix in the bark, which allows a 
single person to measure a large tree. Linen tapes stretch and wear. 
Metal tapes ape better but kink. With pecent matePials such as 
fibepglass, these disadvantages disappear. 

- Carpy out the measurement with the maximum precision allowed by 
the gpaduation ; in general to the neapest cm (82.4 ~ 82 ; 82.6 ~ 83), 
if possible to the nearest mm. Howevep, . for rapid measupements undep 
difficult conditions and with unskilled labour, whole unit measure 
(82.4 ~ 82 ; 82.6 ~ 82), though biased, may be mope accupate because 
of the reduced pisk of misunderstanding. 
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211.23 Method of the ruler for diameter measure-
ment at small heights (5 to 6 m maximum)

211.231 Construction of the ruler

Take a board of 150 cm x 10 cm x 1 cm and paint white.

Attach in the middle a rod of 1 m long and on this rod a

detachable handZe of 2 m long.

e) Mark with bZack paint the limits and the numbers of the classes
as given beZow.

Lower limits of the classes
Classes

__

Exact limits

D (cm)

Positions of limiLs
on ruler

d (cm)

2 15
,

14.9

3 25 24.7

4 35 34.4

5 45 44.0
6 55 53.6
7 65 63.0

8 75 72.4

9 85 81.7

10 95 90.9

11 105 99.9

12 115 108.9

13 125 117.9

14 135 126.7

15 145 135.5
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211.23 Method of the ruler for diameter measure
ment at small heights (5 to 6 m maximum) 

211.231 Construction of the ruler 

a) Take a board of 150 cm x 10 cm xl cm and paint white. 

b) Attach in the middle a rod of 1 m long and on this rod a 
detachable handle of 2 m long. 

1m 
j 

1 
2m 

j 
c) Mark with black paint the limits and the numbers of the classes 

as given below. 

Lower limits of the classes 
Classes Exact limits positions of l imi ts 

on rule r 
D (em) d (em) 

-
2 15 14 .9 
3 25 24.7 
4 35 34.4 
5 45 44.0 
6 55 53.6 
7 65 63.0 
8 75 72.4 
9 85 81.7 

10 95 90.9 
II 105 99.9 
12 115 108.9 
13 125 117 .9 
14 135 126.7 
15 145 135.5 



Justification : to avoid parallax errors, the cZass limits on the
ruler are corrected

a

a Distance from the eye
of the observer to the
centre of the ruler.

The operating method which follows supposes that the
observer is at a horizontal distance of 10 m from the tree. If
the ruler is at his eye level, a = 10 m
If not, the maximum height at which
the ruler can be placed being appro-
ximateZy 5 m and adMitting that the
terrain is flat and that the eye of
the observer is at 1.5 m from the
ground, the distance will then be

4102 + (5 - 1.5)2 = 10.6 m
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1 0 m

Ruler

A heZper places the ruZer against the
It is important that the ruZer should
sight. The left edge of the ruZer has
edge of the stem in relation to the ob
Read the number of the diameter class

One can prove
easily that

d

+
a

10m

One can therefore estimate that a is equivalent to 10.3 m
on an average. The corrected diameters d which are to be marked on
the ruler have been calculated with this value.

211.232 Operating method

The observer places himself at a horizontal distance of 10 m from
the side of the tree.

Tree

Reading of the number
of the diameter clase

tree at the height of measurement.
be perpendicular on the Zine of
to be in a line with the left

server.
on the right hand part of the ruZer.
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Justification to avoid parallax errors, the class limits on the 
ruler are corrected : 

a 

a • Distance from the eye 
of the observer to the 
centre of the ruler. 

OM oan pl'Ot1e 

easily that 
d. D 

~ I + ; 

The operating method which follows supposes that the 
observer is at a horizontal distance of 10 m from the tree. If 
the ruler is at his eye level, a ~ 10 m 
If not, the maximum height at which 
the ruler can be placed being appro-
ximately 5 m and admitting that the 
terrain is flat and that the eye of 
the observer is at 1.5 m from the 
ground, the distance will then be : 

~102 + (5 - 1.5)2 = 10.6 m 
~ 

I 
1.5 m I 

10m 

One can therefore estimate that a is equivalent to 10.3 m 
on an average. The corrected diameters d which are to be marked on 
the ruler have been calculated with this value. 

211.232 Operating method 

- The observer places himself at a horizontal distance of 10 m from 
the side of the tree. 

Ruler __ 

~ ------- 10 m - Tree 

- - - - - - - - - - -

5m 

~ Reading of the nr.Dnber 
of the diamater elasa 

- A helper places the ruler against the tree at the height of measurement . 
It is important that the ruler should be perpendicular on the line of 
sight. The left edge of the ruler has to be in a line with the left 
edge of the stem in relation to the observer. 

- Read the number of the diameter class on the right hand part of the ruler. 



eye

Two vertical
guidelines

Prism reflected
image of right
bark edge
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211.24 The Wheeler pentaprism caliper

This optical instrument has two advantages

the observer can stand at any distance from the tree and

this distance has not to be known,

it allows diameter measurements at any height.

But it requires a good visibility : a strong contrast between

tree and background is necessary.

Diagram showing pathways taken by the

sightings through the instrument

Direct line of sight above fixed prism

Fixed pentaprism

Reflected line of sight through prisms

Movable pentaprism

Left bark edge of tree

(direct sighting)
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211.24 The l~heeler pentaprism cal iper 

This optical instrument has two advantages 

_ the observer can stand at any distance from the tree and 
this distance has not to be known, 

_ it allows diameter measurements at any height. 

But it requires a good visibility : a strong contrast between 
t ree and background is necessary. 

Diagram showing pathways taken by the 
sightings throug~ the instrumen t 

Direct Line of sight above fixed prism 
~~~T-------~~~~~~-=~~-

eye 

, 

9-

Two vertical 
guidelines 

Prism re j7.ected 
image of right 
bark edge 

Fixed pentaprism 

- - Rej7.ected Zi;;e-;'j sight-V;;;;ugh - p;.,;sm; _ . 

Movable pentaprism 

Wl--_-----Left bark edge of tree 
(direct sighting) 
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Hold the caliper 8 or 10 cm in front of the eye with the
graduated scale up. Look into and through the viewing slot.
Most operators keep both eyes open.

Through the upper part of the sZot, the left bark of the
tree is seen directly. In the lower part, appears the right bark
edge reflected through the two prisms. Slide the movable prism
with the right hand untiZ the right bark edge reflection is
brought into direct vertical alignment with the left bark edge,
midway between the two vertical guidelines. Read the diameter on
the scale.

The instrument exists with 3 Zengths

44 cm 4- maximum diameter 36 cm

69 cm maximum diameter 62 cm

95 cm maximum diameter 86 cm.

To check the caliper for accuracy, measure a target of known
width and adjust the pointer position to get the correct value.
Verify also that the measurement does not depend upon the distance
(some instruments are defective).

211.25 Diameter measurement with the Bitterlich
Relas cope

The Bitterlich relascope is an instrument quite universally
used by foresters, which permits the following principal measurements

diameter of the tree at any height
tree height
basal area of stand
certain horizontal lengths
slope of a terrain.

Its description, the principle of its functioning, and its
handling for the measurements c) d) e) , are not given ; the follo-
wing are the directions for use of the instrument (of the wide scale
model, more adapted to the measurement of Zarge trees than the narrow
scale model) fbr the measurement of diameters at various heights.of
the bole.
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Hold the oaliper 8 or 10 om in front of the eye with the 
graduated soale up. Look into and through the· viewing slot. 
Most operators keep both eyes open. 

Through the upper part of the slot, the left bark of the 
tree is seen direotly . In the lower part, appears the right bark 
edge refleoted through the two prisms. Slide the movable prism 
with the right hand until the right bark edge refleotion is 
brought into direot vertioal alignment with the left bark edge, 
midWay between the two vertical guidelines. Read the diameter on 
the soale. 

'i'he instrument exists with 3 lengths 

44 om + ma~~mum diameter 36 cm 

69 cm + maximum diameter 62 om 

95 cm + maximum diameter 86 om. 

To cheok the caliper for acouraoy, measure a target of known 
width and adjust the pointer position to get the oorrect value. 
Verify also that the measurement does not depend upon the distanoe 
(some instruments are defective). 

211.25 Diameter measurement with the Bitterlich 
Relascope 

The Bitterlich relascope is an instrument quite universally 
used by foresters, which permits the following prinoipal measurements 

a) diameter of the tree at any height 
b) tree height 
c) basal area of stand 
d) certain horizontal lengths 
e) slope of a terrain. 

Its desoription, the principle of its functioning, and its 
handling for the measurements c) d) e) , are not given; the follo
wing are the directions for use of the instrument (of the wide soale 
model, more adapted to the measurement of large trees than the narrow 
scale model) for the measurement of diameters at various heights .of 
the bole. 
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Diameter measurements with the wide scale Bitterlich

Relascope for the calculation of a bole volume

1/ Stand at a horizontal distance D from the centre of the tree equal to
at least 2/3 of its height ( D can be equal to 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,
16, 18, 20 meters).

2/The bole must be seen completely. CZear vegetation if necessary.

3/Measure height h of buttress, reference diameter (with a tape or a ruler),
and bark thicknes.

4/H being the first entire height (read on the scaZe corresponding to
the distance D) situated above the end of the buttress, measure

diameter at end of buttress
height h between H and end of buttress
diameter at heights H, H+1, H+3, H+5, etc...

Don't measure the diameter if there is an anomaly.

5/Estimate the height L between last measurement and upper crosscut
(base of the crown) (L < 2m).

6/Measure diameter at upper crosscut.

7/Indicate the parts of the bole which cannot be used (defect, insertion
of a big branch...)

8/Do the quaZitative observations (see § 41)

1

2m

1st entire height above E

0.30m
Reference diameter

E : end of buttress

-------.- crown point
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Diameter measurements with the wide scale Bitterlich 

Relascope for 'the calculation of a bole volume 

1/ Stand at a horizontaL distance D from the centre of the tree equaL to 
at Least 2/3 of its height ( D can be equaL to 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20 meters). 

2/The boLe must be seen compLeteLy. CLear vegetation if necessary. 

3/ Measure height h of buttress, reference diameter (with a tape or a ruLer), 
and bark thickness. ' 

4/ H being the first entire height (read on the scale corresponding to 
the distance D) situated above the end of the buttress" measure : 

- diameter at end of buttress 
- height h between H and end of buttress 
- diameter at heights H, H+I, H+3, H+5, etc ... 

Don 't measure the diameter if there is an anomaLy. 

5/ Estimate the height L between Last measurement and upper crosscut 
(base of the crown) (L < 2m). 

6/ Measure diameter at upper crosscut. 

7/ Indicate the parts of the boLe which cannot be used (defect, insertion 
of a big branch •.. ) 

8/ Do the quaUtative observations (see § 41) 

2m 

2m 

1m 

h -

/ he 

Cl'OLIn point 

~lS t snti~ height above E 

! O.3Om 

\ 
Re 

E 

ference diamsul' 

: end of buttress 



o

H = -1
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The measurements are gathered in the following form which is
provided fbr the calculation of volume with a programming calculator
no place is therefbre prepared for the volume of each log. Modify
consequently the fbrm if calculation is to be perfbrmed by hand.

To transform the relascope-units into the real values, use
the relationship

one scale in cm = 2 X D in meters (ex. D = 10m, one scale = 20cm)

Remark

For measurements by tree-climbing method, use a similar fbrm.
In the two columns fbr relascope-units, place overbark and underbark
diameters.

Example : The following form is for a tree which has been measured
in the fbllowing conditions

Heights in
the relascope

0.9m
0.30m

hc
m= 2.5

__o

reference diameter measured
with the ruler (§211.23)

12m
LE 11.-1

Volume calculations have been made with SmaZian's formula
(see 231) fbr each log limited by two measurements. For the bottom
log (0.9 m high) the cylinder formula has been used. For the log with
the broken branch, the length of the defective part has been estimated
1.8 m -4. length of good part = 2.2 m.

Bark thickness has been assumed constant from bottom to top.
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The measurements are gathered in the following form which is 
provided for the ca lculation of volume with a programming calculator 
no place is therefore prepared for the volume of each log. Modify 
consequently the form if calculation is to be performed by hand. 

To transform the relascope-units into the real values, use 
the relationship : 

one scale in em ~ 2 x D in meters (ex. D 10m, one scale = 20cm) 

Remark 

Heights in 

For measurements by tree-climbing method, use a similar form. 
In the two columns for relascope-units, place overbark and underbark 
diameters. 

~~~~2!~ The following form is for a tree which has been measured 
in the fo llowing condi tiol1s : 

the relascope 

a 

H =-1 

h - 2. 5m c 

reference diameter measured 
with the ruler (§21 I .23) 

12 m I 
.. I 

Volume calculations haye been made with Smalian's formula 
(see § 231) for each log limited by two measurements. For the bottom 
log (0.9 m high) the cylinder formula has been used. For the log with 
the broken branch, the length of the defective part has been estimated 
1.8 m ~ length of good part = 2.2 m. 

Bark thickness has been assumed constant from bottom to top. 



Mark
unusa-
ble parid

1st entire
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Form for volume estimation of the bole of a
standing tree with Bitterlich Relascope

Code
Species

Mensurationist

Horizontal distance

lm

Date

I I I

Relative
heights

Location

rn

Relascope Units
(R U)

I 1/4

scale
j
scale

!lock 1NW-: Plot
ecE

EE

Qualitative
observations

F H W

reference
diameter

or

reference
circumference

bole height

overbark volume

underbark volume

) height

Relative
heights

Bark

Height
above
ground

Bark

thickness
on radius

Relascope Units
( R U)

1/4
scale ;cale

CIE m

height above

part
V overbark

V underbark

E . end of
buttress

I

1 }

scale

R U

scale;1/4
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Form for volume estimation of the bole of a 
standing tree with Bitterlich Relascope 

BlOCK : ...... -: "'O~ ~ scd:. I 
Height 

I 
I Code Location : II I I I " I COm Species I above I I F H 1/ ground 

I-Iensurationist : Date : Qualitative ~ Bark OJ 
Horizontal distance rn m 

observations thickness ~ : on radius 

r~ark I Relative Relas~~p~)units 
unusa- ~ heights 
ble pa~ \ 1 1/ 4 v; Relative r.elas(ope Units - scale 1 scale - heights R U) 

--0 1 

CD 1 1/4 0 1 sea Ie ; scale 

1 1 

--0 0 1 CD ---0 0 1 rn 
1 

1 
1 

---0 0 1 OJ --0 0, rn 
1 

1 

--0 0 1 
1 CD --0 0 ' 1 

IT] 

1 1 

--CJ 01 CD --0 0 ' CD 
1 1 

1 

---CJ 0 1 CD --cJ 0 1 rn 1 
= == 1 

1 1 

---cJ 0 1 CO 1 
1 R U 
1 reference 

scale; 1/4 sca le 
---0 0 1 rn diameter I I f I I I I t F" 

1 
or 

reference 
-0 0 1 CD circumference I I I I }:. 

1 

-- -0 0
1 

, 1 rn bole height I I ! In 
1 

-0 0 1 
I 

CD overbark volume I I I I I f3 
1 

--c::J D I CO underbark volume I I I I I F3 
2m I 

0 0 
I rn 1 height I I ! F 1 st entire_::i!. 1m H-O 0 1 rn usable' height above 

h [}J", 1 

E • end of 0 1 rn V overbark I I I I I I'" 
buttress/ hc ITJm\ 1 

part 

1 
V underbark I I I I I IIIIJ 
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212 Height measurements

212.1 Definitions

The total height of a tree is the Zength of the straight line
connecting the foot of the tree (ground level) with the extremity of
the terminal bud of the stem. For forked trees, there is a total heightif the fork is above 1.30 m and as many heights as there are stems if
the fork is below 1.30 m.

In the sane way as for volumes, the heights at certain
crosscuts are defined : the height "big wood" for example will be the
Zength of the Zine connecting the foot of the tree with the 7 cm dia-
meter crosscut of the stem.

Remarks : . fOr very badly fOrmed trees or fbr shrubs with multiple stems
as can be encountered in savannahs,the term diameter has little practical
sense ; total height then becomes the essential characteristic.

. total height has little concrete sense for trees with a broken
or dead crown. Avoid to use such trees to construct a volume table.

212.2 Height measurements on standing trees

Height measurements take more time and are more delicate than
diameter measurements. They are sometimes impossible (Zack of visibility).

A height is measured

either using a system of graduated telescopic poles which
is put against the tree. This is possible only for small
heights (ranging about ten meters),

or, most frequently, by optical procedure, using a dendrometer.

212.21 Some dendrometers

There exists a great variety of dendrometers. We will only
describe the principle of two instruments easy to construct and quote
some examples of commerciaZ instruments.
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212 Height measurements 

212.1 g~fi~i!iQ~~ 

The total height of a tree is the length of the straight line 
connecting the foot of the tree (ground level) with the extremity of 
the terminal bud of the stem. For forked trees, there is a total height 
if the fork is above 1.30 m and as many heights as there are stems if 
the fork i8 below 1.30 m. 

In the same way as for volumes, the heights at certain 
crosscuts are defined: the height "big wood" for example will be the 
Zength of the line connecting the foot of the tree with the ? cm dia
meter crosscut of the stem. 

Remarks : • for very badZy formed trees or for shrubs with multiple stems 
as can be encountered in savannahs, the term diameter has little practical 
sense ; total height then becomes the essential characteristic. 

total height ha.3 little concrete sense for trees with a broken 
or dead crown. Avoid to use such trees to construct a volume table. 

Height measurements take more time and are more delicate than 
diameter measurements. They are sometimes impossible (lack of visibility). 

A height is measured : 

either using a system of graduated telescopic poles which 
is put against the tree. This is possible only for small 
heights (ranging about ten meters), 

- or, most frequently, by optical procedure, using a dendrorneter. 

212 .21 Some dendrometers 

There exists a great variety of dendrometers. We 1Jill only 
describe the principle of two instruments easy to construct and quote 
some examples of commercial instruments. 



AB is graduated in centimeters
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212.211 Principle of two instruments easy to
construct

- The dendrometric ruler

It is a ruZer equiped with a plumb-line attached to one corner.

starting from B on both faces.

n21

Htot = h1 2 1 a+h with : h = D and h2 = D 7

If D = 10 m and a = 10 cm, H in meters is the sum
n1 + n2 in centimeters.tot

It is difficult to read the result with a precision better
than half centimeter ; the error on the sum of the two measurements
is therefore 1 cm maximum ; the error on the height is thus about
1 meter if o = 10 meters, about 2 meters if o 20 meters , etc..
The use of thiS instrument is thus not recommended at more than 10
meters from the tree ; the maximum height which can be measured is
then about 10 meters.

This instrument requires the measurement of the distance
from the tree. This is an instrument which avoids this measurement :

- The dendrometric ruler ------ ----- -- ---------
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212.211 Principle of two instruments easy to 
construct 

It is a ruler- equi ped with a plumb- line at t ached to one corner . 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

- - - ---

AB is graduated in cent i meters 

h l+h2 'Jith hi = D 
n

l 
H 

t o t a 

If D 10m anda 10 em, H 
t ot 

c 

----

starting from B on both faces .. 

and h2 = D 
n

2 
a 

in meter s is the sum n
l 

+ n
2 

in centimeters. 

It is difficu l t to read the r esult I.lith a precision better 
than half centimeter; the er ror on t he sum of the two measurements 
i s the refore 1 cm maximum ; the error on the height is thus about 
1 meter if D = 10 me t e r s. about 2 meters if D = 20 meter s , etc .. . 
The use of this ins trwnent is thus not r ecommended at more than 10 
meters f r om the tree ; the maximum height which can be measured is 
then about 10 meters. 

This instrument requires the measurement of the distance 
f r om the tree . This is an instr ument which avoids this measurement 



- The CHRISTEN hypsometer

A'C' = 30cm

graduations for
a pole length AB
of 4 meters
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AB is a pole
of known
Zength

The observer stands at a distance such
that the height to be measured is seen
between A' and C'. The instrument has
to be held loosely so that it takes its
vertical equilibrium position but should
not move ;the height is read at B' on
the scale.

The Zonger A'C' , the shorter the distance from the tree
but it becomes more difficult to control simultaneously the C'C
BIB and A'A aZignments.

In general, the chosen length for the instrument is
A'C' = 30 cm, which leads one to stand at a distance from the tree
approximately equal to the measured height.

The scale is graduated according to the formula A'B'
AB A,c,.
AC

Here are some values of the A'B' ocale as a function of
pole Zength AB and tree height AC, fbr an instrument of length A'C' = 30cm.

A'e' - 30cm 

o 

5 

10 

15 

20 

30 

~ 
100 

graduations for 
a pole length AB 
of 4 meters 
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c 

AS i s a po1-e 
of known 
length 

The observer stands at a distance such 
that the height to be measured is seen 
between A' and c' . The instrument has 
to be held loosely so that it takes its 
vertical equilibrium position but should 
not move ; the height is l'ead at B I on 
the scale. 

The longer A'C' , the shorter the distance from the tree 
but it becomes more difficult to control simultaneously the c'C , 
B' B and A'A alignments. 

I n general, the chosen length for the instrument is 
A'C' = 30 cm, which leads one t o stand at a di stance f rom the tree 
approximately equal to the measured height . 

The scale is graduated accordi ng to the fOI'fTIula A'B' = AB A'C ' AC . 

Here are some va l ues of the A' B' scale as a function of 
pole length AB and tree height AC, for an instrument of length A'C' = 30cm. 
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This table shows that the precision of the measurement
decreases if the measured height increases and if pole Zength AB decreases.

In practice, this instrument is used onZy for heights Zower

than about 20 meters, which often is sufficient for measurements of
bole heights in tropical high forest, because beyond 0,at, the t-rye
has little chance of being entirely visible and the distance from the
observer to the tree becomes too large as can be seen with the following
calculus : a precision better than x = 3 mm on the B reading seems hard

to get. Let us impose that such an incertitude induces a y incertitude
of no more than one meter on the AC result.

The following reZation between x and y

AC = VAB x A'C' x -31

shows that if A'C' = 30 cm and x = 3 mm, the condition y 5_ 1m is
satisfied if

AC 5 20 m for a pole AB of 4 meters
AC 5 22.4m for a pole AB of 5 meters
AC 5 24.5m for a pole AB of 6 meters.

AB

AC 4-
3m 4m 5m 6m 7m

5m 180 mm 240 mm 300 mm
6m 150 mm 200 mm 250 mm 300 mm

10 m 90 mm 120 mm 150 mm 180 mm 210 mm
11 m 82 mm 109 mm 136 mm 164 mm 191 mm

15 m 60 mm 80 mm 100 mm 120 mm 140 mm
16 m 56 mm 75 mm 94 mm 113 mm 131 mm

20m 45 mm 60 mm 75 mm 90 mm 105 mm
21 m 43 mm 57 mm 71 mm 86 mm 100 mm

30m 30 mm 40 mm 50 mm 60 mm 70 mm
31 m 29 mm 39 mm 48 mm 58 mm 68 mm

40m 23 mm 30 mm 38 mm 45 mm 53 mm
41 m 22 mm 29 mm 37 mm 44 mm 51 mm
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AB .. . 3 m 4 m 5 m 6 m 7 m 
AC + 

5 m 180 mm 240 mm 300 mm 
6 m 150 mm 200 mm 250 rom 300 mm 

10 m 90 mm 120 mm 150 mm 180 mm 210 mm 
11 m 82 mm 109 mm 136 mm 164 10m 191 mm 

15 m 60 mm 80 mm 100 mm 120 mm 140 mm 
16 m ! 56 mm 75 mm 94 mm 113 mm 131 mm 

20 m 45 mm 60 mm 75 mm 90 mm 105 mm 
21 m 43 mm 57 mm 71 mm 86 mm 100 mm 

30 m 30 mm 40 mm 50 mm 60 mm 70 rom 
31 m 29 mm 39 mm 48 mm 58 mID 68 mm 

40 m 23 mm 30 mm 38 mm 45 mm 53 II1III 

41 m 22 mm 29 rom 37 rom 44 mm 51 rom 
. 

This table shows that the prec.s.on of the measurement 
decreases if the measured height increases and if pole length AB decreases . 

In practice, this instrument is used on ly for heights lower 
than about 20 meters, which often is sufficient for measurements of 
bole heights in tropical high forest , cecause ~eyond t"at , the t~ee 
has little chance of being entirely visible and the distance .from the 
observer to the tree becomes too large as can be seen with the following 
calculus : a precision better than x = 3 mm on the B' reading seems hard 
to get . Let us impose that such an incertitude induces a y incertitude 
of no more than one meter on the AC result. 

The following relation between x and y 

AC = VAB x A'C' x ~ 
shows that if A'C ' 30 em and x 3 mm, the condition y 

satisfied if 

AC ~ 20 m for a pole AB of 4 met e rs 

AC ~ 22.4m for a pole AB of 5 meters 

AC ~ 24.5m for a pole AB of 6 meters. 

~ 1m i.s 
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212.212 Five commercial dendrometers

These instruments are, of course, more precise.

- The BLUME-LEISS dendrometer is composed of a clinometer with pendulum
which can be blocked at the moment of taking a sight in front of
four scales graduated in heights and a fifth one in angles. The height
scales correspond at a distance from the tree to be measured of 15,
20, 30 and 40 m. These distances can be measured with the aid of a
diopter which gives 2 shifted images of a small, foldable target
board which is hooked to the tree ; on this target are 3 lines A5
cm apart on one face and of 60 cm on the other, which corresponds,
when the images of two lines come to col:ncide,to distances of 15,
20, 30 or 40 meters.

1 - too far

2 - correct distance

3 - too close

1 2 3

One takes a sight and when the pendulum has reached its posi-
tion of equilibrum, it is immobilized by a knob. The height is
given directly on the scale which corresponds to the distance.

On slopes, where the sight on the mark is inclined, the incli-
nation is measured on the scaZe graduated in angles and the cor-
rection to be made to the height read is calculated according to
a table which is engraved on the instrument. The mark is seen
obliquely under an angZe i , the intercepted length of the mark
is thus divided by cos i ; on the other hand, a measure is taken
of the oblique OA and not of the horizontal OC = OA cos i . The true
height is therefbre equal to the measured height multiplied by
cos2
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212.2 12 Five commercial dendrometers 

These instJ?wnents ar e, of coupse,J mope precise. 

- The BLUME-LEI SS dendrome t e r is composed of a clinomet ep with pendulum 
which can be blocked at the moment of taking a sight i n f pont of 
foup scales gpaduated in heights and a fifth one in angles . The height 
scales coppespond at a distance f pom the tpee to be measuped of 15, 
20, 30 and 40 m. These distances can be measuped with the aid of a 
dioptep which gives 2 shifted images of ~ smalZ, foldable tapget 
boapd which is hooked to the tpee ; on this tapget ape 3 lines &5 
em a pa rt on one face and of 60 cm on the othep, which coppesponds, 
when the images of two lines come to cofncide, to distances of 15, 
20, 30 op 40 meteps . 

1 - too far 

2 - correct distance 

3 - t oo close 

1 2 3 

One takes a sight and when the pendulum has peached its posi 
tion of equilibpum, it is immobilized by a knob. The height is 
given dipectly on the scale which coppesponds to the distance. 

On slopes, whe pe the sight on the mapk is i nclined, t he incli 
nation is measuped on the scale gpaduated in angles and the cop
pection to be made to the height pead is calculated accopding t o 
a table which is engpaved on the instpument . The mapk i s seen 
obliquely undep an angle i , the intepcepted length of the mapk 
is thus divided by cos i ; on the othe p hand, a measupe is taken 
of the oblique OA and not of the horizontaZ OC = OA cos i . The t pue 
height is thepefope equal to the measuped height multiplied by 
co s 2 1. 



2
itrue height = measured height x cos

= measured height - measured height x sin2 i

plane of the

mark
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.

A table carved on the instrument gives the values of sin2 1.

The HAGA dendrometer is practically identical but offers the advantage
that onZy the scale corresponding to the chosen distance is visible,
which eliminates the risk for error. A delicate point as regards these
two instruments : make sure that the action on the knob does not lock
the pendulum in a position slightly different from its exact position.

The SUUNTO dendrometer

actual size

For establishing the measuring distance (15, 20, 30 or 40 meters)
the instrument has a double-refracting prism and a separable calibrated
target board made of reinforced plastic (the same that is used with
the Blume-Leiss dendrometer). The target is fixed vertically on
the tree trunk at the eye level ; sight it through the prism and move
backwards or forwards until the lines coincide.

Place the instrument to the eye and move it in a vertical
arc until the horizontal index line, viewed through the lens, is
aZigned with the desired object.
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2 . 
x cos 1 true height = measured height 

measured height - measured height . 2 l' X S1n 

o 

plane of the 
mark 

. L . A table carved on the instrument gives the values of S1n 1. 

- The HAGA dendrometer is practically identical but offers the advantage 
that only the scale corresponding to the chosen distanoe is visible, 
which eliminates the risk for error. A delicate point as regards these 
two instpuments make sure that the action on the knob does not lock 
the pendulum in a position slightly different from its exact position. 

- The SUUNTO dendrometer 

aotual size 

For establishing the measuring distance (15, 20, 30 or 40 meters) 
the instrument has a double-refracting prism and a separable calibrated 
target board made of reinforced plastic (the same that is used with 
the Blume-Leiss dendrometer). The target is fixed vertically on 
the tree trunk at the eye level; sight it through the prism and move 
backwards or forwards until the lines coincide . 

Place the instrument to the eye and move it in a ver tical 
arc until the horizontal index line, viewed through the lens, is 
aligned with the desired object. 
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Look simultaneously, with both eyes open, through the

lens andalongside the instrument. Thereading obtained is the

height above the eye leveZ.

scale scale

1:20 1:15

index
Zine

Advantage over the Blume-Leiss dendrometer : sighting and reading
are simuZtaneous.

Drawback : sighting is more difficult.

- Any instrument which measures angZes ("cliseometer" or "clinometer")
can be used, the height in relation to the horizontal being the
product of the horizontal distance to the tree by the tangent of
the angle. Instruments where the reading is done on the moment of
sighting are preferable to avoid the inconvenience mentioned caused
by the knob. This is the case of the SUUNTO clinometer and the
Bitterlich Relascope, instruments which are much used by foresters.
The first one comprises a graduation of the angles in tangent ; one
can stand at any distance from the tree but the product of the dis-
tance and the tangent has to be made. The relascope gives the height
automatically if one stands at 20, 25 or 30 m from the tree (model
with narrow scales) or at a distance equal to an even number of

• 
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Look simultaneously, with both eyes open, through the 
lens and alongside the instrwnent. The reading obtained is the 
height above the eye level . 

---, 

r
I 
I 

--, 
I 
I 

+ 
• 
+ .. 

index 
line 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L __ -/--t------~ 

scale scale 
1:201: 15 

Advantage over the Blume-Leiss dendrometer 
are simultaneous . 

Drawback : sighting is more difficult. 

sighting and reading 

- Any instrument which measures angZes ("c liseorneter" or "clinomet e r") 
can be used, the height in relation to the horizontal being the 
product of the hor izontal distance t o the tree by the tangent 'of 
the angle. Instruments where the reading is done on the moment of 
sighting are preferab le to avoid the inconvenience mentioned caused 
by the knob. This is the case of the SUUNTO clinometer and the 
Bitterlich Relascope, instruments which are much used by foreste r s. 
The first one comprises a graduation of the angles in tangent ; one 
can stand at any distance from the tree but the product of the dis
tance and the tangent has t o be made. The relascope gives the height 
automatically if one stands at 20, 25 or 30 m from the tree (model 
with narr ow scales) or at a dis tance equal to an even number of 



meters between 4 and 20 (model with wide scales).

All these instruments give a maximum precision when one stands
at a distance from the tree perceptibZy equal to its height. This
precision is, under optimum use conditions of each instrument,
in the order of a few percent.

Recommendation : caZibrate each instrument as socr as it arrives ; it
is not rare indeed to find out divergences as high as
3 % between two instruments of the same mark.

212.22 Some practical remarks

212.221 Even if it is illusive to try to
measure a total height with a precision better than the decimeter fbr
small trees (a few meters) or than the meter for tall trees, it is
advisable, in order to -lose the least possible precision, to do the
measurement with the maximum precision permited by the instrument used,
let us say tentatively

to the nearest cm for trees of less than 2 meters high,

to the nearest dm for trees of height between 2 and 5 m,

to the nearest 1 m for trees of height between 5 and 10 m,
2

to the nearest meter for trees higher than 10 m.

212.222 Measure a total height only if the
top of the crown can be seen ; if an apparent top is viewed, the mea-
sured height overestimates the real height. This overestimate can be
ver/ important ; it is about 20 % in this case.

Apparent top
of the crown

- 25 -- 25 -

meter>s between 4 and 20 (model with wide scales). 

- All these instr>uments give a maximum pr>ecision when one stands 
at a distance fr>om the tr>ee per>ceptibly equal to its height. This 
pr>ecision is, under> optimum use conditions of each instr>ument, 
in the or>der> of a few per>cent . 

Recommendation calibr>ate each instPument as soen as it ar>r>ives ; it 
is not r>ar>e indeed to find out diver>gences as high as 
3 % between two instr>uments of the same mar>k. 

212.22 Some practical remarks 

212.221 Even if it is illus7:ve to tr>y to 
measu~e a total height with a pr>ecision better> than the d~cimeter> for> 
"mall tmeg (a fe),) meter>s) o~ than the mete~ for tall tr>ees, it is 
adl1isable, in or>deY' to lose the leagt possible pr>ecision, to do the 
measurement with the maximum precis io/! peY'mited by the ingtr>ument used, 
let us say tentatively : 

- to the nearest em for trees of l ess than 2 meters high, 
- to the nearest dm for trees of height between 2 and 5 m, 

- to the nearest 
1 "2 m for trees of height between 5 and 10 m, 

- t o the nearest meter for trees higher than 10 m. 

212.222 Measur>e a total height only if the 
top of the crown can be seen ; if an appar>ent top is viewed, the mea
sur>ed height over>estimates the r>eal height. This over>estimate can be 
peru 1:r:rportant ; 1;t is about 20 % in this case . 

Apparent top 
of the crown--~~~ 
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AC = total height

hl

C

AC = /AB2 + BC2 =
BC

cos a

but this correction is generally small

AC - BC
Relative error -

AC
- 1 - cos a )= 1.5 % for a = 10°

212.224 Dendrometers which measure height above
observer's eye.

From or to the measurement of the top, it is necessary to sub-
stract or add the measurement of the base depending on whether the eye
is beneath or above the foot of the tree

total height sm
h1 - h2
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212.223 Height measurement on a Zeaning tree.

From above :

The observer should not be in the vertical plane defined by
the tree but perpendicularly to this plane, at equal distance from A
and B.

With the CHRISTEN dendrometer (or any other instrument which
does not necessariZy measure vertical distances), the reference pole
is put alongside AC and the observer takes a sight on AC, which gives
the exact height.

With a dendrometer which measures vertical distances only
(Blume-Leiss, BitterZich relascope, S(1UHTO dendrometer,...) a cor-
rection is theoretically necessary because the measured height is
BC and not AC

= 3.4 % for a = 15°

hl

total height
hI h2

On horizontal terrain, the measurement of the foot of the tree need not

be done because
h2

is then known (distance from the eye to the ground).
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212.223 Height measurement on a leaning tree. 

I 
C/ -

A B 

AC = total height c 

Fl'Om above : 

B Observer 

The observer should not be in the vertical plane defined by 
the tree but perpendicularly to this plane, at equal distance from A 
and B. 

With the CHRISTEN dendrometer (or any other instrument which 
does not necessarily measure vertical distances), the reference pole 
is put alongside AC and the observer takes a sight on AC, which gives 
the exact height. 

With a dendrometer which measures vertical distances only 
(Blume - Leiss, Bittertich relascope, SUIINTO dendr-ometer·, . .. ) a co>:'
rection is theoretically necessary because the me'1.sured height is 

BC and not AC 

AC = I AB2 + BC 2 BC 
cos a 

but this correction is generally small : 

Relative error AC - BC 
AC 

= I - cos ~ ): I .5 % for 0. = 

3 .4 % for ~ 

10° 

15° 

212.224 Dendrometers which measure height above 
obser-vep's eye. 

From or 'to the measurement of the top, it is necessary to sub
stract or add the measurement of the base depending on whether the eye 
is beneath or above the foot of the tree : 

total height -
hi - h2 

total height -
hi + h2 

On lwrizontal terrain, the measurement of the foot of the tree need not 
be done because h2 is then known (distance from the eye to the ground). 



Example of a young pine

total
height
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213 Measurement of bark thickness

To know the volume under bark is a necessity if it is the
utilizable volume that one wants to know because the bark is generally
not utilized.

The proportion of bark volume over the volume with bark varies
from a few percent to approximately twenty percent for the majority of
species. This proportion is all the more important if the tree is young,
if the altitude increases and, in a general way, if the growing condi-
tions are more difficuZt.

Instruments have been specially designed to measure the bark
thickness. They measure thickness on the radius (maximum capacity
approximately 5 cm) but be careful : some instruments are graduated to
give double bark thickness.

a/ The bark gauge

212.225 The definition of total height
involves the extremity of the terminal
bud of the stem 3 this is not necessariZy
the highest point of the tree. The dis-
tinction has a practical consequence
(which can be important) only for the
small trees the tip of which can be reached
by hand.

Cutting and sliding direct reading of
bark thicknesspart.

Place the instrument perpendicularly against the tree and push
the handle until the whole of the bark (but only the bark ! this is
the delicate part of the operation) has been traversed. Do not use a

" 

Example of a youn~ pine 

total 
height 
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212.225 The definition of t otal height 
involves the extremity of the terminal 
.bud of the stem; this is not necessarily 
the highest point of the tree . The dis 
tinction has a practical consequence 
(which can be important) only for the 
small trees the tip of which can be reached 
by hand. 

213 Measurement of bark thickness 

To know the volume under bark is a necessity if it is the 
utilizable volume that one wants to know because the bark is generally 
not uti Zized. 

The proportion of bark volume over the volume with bark varies 
from a few percent to approximately twenty peraent for the majority of 
species. This proportion is all the more important if the tree is young, 
if the altitude increases and, in a general way, if the growing condi 
tions are more difficult. 

Instruments have been specially designed to measure the bark 
thickness. They measure thickness on the radius (maximum capacity 
approximately 5 cm) but be careful : some instruments are graduated to 
give double bark thickness. 

a/ The bark gauge 

. / 
Cutting and sliding 
part. . 

N '" .. 

1 
direct reading of 
bark thickness 

Place the instrument perpendicularly against the tree and push 
the handle until the whole of the bark (but only the bark ! this is 
the delicate part of the operation) has been traversed. Do not use a 



Hollow cutting
tube

221 Length measurements

Length measurements are carried out with a decameter tape
and are given in meters with at least one decimal place (round off to
the nearest din, or to the nearest cm) ; sometimes also a graduated
ruler is used of one meter long, equippedwith a steel pin on each
edge : streching alternatively each pin, a single person can rapidZy
take the measurement.

222 Size measurements

- 28 -

mallet to make the job easier. It is better to do two measurements, in

two points diametrically opposed, and to take the arithmetic mean.

b/ This is an other instrument, the "boring hammer", because it is
used as a hammer, the cutting tube having to hit the tree at a right

angZe.

PUsher to get
out the core

This instrument has been conceived to take rapidly smaZZ wood

cores but it is sometimes used for rapid measurements of thin barks
(approximately 2 cm thickness maximum). This is not to be recommended
because measurements can be very inaccurate.

22 MEASUREMENTS ON FELLED TREES

Important remark : Whatever the measurements may be that are carried
out on a felled tree, its reference diameter has to be known.

If possible, the reference diameter has to be measured before
felling,
if not, reconstitute, examining the stump, which was the height
of the reference diameter and take the measurement there.

Size measurements are also carried out with a tape, good care
being taken that the tape is put perpendicularly on the axis of the

stem and closely fitted on the whole of the periphery. If it is diffi-
cult to slide the taper under the tree, even when using a curved steel
needle attached to the tape, the diameter is measured with a caliper.
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maLLet to make the job easier. It is better to do two measurements, in 
two points diametrioaLLy opposed, and to take the arithmetio mean. 

b/ This is an other instrument, the "boring hammer", beoause it is 
used as a hammer, the outting tube having to hit the tree at a right 
angle. 

HolLow outting 44 __ ---1 
tube 

___ Pusher to get 
out the OON 

This instrument has been oonoeived to take rapidly small wood 
oores but it is sometimes used for rapid measurements of thin barks 
(approximately 2 om thiokness maximum). This is not to be reoommended 
because measurements can be very inaccurate. 

22 f1EASUREf1ENTS ON FELLED TREES 

Important remark: Whatever the measurements may be that are carried 
out on a felled tree, its reference diameter has to be known. 

If possible, the reference diameter has to be measured before 
felling, 
if not, reconstitute, examining the stump, which was the height 
of the reference diameter and take the measurement there. 

221 Length measurements 

Length measurements are oarried out with a deoameter' tape 
and are given in meters with at least one deoimal plaoe (round off to 
the neal'est dm, or to the nearest om) ; sometimes also a graduated 
ruler is used of one meter long, eq',ipped with a steeL pin on eaoh 
edge,' streohing aZternatipely eaoh pin, a single person oan rapidly 
take the measurement. 

222 Size measurements 

Size measurements are also oarried out with a tape, good oare 
being taken that the tape is put perpendioularly on the axis of the 
stem and olosely fitted on the whoLe of the periphery. If it is diffi 
oult to slide the taper under the tree, even when using a ourved steel 
needle attaohed to the tape, the diameter is measured with a oaliper . 
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223 Accurate measurement of the diameters under bark or under sapwood

Using a bark measurement instrument is of course possible,

but one can take advantage of the fact that the tree is felled to
debark the tree or to cut of the sapwood and to take measurement
of the diameters under bark and/or under sapwood at various heights.

224 Mensuration of stacked wood

The volume obtained is expressed in "stacked cubic meters" with
one decimal place.

A "stacked cubic meter" is the bulk volume occupied by pieces of
wood one meter long piled on one meter width, one meter high.

It is thus a volume which contains air and wood in variable
proportions according to the or of tJ'e pieces. The piling coefficientis the volume of wood expressed in m3 contained in a "stacked cubic meter".
if all pieces were cylindrical and of the same diameter, the piling

coefficient would be : = 0.785 . In practice it varies between 0.45
4

(small branches of bad form) and 0.80 (split cordwood piZed smaZZ end to
large end).

It is difficult to estimate precisely a piling coefficient. Here
are some indications to estimate the volume of wood in a parallelepipedic
pile. For further details, see bibliography,references 9 and

- If the pieces are not too small, take on each of them the following
measurements

diameter at each end and in the middle
and apply Newton's formula (see § 231).

This is tedious and forces to pull down the pile. More simply,
measure diameters of every piece on both faces of the pile (don't try to
associate the two measurements of a piece) : Smalian's formula (see 231)
gives :
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223 Accurate measurement of the diameters under bark or under sapwood 

Using a bark measurement instrument is of course possible, 
but one can take advantage of the fact that the tree is felled to 
debark the tree or to cut of the sapwood and to take measurement 
of the diameters under bark and/or under sapwood at various heights. 

224 r'lensuration of stacked wood 

The voZwne obtained is expressed in "stacked cubic meters II with 
one decimal pla(Je. 

A "stacked cubic meter" is the bulk volume occupied by pieces of 
wood one meter long piled on one meter width, one meter high. 

1m 

It is thus a volume which contains oail' and wood in variable 
proportions according to the "OWl 0

0
" P'e pieces. The piling coefficient 

is the volume of wood expressed in m3 contained in a "stacked cubic meter" 
if all pieces were cylindrical and of the same diameter, the piling 0 

coefficient would be: i ~ 0.785 . In practice it varies between 0.45 

(small branches of bad form) and 0.80 (split cordwood piled small end to 
large end). 

It is difficult to estimate precisely a piling coefficient. Here 
are some indications to estimate the volume of wood in a parallelepipedic 
pile. For further details, see bibliography,references 9 and 1 ;,. 

- If the pieces are not too small, take on each of them the following measurements-?-----------------
diameter at each end and in the middle 

. and app ly Newton's formula (see § 231). 

This is tedious and forces to pull down the pile. More simply, 
measure diameters of every piece on both faces of the pile (don't try to 
associate the two measurements of a piece) : Smalian's formula (see § 2.,1) 
gives : 
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Volume of wood
= 2 L (ED2) + (ED2)

in the pile 8 face 1 face 2
4-

length of
pieces

Carry out this operation on some similar piles and take fbr piling
coefficient

Total volume of wood contained in the piles
P = Sum of the volumes of the piles in "staked cubic meters"

A confidence interval for p can be estimated. See a manual on
sampling techniques, chapter "ratio estimates". For instance : ref. 7.

It is possible also to weigh the piles (the wood is sometimes
sold by weight), which allows dens-sty estimation.

- If the pieces have small diameters, weighting only is practicable but
the problem of volume estimation remains if the piZed wood must be
expressed in cubic meters : Immerse the wood and measure the volume of
water displaced...

Renark : when stacked wood is cut by axe leaving "pencil poine'ends, take
fbr length of the piece the length without the points.

Attention : the shorter straighte or fatter the piled pieces, the
higher thepiling coefficient. If for example a pile
consists of-pieces of-wood 2 m long, a coejT2csent whsch
has been calculated fbr the same pieces but of only 1 m
long cannot be used ; the difference between the two piling
coefficients is often important (in the order of 20 percent
more for pieces of 1 m than fbr pieces of 2 m, but this
has to be verified in each case).
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Volume of wood n 
in the pile = 8 1 

+ (E02) I 
face 2 ~ 

length of 
pieces 

Carry out this operation on some similar piles and take for piling 
coefficient : 

Total volume of wood contained in the piles 
p Sum of the volumes of the piles in "staked cubic meters" 

A confidence interval for p can be estimated. See a manual on 
sampling techniques, chapter "ratio estimates". For instance : ref. ? 

It is possible also to ,~eigh the ;piles (the wood ,:s sometimes 
sold by weight), which allows denSity est"mation. 

!f_!~~_Ei~£~~_~~Y~_~~~!!_~!~~~!~E~' weighting only is practicable but 
the problem of volume estimation remains if the piled wood must be 
expressed in cubic meters : Ir,rnerse the wood and measure the volume of 
water displaced ... 

Remark when stacked wood is cut by axe leaving "pencil point" ends, take 
for length of the piece the length without the points. 

Attention the shorter straighter or fatter the piled pieces, the 
higher thejOiling coe-fficient. If for e~~le a pile 
consists or pieces 0; Wood 2 m long, a aoeJJ"wient which 
has been calculated for the same pieces but of only 1 m 
long cannot be used; the difference between the two piling 
coefficients is often important (in the order of 20 percent 
more for pieces of 1 m than for pieces of 2 m, but this 
has to be verified in each case). 



23 DIRECT CALCULATION OF THE VOLUME OF A TREE FROM MEASUREMENTS

TAKEN ON THE TREE

231 Calculating procedures

The volume sought wiZZ be obtained by adding volumes of its

components. The basic calculation therefore consists in calculating
the volume of a log (stem or branch).

Volume of a log of length L

CI
and

C2
are the girths at the

extremities.

Cm
is the girth at mid-length

1JI,D2,Dm are the corresponding

diameters.

-31 -

1 2 2
V = (C1 + C2 + C1C2) L

2 2
= 7(DI + D2 + D1D2) L

(4)
formula for
a truncated
cone

2 2if C1,C2 and Cm are known V = -c2 + 4C + C]2
24 1 (5)

Newton -
L [D2

4D2 + D21 Simpson
= IT 24 I m 2

Remark that (3) < (4) < (2) and that (4) - (3) -
(2) - (4) 71L? (no)2

Let us see what these formulas give in some classical cases :

1

are possible

7 2= Tt Dm L
(1)

Huber

Various calculation methods
C2

mIf Cm is known V = L
47

2 2 2 2

If cl and C2 are known
,

V - 4'Tr

1V=
4u

[CI + C,
L

1

L = n
4

2

iiL -
4

+ DDI 2 (2)
Smalian

(3)

2

CI + C,1

2

[DI + D2

2 2

)11

C2
Cm
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23 DIRECT CALCULATION OF THE VOLUME OF A TREE FROM t1EASUREtlENTS 

TAKEN ON THE TREE 

231 Calculating procedures 

The volume sought will be obtained by adding volume·, of its 
components . The basic calculation therefore consists in calculating 
the volume of a log (stem or branch) . 

L 
• 

, . . .. 
L 
2" 

Various 

If C is known 

• 

• 
L 
2" 

c, and C2 are the girths at the 

extremities. 

c is the girth at mid- length 
m 

D"D2,D
m 

are the corresponding 

diameters. 

calculation methods are possible 
C2 

V 
m n 2 = -L= -D L 

(1) 
m 4n 4 m Huber 

If c, and C2 are known V = 4if 

V = '~n (C~ + C~ + C, C2) L 

= ;2 (D~ + D~ + D,D2) L 

Remark that (3) < (4) < (2) and that (4) - (3) 

, 

( 

( 2) 
Smalian 

(3 ) 

(4) 
. fonnul a for 
a truncated 
cone 

(5) 
Newton -
Simpson 

Let us see what these .formulas give in some classical cases : 
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2

rL 71, 2/3 1/3 2/3
with : e = (D - D2)2 and E' = D D' D1/3I D2

48 16 1

( e > 36' )

Formula (5) is exact fór each solid (not necessarily of
revolution) for which the area of the section is a cubic of the

distance of this section to a section origin.

o

x-axis

Sx
a + bx + cx2 + dx3

If the Zog is :
formula

(1)

formula
(2)

formula
(3)

formula
(4)

formula
(5)

A cylinder
is exact is exact is exact is exact is exact

C1=Cm=02 1

------'

A parabolic[]::::) underestimates underestimates is exact
log is exact is exact the real the real

2 1
volume with 3e volume with 2e

Cm = -2-r
2 2]

1+C2 (*) (*)

A conic
log

I

,

C1+02]

underestimates
the real
volume with e

overestimates
the real
volume with 2e

underestimates
the real
volume with e

is exact is exact

Cm
=

2- (*) (*) (*)

A neloidicri ukl4restimates Wrestimates iSñAerestimates Wrestimates is exact

log 1......1, - the real the real the real the real

2/3
=

1

Cm 2-

'C3 2/1
I

+C
2

volume with
3e-e'

> 4E4e'->

volume with
8e

3e-e' >
--j.-)8e

'

volume with
e

c' <-
3

volume with
2e

c-e' > > 2e'
32 3

If the log is : 

A parabOliCp--
log - - -

c2 = 1. l2+c2 
rn 2 lJ 2 

A conic r-----, 
log L.----J 
c = 1. l +C ] 

rn 2 lJ 2 

formula 
(1) 

is exact 

is exact 

underestimates 
the real 
olume with £ 

(*) 

A neloidic C:=, f1Ad~restirnates 
log -~ the real 
C2/3= 1. L2/3+c2/3] ~olurne with 
m 2 l J 2 p£-£' > 4£ >4 • 

2 3 £ 

with 

( £ > 3£' ) 
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<.is exac t 

is exact 

is exact 

underestimates 
the real 
volume with 3£ 

overestimates underestimates 
the real the real 
volume with 2£ volume with ( 
(*) (*) 

(*) ,\,*\ overestimates unBerestimates 
the real the real 
volume with 

3£-( I > 8; :>8€. ' 

volume with 
£ 

£' < -
3 

and £ • 

formula 
(4 ) 

is exact 

underestimates 
the real 
volume with 2£ 

is exact 

(*) . 
overestimates 
the real 
volume with 

2£ (-(' >""""3 > 2e:: ' 

formula 
(5) 

is exact 

is exact 

is exact 

is exact 

Formula (5) is exaot for eaoh solid (not neoessarily of 
revolution) for whioh the area of the 'seotion is a oubio of the 
distanoe of this seotion to a seotion origin, 

o 

x 

x-axis 

s x 
2 3 

• a + bx + ex + dx 
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This is the case for the cylinder, the paraboZoid, the cone
and the neloid, because these solids are obtained by rotation around

the x-axis of a curve y = axb wsth

cylinder : b = 0 which gives Sx = 78.2

paraboloid : b = 1- which gives Sx = rra2x
2

cone : b = 1 which gives Sx = Tra2x2

neloid : b = which gives Sx = Ira2x3
2

One would thus think that, to calculate the volume of a
stem ofwhich the girths at a spacing of length L are known, it
would be preferable to appZy formula (5) fOr logs of length 2 L
instead of one of the formulas (1) to (4) for logs of length L . This
is not necessarily so since the conditions of validity of Newton's
formula, though rather general, are not necessarily fulfilled by each
log.

As a matter of fact, formula (5) being somewhat less easy
to use, one rather uses the others. Which one is the best ? One
cannot answer this question which, moreover, is of small importance
because the precision of the estimation of the volume depends more
from the diameter measurements (precision and number) than from the
calculating method used.

. C2
Remark : The 5 formulas can be considered to give similar results sf > 0.82

1

because for each case marked * in the previous table, the relative
error is then Zess than 1 %.

Whichever way a volume has been calculated, it should be
expressed in cubic meters, with 3 or 4 decimal places.
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This is the case for the cyZinder, the paraboZoid, the cone 
and the neZoid, because these soZids are obtained by rotation around 

the x-axis of a curve y = ax
b with : 

cylinder b = 0 which gives S 
2 = lTa x 

paraboloid b 1 which gives S 
2 =z 1[a x x 

b 1 which gives S 
2 2 

cone = 1[a x x 

neloid b 3 which gives S 
2 3 

2 
== na x 

x 

One wouZd thus think that, to caZcuZate the voZume of a 
stem of which the girths at a spacing of Zengt h L are known, it 
wouZd be preferabZe to appZy formuZa .(5) for logs of Zength 2 L 
instead of one of the formulas (1) to (4) for Zogs of Zength L • This 
is not necessariZy so since the conditions of vaZidity of Newton's 
formuZa, though rather general, are not necessariZy fuZfiZled by each 
Zog. 

As a matter of fact , formuZa (5) being somewhat Zess easy 
to use, one rather uses the others. Whicn one is the best? One 
cannot answer this question which, moreover, is of smalZ importance 
because the prec ision of the estimat i on of the vo lume depends more 
from the diameter measurement s (p recis ion and number) than f rom the 
calculating method used. 

C 
Remark The 5 formuZas can be considered to give simiZar resuZts if c2 

> 0.82 
1 

because for each case marked * in the previous table, the relative 
error is then Zess than 1 %. 

Whichever way a volume has been calculated, it should be 
expresse·d in cubic meters t with 3 or 4 decimal places. 



STANDING

TREE

(optical

measure-

ments)

FELLED

TREE

Reference diameter
DR

. Stump diameter D,
Length between D; and D
A diameter at a iiigher
level than DR' for examCompulsory
pie, diameter at about
114 Htot or 1/2 Htot

(preferable).
Htot = total height.

Diameter at other heights
as provided for on the
form for the mensuration
of standing trees with

If possible the Bitterlich relascope
( 211.25) : diameter
every 2 m with an inter-
calated measurement in
the lower part.

232 Recommendations for the measurements to be taken with regard to the required volumes

The following recommendations are made about measurements to be taken on a tree for a direct
estimation of its volume.

Stump diameter D
S

Compulsory . Length between Da and Ds
Htot = total height

. Diameter at 1/2 .11tot

Diameter every meter
If possible or every two meters

from the stump

Required volume (with bark)

. Reference diameter D

. Stump diameter D5

. Length between DR and D
S

. H = height at cross cut

. Ac5iameter at a higher
Compulsory

level than DR' for exam-
ple diameter at about
1/4 H or 1/2 H
(preféiable).

Cr

Diameter at the cross cut
If possible2 and

diametersat other heights.

LC

If possible

. Reference diameter
DR

. Stump diameter D
-S

Compulsory Length between DR and De
H = height at cross cut
cr

. Diameter at H and
1/211 .

Cr

cr

Diameter every meter
or every two meters
from the stump

Total and big wood stem +
branches volume

This volume can only

be measured on a

felled tree.

Stem : see 31 and

Branches : two possibilities

proceed for each large branch
as for the stem and
stack the small branches

more simply : stack all the

branches

L3J
' Reference diameter D

Total stem volume Stem volume at a fixed cross cut
(for example : big wood volume)

STANDING 

TREE 

(optical 

232 Recommendations for the measurements to be taken with regard to the required volumes 

The foZlowing recommendations ape made about measurements to be taken on a tree for a direct 
estimation of its volume . 

----- __ ~~9~!~~~_!~!~~~ __ {~!!~_~~c~2 ____ _ 
Total stem volume Stem volume at a fixed cross cut 

(for example : big wood vOlume) 
Total and big ,Iood stem + 

brooches vn 1 limp. 

rn 

Compulsory 

Reference diameter DR 
Stump. diameter DS 
Length between DR and DS 
A diameter at a higher 
level than DR' fo~ ' exam
ple, diameter at about 
1/4 Htot or 1/2 Htot 
(preferable). 
H = total height. tot 

Diameter at o ther ~~eights 
,as provided for on the 
form for the mensuration 

rn 

Compulsory ( 

Reference diameter D 
Stump diameter DS R 
Length between DR and DS 
H = height at cross cut 
ACaiameter at a higher 
level than DR' for exam
ple diameter at about 
1/4- !i ' 'or ilz" H " 

cr cr (preferable). 

This volume can only 

be measured on a 

felled tree. 

of standing trees with 
measure- I If possible { the Bitterlich relascope 

(§ 211.25) : diameter 
every 2 m with an inter-

\ Diamet~r at the cross cut 
If possible and 

(diametersat other heights. ments) 
calated measurement in 
the lower part. 

--------~-------------~---------------------------
QJ 

Compulsory 

Reference diameter 0 
Stump diameter D R 

5 
Length between DR and DS 
H = total heigh t 

tot 
FELLED Diameter at 1/2 H tot 

TREE I l Diameter every meter 
If possible or every tt..1O meters 

from the stump 

rn 
Compulsory 

II !i....P.ossible 

Reference diameter D 
Stump diameter D R . ·s 
Length between DR and D~ 
H = hei ght at cross cut 

or 
Diameter at Hand 
112 H or 

or 

Diameter every meter 
o r every two meters 
from t he stump 

Stem see QJ and [!! 

Branches : two possibilities 

- proceed for each large branch 
as for the stem and 
stack the small branches 

- more simply stack all the 
branches 

w .. 
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Whatever the volume re uired, it is good to take always the
measurements enumerated under I ; they allow, by interpolation, the
calculation of the stem volume comprised between any lower and any upper
cross cut.

Remarks

- The volume under bark can only be obtained accurately on a felled
tree because the bark thickness can be measured at any height.
On a standing tree the bark is measured at reference height and
some assumption is made on the decrease of bark thickness taking
into account data collected on felled trees. Without any such
information an assumption has to be made (fbr instance = constant
bark thickness). See paragraph 36.

2 - The measurements given in the table allow calculation of gross
volumes. To get net volumes, the additional measurements to be
taken depend on the type of net volume required. The form given
in paragraph 211.25 for volume calculation on standing trees with
Bitterlich relascope shows a simple way to record the defective
parts of the bole of a high-forest tree.

3 - Problem raised by the stump.
The felling level depends on species, tree sise, local habits and
changes with sawing equipment. Thus, a volume calculated on a standing
tree contains an uncertainty due to the unknown stump height. In

order to be able to calculate easily the volume in function of dif-
ferent hypothesis on stump height, a simple way (for trees without
buttress only) is to give a volume in whiCh the part under reference
diameter DR is the cyZinder between DR and the ground and with

diameter
DR.

From this volume which contains the stump, it is easy,

knowing the felling level, to derive the felled volume. See example
233.2.

233 Examples

233.1 Let us take a felled tree on which have been measured
overbark diameters every meter starting from the stump. Let us calculate
the total volume and the "big wood" volume of the stem.

Here are 5 different calculating methods for the tree divided
into 1 m Zogs.
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Whatever the volume ~~~uired, it is good to take always the 
measurements enumerated under LU ; they allow, by interpolation, the 
calculation of the stem volume comprised between any lower and any upper 
crOSB cut. 

Remarks 

1 - The volume under bark can only be obtaingd accurately on a felled 
tree because the bark thickness can be measured at any height. 
On a standing tree the bark is measured at reference height and 
some assumption is made on the decrease of bark thickness taking 
into account data collected on felled trees. fVithout any such .. 
information an assumption has to be made ,{for instance = constant 
bark thickness}. See paragraph 36. 

2 - The measurements given in the table allow calculation of gross 
volumes. To get net volumes, the additional measurements to be 
taken depend on the type of net volume required. The form given 
in paragraph 211.25 for volume calculation on standing trees with 
Bitterlich relascope shows a simple way to record the defective 
parts of the bole of a high-forest tree. 

3 - Problem raised by the stump. 
The felling level depends on species, tree size, local habits and 
changes with sawing equipment. Thus, a volume calculated on a standing 
tree contains an uncertainty due to the unknown stump height. In 
order to be able to calculate easily the .volume in function of dif
ferent hypothesis on stump height, a sir,'p,Le OIay {for trees without 
buttress only} is to give a volume in which the part under reference 
diameter DR is the cylinder between DR and the ground an~ with 

diameter DR' From this volume which contains the stump, it is easy, 

knowing the felling level, to derive the felled volume. See example 
233.2. 

233 Examples 

233.1 Let us take a felled tree on which have been measured 
overbark diameters every meter starting from the stump. Let us ·calculate 
the total volume and the "big wood" volume of the stem. 

Here are 5 different calculating methods for the tree divided 
into 1 m logs. 

" 



Note : d = reference diameter = 31 cm

estimated diameter_(by average) used in method 5

ghts

9.5

7.4

7.2

6.7

57

4.7 1

os

37

2.7

1.7

0.7

0.2

ma

-

3iets Diameter
cm

--- ----

Volume in 1,:'
--------.

: Formula used
he

i
Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5

, 1 0,0027 4 0,0027 141 0.0027 141 0.0027 4 0.0027

2 8
12j 0,0009 0,0009 0.0009 0.0009 20,0009

7 x - 9 pi 0.0064 31 0.0064 121 0.0064
21 0.0028

10 fi 0,0166 1 0.0079

[2[ 0.0106 31 0.0104

13 E 0.0279 0.0133

m 0.0180 31 0.0177

17 0.0452 0.0227

0.0271 131 0.0269

20 0,0700 0,0314

0,0465 7 0,0452

28 51 0.1194 1 0,0616

d = 31 0,0710 '3 0.0707
.2 32 0,1598 ril 0,0804

7 = 33,5 2J 0,0883 131 0.0881 0.0883
p-- 0.0461

y

-
L'y're

35

Total stem volume m3 0,2715 0.2690 0,2677 0.2731 0,2698

Big wood stem volume m3 0.2688 0,2663 0,2650 0,2704 0.2671

..., .., 
C> .,., 
J! 
N 

~ 
,;; 

Hei'l.hts 
m 

Diameter 
em 

V l 
. ,i 

o ume 'l.n "I 

Method 1 Method 2 

o FOr'mula used 

Method 3 Method 4 Method 5 

heights 
m 

9.51 X 119 . 5 

GJ 0 . 0027 m 0.0027 m 0.0027 m 0.0027 m 0.0027 

- - 7.4 I----+t---
7 .2 I-----Hr---- ~ 2 1 0.0009 II 31 0 , 0009 II 2 1 0.0009 1 21 0.0009 1 21 0.0009 ; : ~ 

'"" Cl 

6.7 1-----+-+--
6.2 1----+-+--

5.2 1-1 ---+--\---

x 9 [II 0.0064 rn 0.0064 m 0.0064 m 0.0028 6.7 

10 1 m 0.0166 CD 0.0079 

IT] 0.0106 rn 0.0104 f------I-I -lIS. 7 

13 1m 0.0279 --"=""---1 CD 0.0133 

m 0.0180 rn 0.0177 f------t-I -il 4.7 

g 4.2 1-1 ---+---+-- 17 I 1m 0.0452 1[]J.0.0227 I 13 .7 C> .,., 
.<:l 

IT] 0.0271 rn 0.0269 

~ 3.21 20 I 1m 0.0700 
C> .,., 

.%l 
IT] 0.0465 rn 0.0452 

2.2 f---+----+-

rn 0.0707 

Total stem volume m3 0.2715 0.2690 

Big wood stem volume m3 0.2688 0.2663 

Note d ~ reference diameter = 31 cm 

;!~ estimated diameter. (bw avergge) used in method 5 

.1598 

0.2677 

0.2650 

---Ii CD 0.0314 I 12.7 

CD 0.0616 
1.7 

0.2731 0.2698 

0.2704 0.2671 

w 

'" 



Heights
in meters

The 5 methods give very similar results (this is always the
case when the logs are short). Of course, it cannot be said which one
is the nearest to the truth.

233.2 Measurements on a standing tree for total 3tem volume.
Case where only compulsory measurements are available oeli 71 of table
of paragraph 232).

For the upper log, an hypothesis is needed on the form. Let us
suppose a conic form.

5.5m

- 37-

stump height in meters

To estimate the big wood volume of the stem without knowing

the height of crosscut D = 7 cm , this height has first to be estimated,

which necessitates an hypothesis on the form of the last Zog ; let us

suppose again the conic form

I x

7 cm

Y

D = 16 cm

7

5.5 n'r 16
> 2.4 m and y = 3.1 m

9.5

4

1.3

0.2

0

- - -

1- - D = I6cm

= 31cm

Cone formula

Smalian's
formula

Cylinder with
diameter 3Icm

0.2640 - -4- x

.

12

:

r

4

0.312

X 0 1 62 x5.5
"

(0.162 + 0.312
2.7

= 0.03686

- 0.12904

= 0.09812x 0.31

x H
S

2

2 x 1.3

m3

R

DS = 35cm

total stem volume *

0.2640
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The 5 methods give very simiZar resuZts (this is aZways the 
aase when the Zogs are short). Of aourse, it aannot be said whiah one 
is the nearest to the truth. 

233 . 2 Measurements on a standing tree for totaZ .1tem voZume. 
Case where onZy aompuZsory measurements are avaiZabZe (c:eU rn of tabZe 
of paragraph 232). 

For the upper Zog, an hypothesis is needed on the f orm. Let us 
suppose a aonia form. 

Heights 
in meters 

9.5 

4 

1.3 

0.2 

0 

- - -- ------- -( 
Cone formula 

\ 
- - -- - -D -"<'j Smalian I s 

formula 

-- - -- -_DR - 31em 

- 35em\ 

Cylinder with 
-- - - - -D diameter 31em 

total stem volume. [0.2640 - 1 x 

w 2 
12 XO • 16 x5.5 

[0 . 16
2 

; 0.31
2
) w 

T 

" 0.31 2 
T X x 

0.31
2 

x HS) m3 
~ 

1.3 

- 0.03686 

2.7 - 0.12904 

- 0.09812 

0.2640 

stump height in meters 

To estimate the big wood voZume of" the stem without knowing 
the height of arossaut D = 7 em , this height has first to be estimated, 
whiah neaessitates an hypothesis on the form of the Zast Zog ; Zet us 
suppose again the aonia form 

". \ QJ~ :: ,: : 2.4 m and y - 3.1 m 



Heights in
meters

7.1

4

1.3

0.2

- 38 -

Calculation of big wood volume of the stem

7 cm -

Formula for a
truncated cone

= 16 cm-

Smalian's
formula

31 cm---R=

cm
Cylinder with

DS= 35 diameter 31cm

Big wood volume of the stem : (0.2610 - ;It x 0.312 x Es) m3

stump height
in meters

In these two volume calculations, the Dmeasurement is not
S

used as the tree below
DR

is assumed to be a cylinder. However, the

data DR , Ds , length between DR and
DS '

are useful to study the

form of the stem basis.

1112

ir

4

.1

(0.072+0.162+0.07x0.16)3.1

[0.162 + 0.3121
2.7

=

=

=

0.03384

0.12904

0.09812

2

2
x 0.31 x 1.3

0.26100
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Calculation of big wood volume of the stem ........... ... ..... ........ ............... 
Heights in 

meters 

7 • 1 

4 

1.3 

0 . 2 

---- D" 7 cm-- · 

---- D 16 cm- --

----Oa31 
R 

----OS=35 
cm- --I 
em \ 

Formula for a 
truncated cone 

Sma I ian's 
formula 

Cylinder wi th 
diameter 3Jcm 

~=---'> Big wood volume of the stem 

W ( 2 2 1 T2 0.07 +0.16 +0.07~0.16 3.1 a 0 .03384 

- 0 .12904 

" 2 7; ~ 0.31 ~ 1.3 a 0.09812 

0.26100 

TI 2 
(0.2610 - 7; X 0.31 X HS) m3 

• 
stwnp he-ight 
in meters 

III these two volwne calculations, the DS measurement is not 

used as the tree below DR is asswned to be a cylinder. However, the 

data DR ' DS ' length between OR and DS 

form of the stem basis. 

, are useful to study the 



Reference diameter and total height cannot suffice to describe
completely the fbrm of a tree. We shaZZ restrict ourselves to the study
of the form of the stem because it is impossible to recommend fbr every
species a single method to describe the morphology of every constitutive
part of a tree ; moreover, such observations (fbr instance : number, in-
sertion angZe and straightness of branches, etc...) are mainly useful, for
geneticists and this is out of the scope of this manual.

241 Measure of stem form with a coefficient

241.1 Definitions

The simplest coefficient is the form factor f

Volume

-39 -

24 STUDY OF TREE FORM

f - (Reference basal area) x total height

Thus, every volume which can be defined in a tree has a cor-
responding fbrm factor. The most common is related to the total volume
of the stem but the form factor corresponding to the volume of the
stem until a given upper limit may however be considered.

The form factor f is not a characteristic of stem form :

: two stems with same f do not have necessariZy the same form
and mainly

: two stems of same fbrm do not have the same f ; let us indeed
consider two stems of same form (similar stems).

Stem 2

Stem I /
/ / ///

/

iiii

H2 = total
height

//////

0 L"----- _ I ..,11 '
. ,_. __. ,,. _, -

Reference
diameterH = total

1 , . level
ne-taht /.

stlonps

total 
height / 

/ ..--
o /' 
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24 STUDY OF TREE FORM 

Refer·ence diameter and total height cannot suffice to describe 
completely the form of a t ree . We shall restrict ourselves to the study 
of the fom of the stem because it is impossible to recommend for every 
species a single method t o describe t he morphology of ever y constitutive 
par t of a t ree ; moreover, such obsel'Vations (for instance : number, in
sertion angle and straightness of branches, etc . .. ) are mainly useful for 
geneticists and this is out of the scope of this manual. 

241 Measure of stem form with a coeffi ci ent 

241 .1 Definitions 

The simplest coeffici ent is the form factor f 

Vo lume 
f ~ ~~----~--~~~~~~,,~~ (Reference basa l area ) x t otal height 

Thus, every volume which can be defined in a tree has a cor
responding fom factor . The most common is related to the total volume 
of the stem but the fo rm factor oorresponding to the volume of the 
stem until a given upper limit may however be considered. 

The form factor f is not a characteristic of stem form ;. 

(a) two stems with same f do not have necessarily the same form 
and mainly: 

(b) two stems of same form do not have the same f ; let us indeed 
consider two stems of same fom (similar stems). 

Stem 2 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ H2 = t otal 
Stem 1 / height 

/ 

2 

/ ..--
/ /' 

/' 2 / ..-- Reference /' 

diameter 
/' 1 level ..--
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2
The similitude with 0 as center and k =

171
as ratio trans-

forms stem 1 into stem 2. 1

The stem-volumes are V and
V2 (stump volume is included or

not ; this does not affect the result) and the corresponding form
factors are

17
V21f - and f -

1 gliii 2 g2H2

The relationships: V2 = k3 VI , H2 = k 111 and g = k2g1
f g21

show that : = -T
f2 g2

Since g2 > g , f2 is less than fl.

Hohenadl removed drawback (b) by defining a coefficient,
called stem-natural form factor(as opposed to f which is sometimes
called artificial form factor)

-
stem volume

where : H = total height

g = area of stem section at height
10

Td

However, the difficulty of measuring a diameter at a relative
height on a standing tree limits the use of the Ccoefficient.

Remark : the natural form factor corresponding to the total volume of
a stem is generally between 0.3 and 0.6. It is equal to

5 = 0.56 for a parabolo'id

100 = 0.41 for a cone
243

250 = 0.34 for a neloid.
569
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The similitude with 0 as center and k 

forms stem 1 into stem 2. 

ratio trans-

'i'he stem-volumes are VI and Vz (stump volume i8 included or 

not; this does not affect the resul~and the corresponding form 
factors are : 

and 

The relationships: Vz = k3 V HZ k HI and g' Z 
I Z k gl 

show that 
f I gz 

t;" = gz 

Since gz > g' 
Z , fZ is less than fl· 

Hohenadl removed drawback (b) by defining a coefficient, 
called stem-natural form factor(as opposed to f which is sometimes 
caZZed artificial form factor) 

where 

stem volume 
f' = ==c...:.~=.=. 

g H x H 

10 

H total height 

H 
g H area of stem section at height TO 

10 

However, the difficulty of measuring a diameter at a relative 
height on a standing tree limits the use of the f'coeffici ent. 

Remark the natural form factor corresponding to the total volume of 
a stem is generally between 0.3 and 0.6 . It is equal to : 

5 "9 = 0.56 for a paraboloid 

100 
243 = 0.41 for a cone 

250 
569 = 0.34 for a neloid. 
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241,2 How to calculatévf or f'

The form factor of a stem cannot be measured.directly ; the
'volli6 has to be calculated first. It has been said in paragraph 23
that the principle is to divide the stem into Zogs and to add the
volumes of these Zogs. For instance, if the stem is divided into 5
logs of equal length and if the diameter is measured at the middle
of each

Stump

the application of Huber-formula to each log gives

D2 + D2 + D2 + D2 + D2
3H 5H 7H 9H

1 10 10 10 10 10f
5 (reference diameter)2

2 2 2 2
D2 + D3H + D5H + D7H + D9H

1 10 10 10 10 10
f

5 D2

10

In order to calculate the average form factor of a
set of n trees, several calculus are possible. Here are three of them :

DH
D

3H
D

5H 7H
10 10 10 10
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241.2 How to calculate'Vf or f' 

_ The fo1'TT1 factor of a stem cannot bemeaBured.directly · ; the 
'volume has to be calculated first. It has been said in paragraph 23 
that the principle i8 to divide the stem into logs and to add the 
volumes of these logs. For instance, if the stem i8 divided into 5 
logs of equal length and if the diameter i8 measured at the middle 
of each: 

the 

Stump 

j 
I 
I I : I I 
I I 
I I I 

I I I 

: I 
I 

H 

application of Huber-fo1'TT1Ula to each 
2 2 2 2 2 

D H + D3H + DSR + D7H + D9H 
TO TO TO TO TO 

(reference diameter)2 
D2 

H + 2 
D3H + 2 

DSH 
. 2 

+ D7H + 2 
D9H 

f' 1 TO TO TO TO TO 
- 5 D2 

H 
10 

I 
I 

I 
D 

7H 
TO 

~ 

D 
9H 
TO 

log gives 

In order to calculate the average form faator of a 
set of n trees, several calculus are possible. Here are thre. of them: 
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Each of these 3 formulas is a weighted mean of the individual
form factors, the weight given to a tree being (D2H)2 in (1) and (D2H)
in (2) 3 in (3), the trees are given equal weights. The formula to be
taken depends on the reZationship between the variance of V and D2H
with the f011owing rule : if the variance of 17 is proportional to

2H) , the variance of the form factor is then proportional to (D2H)a-2(D

9 2-a
the weight to be given to a tree is (D-H) .
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Mean of natural forr.! factor ~{ean of artificial form factor 
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°H = diameter at height It Htot OR = reference diameter 

10 

H = total height H = total height 

Each of these 3 formuZas is a weighted mean of the individuaZ 
form factors, the weight given to a tree being (02H)2 in (1) and (02H) 
in (2) ; in (3), the trees are given equaZ weights. The formuZa to be 
taken depends on the reZationship between the variance of V and 02H , 
with the foZZowing ruZe : if the variance of V is proportionaZ to 

(D
2H)a , the varianc~ of the form factor is then proportionaZ to (D 2H)a-2, 

2-a 
the weight to be given to a tree is (02H) 



Having measured diameter at different heights, data
can be represented by two types of diagram
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.,_
0 Fbrmula (1) is thus valsd if the variance of V.does not

depend on D`H (a = 0); formula (2) is valid if the variance of V is
proportional to D2H (a = 1) and formula (3) is valid if the variance
of V is proportional to (D2H)2 (a = 2) .

1-7/ practice, it is thus necessary to start by estimating
a ; the same problem occurs before fitting a volume equation by regression
as will be explained in paragraphs 353.14 and 353.2. The a coefficient is
often fOund to lie between 1 and 2 : formulas (2) or (3) are therefbre
the most used ; in absence of no precise knowledge about the law of
variation of the variance of V with a , it is recommended to take formula
(2) ; moreover, this formula is the most practical since the total

volume of the set of trees, X V.' appears explicitly in it.
i=1

242 Description of stem form by the equation of the taper curve

242.1 The two types of curve - Problems of scaling
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2 F"omrula r1.) is thus ··valid if the variance · of V' does not 
depend on D H (" = 0); fOl'mula (2) is vatid if the variance of V is 
proportional to D2H (" = I) and fOl'mUla (3) is valid if the variance 
of V is proportional to (D2H)2 (,,' = 2) . 

In practice, it is thus necessary to start by estimating 
" ; the same problem occurs before fitting a volume equation by regression 
as will be explained in paragraphs 353.14 and 353.2. The" coefficient is 
oft en found to tie between 1 and 2 : fOl'mUlas (2) 01' (3) are therefore 
the most used ; in absence 'of no precise knowledge about the law of 
variation of the variance of V with " , it is recommended to take formula 
(2) ; moreover, this fOl'mUla is the most practical since the total 

n 

volume of the set of trees, I V. 
1 

, appears explicitly in it. 
i=1 

242 Description of stem form by the equation of the taper curve 

242 . 1 The two types of curve - Problems of sca ling 

Having measured diameter at different heights, data 
can be represented by two types of diagram .: 

Diameter 

Diagram 1 

Sectim 
area 

w 2 
SH • 7; DH . - - - - - - -

1 

Diagram 2 

DH - - -
i Height 

.0 
i o H. 

1 

He ight 

tot 



Diagram 1 represents
the stem as it is seen ; dia-
gram 2 offers the advantage of
showing the volume VHi to a

given height Hi.

In order that two trees of same form be represented by the
same curve and that two trees with the same curve have the same form,
the scales have to be changed.

Here are two possibilities for type 1 diagram

TI--tot

44

1

SH.

o

Section
area

Osa< 1

Example

=
DaH10

tot

Hatchured area =
VH.

H/ 121.aH
tu L

= diameter at
I u
10 tot

height

H

Diagram l' DaHtot
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Section 
area 

fiatchured area = VH. 
1 

Diagpam 1 peppesents 
the stem as it is seen ; dia
gpam 2 offeps the advantage of 
showing the volume vH. to a 

given height H .. 
1 

1 

SH . -¥A'/ ~."":/7'" ,,:~} ..... 
1 

H· 1 

In opdep that two tpees of same foPm be peppesented by the 
same cupve and that two trees with the same cUPVe have the same foPm, 
the scales have to be changed, 

H 
fl tot 

Hepe ape two possibilities fop type 1 diagpam 

0; agram 1 ' 

1 a HI 0 aH 
. tut 

Osa<1 

Example 

0 , 1" lagram 

he ight 

I 
a = TO .• DaH 

t o t 

I 
diameter at TO Htot 



and the two corresponding possibilities fbr type 2 diagram :

SH
Diagram 2'

SH

H2
S

tot aHtot

o

Htot

- 45 -

O H/DaH
tot

0 5.: a < 1

Example
HaH = diameter at 10 Htot

1 tot
(1 =

7SaHtot=
area of section at 1 H

IG tot

Whatever the heights of diameter measurements are,
diagrams 1' and 2' can be done ; diagrams 1" and 2" can be done only
when diameters have been taken at the same relative heights on each
tree.

242.2 Fitting a taper curve by calculation

242.21 Principle

The interest in having a formula for the taper curve is
to aZZow an easy volume calculation of the stem portion between
two heights HI and H2.

It is natural to consider first the modeZ

SH = b0 + b1H + b2H2 + b3H3 (see example 242.221)

because we have seen in paragraph 231 that this relation is satisfied
by most of the simple geometricaZ solids to which a stem can be compa-
red.

If this fórmula describes the form badZy, here are two
possible solutions :

a 
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and the two coppesponding possibilities fop type 2 diagpam 

Diagram 2' 

H 1 

~ 
o HID" H 
O S " < 1 tot 

Example : 
.~ 

1 \ UaHtot = 
" = TO -, I 

DiaQram 2" 

1 
diameter at TIT Htot 

\ s = aH tot 

1 area of section at TIT Htot 

flhatevep the heights of diametep measupements ape, 
diagpams l' and 2' can be done; diagpams 1 " and 2" can be done only 
when diameters have been taken at the same pelative heig~ts on each 
tpee. 

242.21 Principle 

The intepest in having a fopmula fop the tapep cupve is 
to allow an easy volume calculation of the stem poption between 
two heighta HI and H

2
• 

It is natupal to considep first the model : 

(see example 242.221) 

because we have seen in papagpaph 231 that this pelation is satisfied 
by most of the simple geometrical solids to which a stem can be compa
red. 

If this fopmula descpibes the foPln badly, hepe ape two 
possible solutions : 

" 



try a polynomdal of higher degree ; the model is thus written
in the general form

,S =b0 +bH+ b2H2 + +bHP = lbk Hk
H I k=0

(since this model has p+I parameters, at least (p+1) measure-
ments (H, SH) are necessary to fit it).

divide the stem into logs and fit a model to each of them,
with constraints on the coefficients to force the curves
to join correctly. There are numerous ways to proceed, ac-
cording to the number of measurements available, the number
of Zogs considered, the models chosen for each Zog and the
conditions imposed for the junction of the curves.

The example of 242.222 gives a case where 4 measurement
points are available and 2 logs are considered. The method of "cubic
spline functions" (see BONEVA et al. ref. 1) is the extreme case of
functions of this type because the Zogs are defined by two successive
diameter measurements :

log i log 1+1SH =

- 46 -

measurements

To each log a cubic is fitted

log i : c.x2 cl.x3

2 , 3log i+I : = ai+1 +l+ + cix + ni+lx

The coefficients of the cubic are obtained by writing
that, at each measurement point, 9 equals y and its first and second
derivatives equal the first and second derivatives of the cubic of
the adjacent log

I H

- 41i -

(i ) try a polynomial of higher degree ; t he model is t hus written 
in the general form 

p 
L b Hk 

k=O k 

(since this model has p+1 parameters, at least (p+l) measure
ments (H , SH) are necessary t o fit it) . 

( i i) divide the stem into logs and fit a model to each of them, 
with constraints on the coeffi cients to force the curves 
to join correctly . There are numerous ways to proceed, ac
cording to the number of measurements available, the number 
of logs considered, the models chosen for each log and the 
conditions imposed for the junction of the curves . 

The example of § 242 . 222 gives a case where 4 measurement 
points are available and 2 logs are considered. The method of "cubi c 
spline f unctions " (see BONE VA et at. ref. 1) is the extreme case of 
functions of t his type because the logs are defined by two successive 
diameter measurements : 

---- log i l og i+1 

r---
x

i
_

1 "i x. x = '-:'"L 
~ -- - m~9urements~ 

To each log a cubic is fi t ted 

l og i y a. + b .x + 2 d . x 3 c .X + 1 1 1 1 

l og i+1 y a i + 1 + b . IX + 2 
+ d. x 3 

1+ c i+I X 1+1 

The coeff icients of the cubic are obt ained by writing 
tha~, a~ each measureme~t point, y equals y and its first and second 
der.va~.ves equal the f.rst and second derivatives of the cubic of 
t he ad,] acen t log : 

H 
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2 3a. + b.x. + c.x. + d.x. = y.
1 1 1 1 1 1

2 3a. + b.x. + c.x. + d.x. = v.
1-1 1-1 1-1 '1-1

2
xb.+ 2c.x. + 3d.x. = b. + 2c. x. + 3d. 2

.
1 11 1 1 1+1 1+1 1+1

c. + 3d.x. = c. + 3d, X.1 1 1+1 1+1

Knowing the coefficients of the cubic for log 1+1, this
system of 4 equations can be solved, which gives values of a., b., c.,d..

The solution is thus obtained step by step : the form of
the last log is imposed (conic form for instance) ; the cubic of the

preceding log is derived and so on untii the first log (the symmetric
procedure can be followed, fixing the form of the first Zog and deri-
ving the cubics step by step from bottom to top of the tree).

Remarks

A taper curve can be fitted to the bole only ; what has been said is
stiZZ valid provided that bole height takes place of total height in
the models ; a simple modeZ (cubic) is sufficient in general.

Instead of the area of the section, the diameter can be expressed as
a function of height. In general, the modeZ which is used is also a
polynomial

DH = X ck Hk
k=0

Taking account of the previous paragraph, the models are transformed
in order to get coefficients which are characteristic of the form :

y= b' xk ; y =
S

H29k=0 tot

Y = / b" xk
k=0

( O 5- a < 1)

c;( xk
; Y =

DH x
k=0

-
Htot HtOt

Htot

DaH tot

SH

; Y =
SaHtot

system 
d .. 

1 
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2 3 a
1
, + b. x. + c.x. + d . x. = y. 

~~ ~~ ~l 1. 

2 3 
a

1
· + b .x. I + C.X. I + d. x. I = Y· I 11- 11- 11- 1-

c. + 3d.x. = c. I + 3d. IX. 
1. 1. 1. 1+ 1+ 1. 

Knowing the ooeffioients of the oubio for log i +I , this 
of 4 equations oan be solved, whioh gives values of a

1
., b., c . , 

1 1 

The solution is thus obtained step by step : the form of 
the last log is imposed (oonio form for instanoe) ; the oubio of the 
preoeding log is derived and so on until the first log (the symmetrio 
prooedure oan be followed, fixing the form of the first log and deri
ving the oubios step by step from bottom to top of the tree). 

Remarks 

- A taper ourve oan be fitted to the bole only; what has been said is 
still valid provided that bole height takes plaoe of total height in 
the models; a simple model (oubio) is suffioient in general. 

- Instead of the area of the seat ion, the diameter oan be expressed as 
a jUnotion of height. In general, the model whioh is used is also a 
polynomial 

Taking aooount of the' previous paragraph, the models are transformed 
in order to get ooeffioients whioh are oharaoteristio of the form : 

Y 

Y = 

Y 

r 
k=O 

b' 
k 

~ b" 
k=O k 

I 
k=O 

c' x 
k 

k x 

k x 

k 

Y = 

Y 

Y 

x • 
H 

H 
tot 

H 
x = :;----

D 
a Htot 

( 0 ,; a < I) 

DH 
x = 

H 
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D

H
u k H

Y = ck X ; Y - D
x -

aHk=0 aH
D

tot tot

(0 a < 1)

Variants can be brought to these models (see ref. 6 - 9 -
13).

- Formula to calculate a volume knowing a taper curve.

Let us suppose that the foyaula of the curve is

S = b + b H + . . + b HP
0 1

area of section
at height H.

HH2
The integral of S is g(H) = boH + bi + + bp 13+1

The volume of the section of stem between heights HI and H2 is
g(H2) - g(H1).

If the taper curve is given by a function reZating diameter
to height

D = co + c1FI + + c HP

u 2
the expression of S = D has to be written first ; the required

volume is g(1-12) - g(H1) where g(H) is the integral of S ; calcula-

tions are more numerous and less precise ; this is why it is better
to express a taper curve as S = f(H) instead of D = f(H) .

To calculate the volume untiZ a given crosscut, the same
method is followed after having calculated the height of this crosscut.
This is easy by looking at the plotted curve but, with a computer, the
calculation raises problems which cannot be treated here.

It is necessary to verify that the taper curve which is obtained
is realistic : y should not get negative and shouZd decrease as
x increases.

- 48 -

r k DH H 

Y e" x y x = k D DaH k=O aH
tot tot 

(0 S a < I) 

Variants can be brought to these modeZs (see ref. 6 - 9 -
13). 

- FormuZa to caZcuZate a voZume knowing a taper curve. 

Let us suppose that the formuZa of the curve is 

S = b + 
• 0 

area of section 
at height H. 

••• + b 

The integral of S is 

p 

••• + 
HP+ I 

b-
P p+1 

The voZume of the section of stem between heights HI and H2 is 
g(H

2
) - g(H

I
)· 

If the taper curve is given by a function relating diameter 
to height 

the expression of S = * D2 has to 

voZume is g(H
2

) - g(H
I
) where g.(H) 

be written first ; the 

is the integraZ of S 

required 

; caZcuZa-

tions are more numerous and Zess precise ; this is why it is better 
to express a taper curve as S = f(H) instead of D = f(H) 

To caZculate the voZume until a given crosscut, the same 
method is followed after having calculated the height of this crosscut . 
This is easy by Zooking at the pZotted curve but, with a computer, the 
calcuZation raises probZems which cannot be treated here. 

- It is necessary to verify that the taper curve which is obtained 
is reaZistic : y shouZd not get negative and shouZd decrease as 
x increases. 



242.22 Examples

242.221 Four measurement points - Fitting a 3d degree
polynomial

Let us take again the tree of example 233.2 and try to
Su

fit the model : y = a + bx + cx2 + dx3 ; y- x -
HtOtH2tot

-49 -

The solution of the following system

2 3 2

(a b 0.2 [0.2] d [0.21 7 (0.35)
9.5 9.5 9.5 4 9.5

Ill\

2 3 2

L + b 9.5 + c + d[1.3]
9.5

(1.3] 7 [0.311
9.5 4 9.5

1.3

a + b 9.5
, c [

94 5

12+ d [ 4 13 7 (0.161
. 9.5 4 9.5 j

4

a +b+c+d= 0

gives : a = 1.1035 x 10-3

b = -1.7385 x 10-3

2

This curve cannot be retained since y is negative when
x is between 0.55 and 1.

242.222 Four measurement points. Division into
two logs and fitting a curve to each of
them

Let us take again the previous tree nd suppose that the
upper half of the stem is a cone ; let us fit a 3 degree polynomial
to the lower half, with the constraint that the two curves are tangent
at the junction-point.

-1.9100 x 10-3

2.5450 x 10-3

c =

d =

- 49 -

242.22 Examples 

242.221 Four measurement points - Fitting a 3d degree 
polynomial 

Let us take again the tree 

fit the model: y = a + bx + cx
2 

+ dx
3 

of example 233 .2 and try to 
SH H 

Y =-
H2 
tot 

x = - -
H 

tot 

The solution of the following system 

2 3 

a + b 0.2 -- + c 9.5 (~l 9.5 + d (~:;) = ~ 
2 3 

a + 
1.3 

b 9.5 + c (~l + 9.5 d (~l = ~ 9.5 4 

4 
a +b-- +c 

9.5 [9\)2+ d (9\( * 
a +b+ c +d 0 

gives a = I. 1035 x 10-3 

b -1.7385 x 10-3 

c = -1 .9100 x 10- 3 

d 2.5450 x 10- 3 

2 

(~l 9 .5 

2 

(~l 9 .5 

[~)2 9.5 

This curve cannot be retained since y is negative when 
x is between 0.55 and 1. 

242.222 Four measurement points. Division into 
two logs and fitting a curve to each of 
them 

Let us take again the previous tree ~d suppose that the 
upper half of the stem is a cone ; let us fit a 3 degree polynomial 
to the lower half, with the constraint that the two curves are tangent 
at the junction-point. 



2

n [0.35
4 9.5 )

7 (0.31 2
4 9.5 ]

N 0.1612
4 9:5 )2

Y

- A, B, C, D : measurement points

0

0.2 1.3

9.5 9.5

one gets

SH

H2
tot

-- 50 -

a + bx + cx2 + dx3

9
' (x-1)-

1

1

,

The system to be soZved is

tot

a + b 0.5

b

a = 1.0976 Xd = 7.4226 X 10-3

The corresponding curve is drawn above;the fit is correct.

+ c
[o.21 2 (0.21 3

d
9.5

= 11--
(0.35]

4 9.5

2
: passing through A

+ c
(1.3) 2 +d (1.31 3

9.5)9.5)
7
4

f0.31) 2
: passing through B

l9.5 )

2

+
c [94.512 + d

r )3

(.94.5J

7 [0.16]
: passing through C

4 9.5

+ c (0.5)2 + d (0.5)3 = a' (0.5_1)2 in the point with abs-
cissa 0.5 the two cur-

+ 2c 0.5 + 3d(0.5)2 = 2a'(0.5-1) ves join and are tangent

b = -1.4004 X 10-3 a'= 0.5671 X10-3

C = -4.7336 X10-3

14 0.5

9.5
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n [Q:l!.)2 
7; 9.5 A, B, C, D measurement points 

y - a + bx + cx
2 

+ dx
3 

l. ______ _ 

I I 
2 (x-I) 

o 4_-+ _____ +-If-____ -==~_~D:..-. ___ x _ _ H_ 
H tot 0.2 1.3 

9.5 9.5 

The 

a + b 0.2 + 
9.5 

a + b~+ 9.5 

a + b _4_ + 
9.5 

a + b 0.5 + 

4 0.5 
9.5 

system to be solved is 

c (Hr 9.5 
+ d (}~r = ll- (~2 

9.5 4 9.5 

c (~r 
9.5 

+ d (~]3 = ~_ (Q:l!.]2 
9.5 4 9.5 

(9\J 2 [9~J 
2 

c + d = ~ [~] 
4 9.5 

c (0.5)2 + d (0.5)3 a' (0.5-1)2 

b + 2c 0.5 + 3d(0.5)2 = 2a' (0.5-1) ~ 
one gets a = 1.0976 x 10-3 d = 7.4226 

b -1.4004 x 10-3 a'= 0.5671 

c = -4.7336 x 10- 3 

passing through A 

passing through B 

passlng through C 

in the point with abs-
c issa 0.5 the two cur-
yes join and are tangent 

x 10-3 

x 10-3 

The corresponding curve is dm"m above; the fit is aOY'l'ect. 
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242.223 Descriptlon of the mean profile of 3 stems
with a 3° degree polynomial

Diameters at different heights have been measured on 3 trees
( H in meters and D in centimeters)

Do these stems have the same fbrm ?

Tree 1

H :
DH:

Tree 2

H :
DH:

Tree 3
H : D

: H

0.2 44 0.3 57 0.3 : 66
1.2 39 1.3 52 1.3 61
1.3 38 2.3 47 2.3 56
2.2 34 3.3 43 3.3 52
3.2 31 4.3 39 4.3 48
4.2 27 5.3 36 5.3 44
5.2 25 6.3 33 6.3 41
6.2 22 7.3 31 7.3 38
7.2 20 8.3 29 8.3 36
8.2 17 9.3 26 9.3 34
9.2 12 10.3 23 10.3 32
9.8 7 11.3 19 11.3 29

10 0 12.3 13 12.3 25
12.8 7 13.3 21

13 0 14.3 14
14.8 7

15 0

242.223 
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Descriptdon of the mean profile of 3 stems 
with a 3 degree polynomial 

Diameters at different heights have been measured on 3 trees 
( H in meters an.a ° in centimeters) : 

Tree I Tree 2 Tree 3 ------------------- ------------------ --------- ---------
H i DH H DH H DH 

0.2 44 0.3 57 0.3 66 
1.2 39 1.3 : 52 1.3 61 
1.3 38 2.3 ~ 47 2.3 56 
2.2 34 3.3 43 3.3 52 
3.2 31 4.3 39 4.3 48 
4.2 27 5.3 36 5.3 44 
5.2 25 6.3 33 6.3 41 
6.2 22 7.3 31 7.3 38 
7.2 20 8.3 29 8.3 36 
8.2 17 9.3 26 9.3 34 
9.2 12 10.3 23 10.3 32 
9.8 7 11.3 19 11.3 29 

10 0 12.3 13 12.3 25 
12.8 7 13 .3 21 
13 0 14.3 14 

14.8 7 
15 0 

Do these stems have the same form ? 
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The values of HH - x and 4

heights and diameters iPtmeters.

DH

Htot,

2

Plotting these values shows that the relation between y and x
is practically the same in each tree. The 3 trees can thus be considered
of same form. Let us see if the modal

y = ao + aix + a2x2 + a3x3

describes well the common form.

The coefficients have been calculated by the method described

in appendix A, (§ A 1.4) : solution of the system of 4 equations with
4 unknowns obtained by fbrcing the curve to pass through the four fol-
lowing points

-4

= y are calculated with

The graph of the corresponding curve shows that the fit is good.

Tree 1

x ; yx164
Tree 2
x 1 yx104

Tree 3
x i yx104

0.02 15.205 0.023 15.099 0.020 15.205
0.12 11.946 0.100 12.566 0.087 12.989
0.13 11.341 0.177 10.266 0.153 10.947
0.22 9.079 0.254 8.593 0.220 9.439
0.32 7.548 0.331 7.069 0.287 8.042
0.42 5.726 0.408 6.023 0.353 6.758
0.52 4.909 0.485 5.061 0.420 5.868
0.62 3.801 0.562 4.466 0.487 5.041
0.72 3.142 0.638 3.908 0.553 4.524
0.82 2.270 0.715 3.142 0.620 4.035
0.92 1.131 0.792 2.458 0.687 3.574
0.98 0.385 0.869 1.678 0.753 2.936

1 0 0.946 0.785 0.820 2.182
0.984 0.228 0.887 1.539
1 0 0.953 0.684

0.987 0.171
1 0

x ¡ 0 0.3 0.675 1

y ! 0.0016 0.000766 0.000350 0

The resuZt is : ao = 16 x 10

al = - 40.1434 x 10-4

a2 = 48.4310 x 10-4

a3 = - 24.2876 x 10-4
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H rr [ ilH]2 The values of -H- = x and "4 -- = y 

heights and diameteps inotmeteps. Htot 
ape calculated with 

Tree I Tree 2 Tr ee 3 ---------------4--x : yx IO ---------------4---x : yxlO ----~------y;I04--

0.02 15.205 0.023 15 . 099 0.020 15.205 
0.12 11.946 0 . 100 12.566 0.087 12.989 
0.13 11.341 0 . 177 10.266 0.153 10.947 
0.22 9.079 0.254 8.593 0.220 9.439 
0.32 7.548 0 . 331 7.069 0.287 8.042 
0.42 5.726 0.408 6.023 0.353 6.758 
0 . 52 4.909 0.485 5.06 1 0.420 5.868 
0.62 3.801 0.562 4.466 0.48 7 5.041 
0.72 3.142 0.638 3.908 0.553 4.524 
0.82 2.270 0.715 3.142 0.620 4.035 
0 . 92 1.131 0.792 2.458 0.68 7 3.574 
0.98 0.385 0.869 1.678 0.753 2.936 
I 0 0.946 0.785 0 . 820 2.182 

0.984 0.228 0.887 1.539 
I 0 0.953 0.684 

0.987 0.171 
I 0 

Plotting these values shows that the pelation between y and x 
is ppactically the same in each tpee. The 3 tpees can thus be consideped 
of same fonn. Let us see if the model 

2 3 
y = aO + a 1x + a 2x + a

3
x 

descpibes well the COmmon fonn. 

The coefficients have been calculated by the method descPibed 
in appendix A, (§ A 1.4) : solution of the system of 4 equations with 
4 unknowns obtained by fopcing the cupve to pass thpough the foup fol 
lowing points 

x 0 0.3 I 0.675 I 
y 0.0016 0 . 000766 0.000350 0 

The pesuU is aO 
16 x 10- 4 

a l - 40. 1434 x 10-4 

a 2 = 48.43 10 x 10- 4 

a3 = - 24.2876 x 10- 4 

The gpaph of the coppesponding cupve shows that the fit is good. 
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tot tot

The integral of S is

-54 -

Exam2le of volume calculation

The formula of the taper curve. is

S H H2 H3

H2
- a +

a1
+ a2

H2
+ a3 3

tot tot

al 1

====> S = a0 Htot2 + a1 Htot H +
a2

H2 + H'
tot

The volume of the stem between heights HI and H2 is

g(H2) - g(H1) ; for example, the total volume of the stem is

Vtot = g(Htot) g (Hstump)

[a al a2 a3 3

6.00007 x 10-4 x H8tot 0 2 + 3 + 4 Htot tot

stump
Let us suppose that

H

Htot

g(Hstump) =la0
10-2 + al 10-4 + 10-6 + -al 10-8 H8

2 3 4 tot

= 15.80089 x 10-6 x H3tot

.
Thus : Vtot = 5.84206 x 10-4 x H3 with Htot in meters and Vtot 7.n m3 .tot

The total volume of the stem of a tree with total height 14 m.
is therefore

Vtot = 5.84206 x 10-4 x (14)3 = 1.6031 m3

what is the "bigwood" volume of that stem ? The height H7 where is

100

=
2 u H2 H3

-I-

a3 H4g(H)
a0 Htot Htotal 2 a2 3 H 4tot

- al
a o x + 2

[

2
x

a2 3 a3 41

4- x3 -I- x4
u 3

-tot with
H- ---> g(H) x =
tot
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The f01'llrU la of the taper eJurve is 

> S 

_H_+ 

H tot 

. HZ 
a -_. + 

2 HZ 
tot 

a HZ + a
l 

H H + a HZ o tot tot Z 

The integral of S is 

H3 
a 3 -3-

H . 
tot · 

a 3 3 
+--· H 

H tot 

g(H) Z Hz 
H H a O Htot + a J tot T + 

H3 a 3 a -+--
Z 3 H tot 

> g(H) +-x +-x aZ 3 a3 4] 
3 4 

with x 

The volume of the stem between heights HI and HZ is 

g(H Z) - g(H
I
) ; for example, the total volume of the stem is 

Vtot = g(Htot ) - g (Hstump ) 

H 
=--

H tot 

g(Htot ) = lao + ad + a; + a; ] 6.00007 x 10-4 x H3 
tot 

H 
h stump I 

Let us suppose t at H = 100 

Thus V 
tot 

tot 

15.80089 x 10-6 x H3 
tot 

5.84Z06 x 10-4 
x H~ot with Htot in meters and Vtot in m

J 

The total volume of the stem of a tree with total height 14 m. 
is there fore 

V = 5.84Z06 x 10-4 
x (14)3 = 1.6031 m

3 
tot 

what is the "bigwood" volume of that stem ? The height H7 where is 
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located the 7 cm diameter crosscut is such that

w (0.07)2
2 3

=

142

ao + a1x7 + a2x7 + a3x7

By successive approximations starting from the value x = 0.987

read on the curve, we get x7 = 0.987608 ; if we replace x7 by this

vaZue and
Htot

by 14 in the expression fbr g(H) , we get

g(H7) = 1.64605 m3.

) = 15.80089 x 10-6 x (14)3 = 0.04336 m3Now, g(Hstump

the "bigwood" stem volume is therefóre : 1.64605 - 0.04336 = 1.6027 m3.

243 Crown measurements

A complete description of tree fbrm includes measurements
on crown : these measurements are possible only if the crown is entireZy
visible.

Height : distance between the end of the bole and the tip of the tree ;
it is measured with a dendrometer, as the difference between
two measurements.

Measurements on the horizontal projection :To describe correctly the pro-
jection of the crown on a

horizontal plane, the number of radii should be more than one as this
projection differs from a circle : at Teast 4, preferably 8, radii are
measured, in directions fbrming equal angles

Example

N
N-E

H7

= 14

C = centre of the
stem
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located the ? cm diameter crosscut is such that 

By successive approximations starting from the value x = 0.987 
read on the curve, we get x

7 
= 0.987608 ; if we replace x 7 by this 

value and H
tot 

by 14 in the expression f or g(H) , we ge t : 

1 .64605 m
3 

Now, g(H ) - 15.80089 x 10- 6 x ( 14)3 = 0.04336 m3 
stump 

the "bigwood" stem volume is therefore: 1.64605 - 0 . 04336 = 1.6027 

243 Crown measurements 

A complete description of tree form includes measurements 

3 
m • 

on crown these measurements are possible o11ly if the crown is entirely 
visible . 

Height distance between the end of the bole and the tip of the tree ; 
it is measured IJith a dendrometer, as the difference betwee11 
tlJO measurements. 

Measurements on the horizontal projection: To descYlibe coppectly the pr'o-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. jection of the croo'" on a 
horizontal plane, the number of radii should be more than one as this 
projection differs from a circle: at least 4, preferably 8, mdii are 
measured, in directions forming equal angles : 

Example 

N 

o 

N-E 

E 
c ~ centre of the 

stem 



radius =. reference

diameter +AB

Procedure to measure the radius in one direction

Marks 1
and 2

Apparent contour
of the crown

Walk forwards and backwards on AJ line and locate point B

with an instrument. Here are two examples of such instruments

a/ A mirror-type instrument

Description : The instrument is balanced and remains vertical.
It contains a plane mirror making an angle of 450
with the horizontal and two panes of glass in the
middle of which are two lines : marks 1 and 2.
The observer stands so that the two marks come to
coincide. It remains to have the point of the
contour of the crown in coincidence with these two
marks ; the projection of this point on the ground
is given by the plumbed line which is fixed on the
instrument.

- 56 -

crin

J

Rod set in the
direction read
on the compass

ng to hold
the instrument

mirror

graduated tape, fixed
/in A with a string

which surrounds the tree
at 1.3 m from the ground

I 
radius x 2 reference 

diameter +AB 
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Procedure to measure the radius in one direction : 

groduated tape, fi:lled 

J "'hieh sUJ'J'OUllds the tree l in A Lri.th a stt>ing 

occ~ _______ +-:: _________ ' at 1.3 m from the {ll'Ound 

A 

I Apparent eon tour 
of the e1'OlJn 

Rod set in the 
direetion roead 
on the """'Pass 

WaLk forwards and backwards on AJ Line and Locate point B 
with an instrument. Here are two exampLes of such instruments : 

Description : The instrument is balanced and remains verticaL . 
It contains a pLane mirror making an angLe of 45° 
with the horizontaL and two panes of gLass in the 
middLe of which are two Lines : marks 1 and 2. 
The observer stands so that the two marks come to 
coincide. It remains to have the point of the 
contour of the crown in coincidence with these two 
marks ; the projection of this point on the ground 
is given by the pLumbed Line which is fixed on the 
instrument. 

Marks 1--_ ___ 1 

and 2 

'ng to hoLd 
the inst1'!#rlllnt 
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. 3crnI

Plumb-bob seen
from above
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This instrument is difficult to use when the tree touches
a neighbour because the mirror allows to see a small part only of the

crown and it is difficult to differentiate the branches of a tree ftom
the branches of the other. Its use can be very tiring and time consu-
ming.

b/ The PUN-CHUN crown-meter (*)

Description : The components of this instrument are a holding-
rod, a string and a see-through plumb-bob.
Contrary to the mirror-type instrument, the crown-
me ter aZZows to see a large part of the crown and

therefore to locate far more quickly point A. It
is also very simple and can be constructed very
cheaply.

holding-rod

e
See-through 41cm

jplumb-hob

(*) WAHEED KHAN M.A. (1971) - Pun-Chun crown meter - Indian Forester 96 -
n° 6 - pages 332-337
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This instrument is difficult to use when the tree touches 
a neighbour because the mirror allows to see a small part only of the 
crown and it is difficult to differentiate the branches of a tree from 
the branches of the other. Its use can be very tiring and time consu
ming. 

I 
I 

Description : The . components of this instrument are a holding
rod, a string and a see- through plumb-bob. 
Contrary to the mirror-type instrument, the crown
meter allows to see a large part of the crown and 
therefore to locate far more quickly point A. It 
is also very simple and can be constructed very 
cheaply. 

IA 
v I 

I 
I 

: I 1..3 .7cm.l , 

I L 5cm-, I 

L- 7 . 3"",-' 

Plumb-bob seen 
from above 

he lding-1'Od / 

- StM-nq - - - - ] 
See-through 41em 

_ .1'!:~:'~~ __ 

(*) WAHEED KHAN M.A. (1971) - Pun-Chun crown meter - Indian Forester 96 -
nO 6 - pages 332-337 



(i)

2
X ri

i=1
S
crown

4.

area of crown's
horizontal projection

4,

diameter of
the crown

VB = S x
Hcrown3 crown crown

4.

bulk volume height of
of the crown the crown

Remark 1 : These characteristics of crown are important in growth
studies but they are rarely taken into account because
of the difficulties of fieZd measurements.

Remark 2 : The ratio

4
S

7 crown

- 58 -

Quantities calculated with these measurements

r. = radius in direction ii
n = 4 or 8 : number of radii

measured

V = volume of wood contained in the crown
crown

VB = bulk volume of the crown
crown

is a number Zess than 1, similar to the piling coefficient,
which can be used to estimate V from VBcrown fbr a

crown
standing tree. It is recommended, each time a tree is
felled to measure Vcrown , to measure befbre felling

and S and to derive VBcrowncrown crown

i i
crown
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Quantities calculated with these measurements ........... ........ ...... ........... ......... 

( i ) 

( i i ) 

( iii) 

S crown .. 
= n 

n 

r 
i= i 

n 

2 r. 
1 

QPea of crown's 
hopizontal ppojection 

D 
c rown .. 

diametep of 
the cpown 

VB 
c rown .. 

bulk volwne 
of the cpown 

i 
3 

2 [JJ2 r r. 
i= I 1 

n 

s x H 
crown c rown 

.. 
height of 
the cpown 

radius in direction i 

4 or 8 
measured 

number of radii 

These chapactepistics of cpown ape impoptant in gpowth 
studies hut they ape papely taken into account because 
of the difficulties of field measupements . 

volume of tY'ood contained In the crown 
Rema r k 2 The patio 

V 
c rown 

--------
VB bulk volume of the c r own 

crown 

is a nwnbep less than 1, simi lap to the piling coefficient, 
which can be used to estimate V fpom VB fop a crown c rown 
standing tpee. It 
felled to measupe 

H 
crown ands c rown 

is pecommended, each time a tpee is 
, to measupe befope f elling V crown 

and to derive VB 
crown 
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3 INDIRECT MEASUREMENT OF A STAND VOLUME : THE TARIFFS (= Volume tables)

31 PRINCIPLE AND DEFINITIONS

To estimate the volume of a stand, one can measure directly
the volume of each tree and add all these figures. On large stands
this is unacceptable.

A tariff is a table, a formula or a graph, which gives an
estimate of the volume of a tree or of a collection of trees from

variables called the entries of the tariff.

The entries of the tariff are measurements of the tree
(reference - diameter, total height,...) or of the stand (basal
area per ha, mean height,...) more easily obtainable than the volume

A tree-tariff gives the volume of a tree from the entries
relating to the tree. A stand-tariff gives the volume of a stand
directly from the entries reZating to the stand itself.

A tree tariff cannot estimate the volume of a single tree
with a good precision. Such a tariff is mainly used to estimate the
volume of a collection of trees as.the sum of i)olumes of individual
trees.

Examples of tree-tariffs

one entry (D) (i) V = a + bD + cD2 + dD3

particular cases : V = a + bD2

V = a + bD + cD2

V = a + bD2 + cD3,...
(ii) V = a Db

two entries (D and H) (0 V = a + bH + cqD2H + dD2H

particular cases : V = a + bD2H

V = a + bH + cD2H,...

(ii) V = a Db He

three entries (D, H' DH/2) V = a Db Hc D12

In these tariffs,

V = stem volume (or volume of the stem to a diameter limit)

D = reference-diameter

H = total height

DH/2
= diameter at height H/2
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3 INDIRECT MEASUREMENT OF A STAND VOLUME THE TARIFFS (= Volume tables) 

31 PRINCIPLE AND DEFINITIONS 

To estimate the volume of a stand, one oan measure direotly 
the volume of eaoh tree and add all these figures. On large stands 
this is unaooeptable. 

~_!~E~f! is a table, a formula or a graph, whioh gives an 
estimate of the volume of a tree or of a oolleotion of trees from 
variables called the entries of the tariff. 

The entries of the tariff are measurements of the tree 
(reference - diameter~-totaL-height, ... ) or of the stand (basal 
area per ha, mean height, . .. ) more easily obtainable than the volume 
itself· 

A £!££:£~E~ff gives the volume of a tree from the entries 
relating to the tree. A stand-tariff gives the volume of a stand 
directly from the entries-reLating-to the stand itself· 

A tree tariff cannot estimate the volume of a single tree 
with a good precision. Such a tariff is mainly used to estimate the 
volume of a colleotion of trees as' the sum of ,)olumes of individual 
trees. 

Examples of tree-tariffs 

- one entry (D) (i) V = a + bD + cD
2 

+ dD
3 

particular cases a ,+ bD
2 

, V 

V a + bO + co
2 

V 
2 3 

a + bD + cD , . .. 

( ii) V a Ob 

- two entries (0 and H) (i) V a + bH + dD2H + 

particular cases : V 
2 V = a + bH + cD H, ... 

- three entries (0, H, DH/ 2) V = a Db H
C 0~/2 

IL 
In these tariffs, 

stem volume (or volume of the stem to a diameter limit) 

reference-diameter 

total height 

diameter at height H/2 
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Examples of stand-tariffs

- 2 entries (G and H) : V = a + bG + cH + dGH + eGH2

particular cases : V = a + bGH

V = a + bG + cGH,...

V = a Gb Hc

V = stem-volume/ha (or volume/ha of stems to a diameter limit)

where G = basal area/ha

H = mean height or dominant height.

- 3 entries (NN2'N3) :V = a1N1 + a2N2 + a3N3

= over bark fuel wood/ha

= number per ha of poles of total height < 2 m
where

= number per ha of poles of total height between 2 and 6 m

= number per ha of poles of total height > 6 m

This Zast modeZ is well adapted to stands in which the measu-
rement of diameter is more difficult that the measurement of height
(multiple stems trees, trees of bad form,...).

Remarks

(0 Some tariffs are of an intermediate type between tree-tariffs and
stand-tariffs : they give the volume of a tree as a function of
variables reZating to the tree and variables reZating to the stand
where it is located. They are tree-tariffs for which the coef-
ficients are knoww functions of variables relating to the stand.

Example : V = (a + bHdom)
(c dHdom) D2

where V is the volume of a tree of diameter D.

Such a tariff is called a parametrized tree-tariff because it
can ,

Hdom
being the parameter which indicates the tariff to be used for

the trees of a given stand. To construct such a tariff, one can
fit directly V to the 3 variables Hdom' D2 , D2Hdom or start by

estabZishing a tariff for each class of
Hdom

and deduce the final

equation subsequently. On this subject, see appendix A (§ A 1.5 and
A 1.6).
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Examples of s t and-tar iffs : 

- 2 entries (G and H) : V = a + bG + cH + dGH + eGH2 

particular cases V = a + bGH 

V =a +bG+cGH, .. . 

V stem- volume/ha (or volume/ha of stems to a diameter limit) 

where G basal area/ha 

H mean height or dominant height. 

V over bark fuel wood/ha 

N
J 

number per ha of poles of total height < 2 m 
where 

N2 number per ha of poles of total height between 2and6 m 

N3 number per ha of poles of total height > 6 m 

This last model is well adapted to stands in which the measu
rement of diameter is more difficult that the measurement of height 
(multiple stems trees, trees of bad form, ... ). 

Remarks : 

( i ) . Some tariffs are of an intermediate type between tree - tariffs and 
stand- tariffs : they give the volume of a tree as a function of 
variables relating to the tree and variables relating to the s tand 
where it is located . They are tree- tariffs for which the coef
ficients are known functions of variables relating to the stand. 

2 
Exampl e : V = (a + bHd ) + (c + dHd ) D om om 

where V is the volume of a tree of diameter D. 

Such a tari ff is called a parametrized t ree- tari ff because it 
can be considered as a family of tree - tariffs V = a . + b.D2 • , , 
Hd being the parameter which indicates the tari ff to be used f or om 
the trees of a given stand. To construct such a tari ff, one can 
fit directly V to the 3 variables Hd • D2 • D2Hd or s tart by 

om om 
est ablishing a tariff for each class of Hd and deduce the final om . 
equation subsequently . On this subject, see appendix A (§ A 1 . 5 and 
A 1 . 6) . 
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(ii) . A two entries-tariff is more precise than a one entry-tariff
but it is more difficult to use. Therefbre, we sometimes
derive a one entry tariff from a two entries tariff% The fol-
lowing procedure can be indicated

suppose a two entries tariff V = f (D, H) is available.
Measure D and H on approximatively 30 trees,

then, calculate their volume by V = f (D, H) and construct
with these 30 trees a tariff with only one entry (D)

or : on these 30 trees, establish a law H = g (D)
and take V = f (D, g(D)) as the one entry tariff.

(iii) . A tariff must be considered as a tool to be well maintained. For
example, it should be updated with additional data as plantations
grow and extend.

32 CHOICE OF THE ENTRIES

The entries of a tariff should be

few and easy to measure in order that the tariff will have a wide
range of application and be easy to use,

strongly correlated with the volume,

weakly correlated to each other in order that the interest in kee-
Ping a variable in the model remains when the others are in it.

In general, no more than two entries are used : the first
one is always reference diameter, the second one being diameter at
a fixed height (5 m for instance) or at a reZative height, or bole
height, or total height, or crown diameter ... Among these variables,
bole height and diameter at a fixed height are more easy to measure,
diameter at a fixed height being often more used than height.
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(ii) . A two entries- tariff is more precise than a one entry-tariff 
but it is more difficult to use. Therefore, we sometimes 
derive a one entry tariff from a two entries tariff. The fol
lowing procedure can be indicated : 

- suppose a two entries tariff V = f (D, H) is available. 
Measure D and H on approximatively 30 trees, 

- then, calculate their volume by V = f (D, H) and construct 
with these 30 trees a tariff with only one entry (D) 

or on these 30 trees, establish a law H = g (D) 
and take V = f (0, g(O)) as the one entry tariff . 
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example, it should be updated with additional data as plantations 
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- few and easy to measure in order that the tariff \.;d 11 have a wide 
range of application and be easy to use, 

- strongly correlated with the volume, 

- weakly correlated to each other in order that the interest in kee-
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a fixed height (5 m for instance) or at a relative height , Ol' bole 
height, or total height, or crown diameter ... Among these variables, 
bole height and diameter at a fixed height are mOl'e easy t o mea.gure, 
diameter at a fixed height being often more used than height . 



With a tree
tariff.

33 PROCEDURE TO ESTIMATE THE VOLUME OF A STAND WITH A TARIFF

Take a sample of n treesin the stand (see § 34) and
measure directly the volume of each. Establish the tariff.

Measure the variables which are the entries of the tariff
on the N-n trees which were not used to construct the tariff.

Estimate the volume of the stand by

(Sum of volumes] Tariff estimate of the volume
=V

of the n trees of the remaining trees

In stands similar to the stand under study, measure V
(volume per ha) and other characteristics (entries of

With a stand the tariff) more easily measurable. Establish the tariff.
tariff.

In the stand under study, measure the variables which are
the entries of the tariff and apply the formula.

In fact, this procedure has often to be changed because it is noi
possible to estabZish a tariff for every stand. In practice one very
often uses a tariff which has not been establish2d with a sample coming
from the stand under study.

This is justified if the reZation between the volume and the
entries of the tariff is approximately the same in the stand and in
the sample used to estabZish the tariff, so

. for a tree-tariff , the variability of tree forms must be
the same in the stand and in the sample. One should there-
fore ensure that factors which influence the form of trees
have the same variability in the stand and in the sample
(variability of genetics, environmental factors, silvicultural
treatments, age and tree-size). The more the domain of vaZi-
dity of a tariff is intended to be Zarge, the more the sample
used to construct it has to be diversified,

the same occurs for a stand-tariff : ensure that the varia-
bility of environmental factors, densities of trees, silvi-
cultural treatments are similar in the stand under study and
in the sample plots used to construct the tariff.
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33 PROCEDURE TO ESTlr~ATE THE VOLUME OF A STAND wITH A TARIFF 

With" tree 
tariff· 

With a stand 
tariff· 

- Take a sample of n treroin the stand (see § 34) and 
measure directly the volume of each. Establish the tariff. 

- Measure the variables which are the entries of the tariff 
on the N-n trees which were not used to cons truct the tariff. 

- Estimate the volume of the stand by 

v = (sum of VOlumes] 
of the n trees 

+ (Tariff 
of the 

esti~a~e of the VOlume] 
remaining trees 

- In stands similar to the stand under study, measure V 
(volume per ha) and other characteristics (entries of 
the tariff) more easily measurable. Establish the tariff. 

- In the stand under study, measure the variables which are 
the entries of the tariff and apply the formula. 

In fact, this procedure has often to be changed because it is not 
possibZe to estabZish a tariff for every stand. In practice one very 
often uses a tariff which has not been establish,d with a sampZe coming 
f"!'Om the stand under s.tudy. 

This is ,iustified if the reZation between the voZume and the 
entries of the tariff is approximateZy the so:une in the stand and in 
the sampZe used to estabUsh the tariff, so " 

for a tree-tariff , the variability of tree forms must be 
the same in the stand and in the sampZe. One should there
fore ensure that factors which infZuence the f orm of trees 
have the same variabiZity in the stand and in the sampZe 
(variabiZity of genetics, environmental factors, siZvicuZtural 
treatments, age and tree-size). The more the domain of vaZi
dity of a tariff is intended to be Zarge, the more the sampZe 
used to construct it has to be diversified, 

the same occurs for a stand-tariff : ensure that the varia
biZity of environmentaZ factors, densities of trees, siZvi
cuZturaZ treatments are simiZar in the stand under study and 
in ·the sampZe pZots used to construct the tariff. 
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34 SAMPLE CHOICE TO CONSTRUCT A TARIFF

341 Tree-tariff

For a single species homogeneous stand, one can consider
that between 50 and 100 trees (one entry tariff) and between 80 and
150 trees (2 entries tariff) are needed. For a Zarge heterogeneous
region a separate tariff is estabZished fbr each homogeneous sub-
region. Comparison of these tariffs can lead to pooling some of them : so,
examples are given in literature of tariffs constructed with several
thousands of trees.

The number of trees is not the only criteria to consider ;
the stands where these trees will be taken and the sample trees in
these stands have to be chosen ; here are some recommendations

divide the region for which the tariff is to be established
into homogeneous compartments (with regard to site condi-
tions, silvicultural status,...)

divide the compartments into age-classes and follow the
rules

Number of sample trees Area of the age
in the age class of class of the
the compartment compartment
Total number of sample Area of the
trees region

In an age class of a compartment, take the same number
of sample trees in each basal area class

In practice, these principles can be hard to apply because
the repartition in age cZasses can be impossible (planted fbrests
of badly known history, natural untreated fbrests,...). The fa-lowing
rules wiZZ then be used as substitutes.

Number of sample trees
in the compartment
Total number of sample
trees

Area of the compartment

Area of the region

In a compartment, take the same number of sample trees in
each basal area class.

(I)

(2)
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341 Tree-tariff 

For a singZe species homogeneous stand, one can consider 
that between 50 and 100 trees (one entry tariff) and between 80 and 
150 trees (2 entries tariff) are needed. For a Zarge heterogeneous 
region a separate tariff is estabZished for each homogeneous sub-
region. Comparison of these tariffs can Zead to pooZing some of them so, 
exampZes are given in Ziterature of tariffs constructed with severaZ 
thousands of trees. 

The number of trees is not the onZy criteria to consider ; 
the stands where these trees wiZZ be taken and the sampZe trees in 
these stands have to be chosen ; here are some recommendations : 

( I ) 

(2) 

(I ' ) 

(2') 

divide the region for which the tariff is to be established 
into homogeneous compartments (with regard to site condi
tions, silvicultural status, ... ) 

divide the compartments into age-classes and follow the 
rules : 

Number of sample trees 
in the age class of 
the compartment 
Total number of sample 
trees 

Area ~f the age 
class of the 
compartment 
Area of the 
region 

In an age class of a compartment, take the same number 
of sample trees in each basal area class 

In practice, these principZes can be hard to appZy because 
the repartition in age cZasses can be impossibZe (pZanted forests 
of badZy known history, naturaZ untreated forests, ... ). The foZZowing 
ruZes wiZZ then be used as substitutes. 

Number of sample trees Area of the compartment 
in the compartment 
Total number of sample 
trees 

Area of the region 

In a compartment, take the same number of sample "trees in 
each basal area class. 
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1
Comment on rules £21 and £211

What is needed is the mean volume of the trees which have
a given value of the entries

'(D.1 Htot
). the volume variability

raising in general with tree size, it is more useful to measure a big
tree than a small one. Rules (2) and (2') aim at avoiding that the
majority of trees beZong to a small number of size classes. ReaZize
that a random sample taken according to the rule "one tree taken
at random over n " is not what is wanted.

For example, a tariff is wanted for high fbrest trees between
diameter 20 cm and 1 meter. The range of basaZ areas is divided into
ten equal classes ; the limits of the corresponding diameter classes are
200 - 369 - 482 - 573 - 651 - 721 - 785 - 844 - 899 - 951 - 1000 (mm)
In each of these classes, a sample of about ten trees wiZZ be taken
according to a sampling design which covers the whole area.

Remark on mixed forests

The number of species in natural fbrests is often such that
it is impossible to establish a tariff for every species. Tariffs for
groups of species are thus necessary. How to group species ? The sim-
plest way is to pZot data (V and D2 or D2H) and decide with these
diagrams.

342 Stand-tariff

These tariffs are until now less used than tree-tariffs : the
experimental knowZedge is not sufficient to allow reliable recommenda-
tions. Consider what follows as a Zoose guidance

take at least thirty plots,

area of a plot in ares = Hdom in meters with a minimum

threshold of 10 ares. (Hdom = 20 m plot of 20 ares (0.2 ha),

Hdom = 9 m .4- plot of 10 ares (0.1 ha)...)

Example :

A tariff is wanted to give the fuel wood volume of a savannah,
the mean heigh;of which is about 6 meters. The second model of para-
graph 31 is chosen

v=a11,714.,321,12+,331,13whereN.is the number/ha of trees

of height cZass i (observe that coefficient ai is here interpreted

as the mean volume of a tree of height class i).
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What is needed is the mean volume of the trees which have 
a given value of the entries (D 1,3 ' Htot , ... ): the volume variability 

raosong in general with tree size, it is more useful to measure a big 
tree than a small one . Rules (2) and (2') aim at avoiding that the 
majority of trees belong to a small number of size classes. Realize 
that a random sample taken according to the rule "one tree taken 
at rand om over n " is not what is wanted. 

For example, a tariff is wanted for high forest trees between 
diameter 20 cm and 1 meter. The range of basal areas is divided into 
ten equal classes ; the limits of the corresponding diameter classes are 
200 - 369 - 482 - 573 - 65 1 - 721 - 785 - 844 - 899 - 951 - 1000 (mm) 
In each of these classes, a sample of about ten trees will be taken 
according to a sampling design which covers the whole area . 

Remark on mi xed forests ---- -------------------

The number of species in natural forests is often such that 
it is impossible to establish a tariff f or every species . Tariffs for 
groups of species are thus necessary. How to group species ? The sim
plest way is to plot data (V and D2 or D2H) and decide with these 
diagrams . 

342 Stand-tariff 

These tariffs are until now less used than tree- tariffs : the 
experimental knowledge is not sufficient to allow reliable recommenda
tions. Consider what fo llows as a loose guidance : 

take at least thirty plo ts, 

area of a plo t in ares = Hd in meters with a minimum 
om 

thresho ld of 10 ares. (H
d 

20 m ->- plot o f 20 ares (0.2 hal, 
om 

H ~ 9 m ->- plot of 10 ares (0. I ha) .•. ) 
dom 

A "Cariff is .,anted to give the fuel wood volume of a savannah, 
the mean height of which is about 6 meters . The second model of para
graph 31 is chosen 

V 

of height 

a lN I + a 2N2 + a 3
N3 

class i (observe that 

where N. is 
1 

coefficient 

the number/ha of trees 

here interpreted a. is 
1 

as the mean volume of a tree of height class i). 
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Procedure

take at random 30 plots 30 m x 30 m

before felling, inventory each plot by height class.
Identification of species is not compulsory,

fell and stack each plot,

fit the model on data (V, N1' N2' N3) of plots.

35 DIFFERENT WAYS TO CONSTRUCT THE TARIFF WITH COLLECTED DATA

351 Direct method

This method seems the most natural at first sight : each

entry of the tariff is divided into classes.

For a one entry tarify, calculate mean volume in each class.

For a two entries tariff, set a table by crossing the classes

of the two entries, aZZocate the trees (tree-tariff) or the plots
(stand-tariff) to the cells, calculate mean volume in each cell.

. etc

The series of volume corresponding to the combinations of
explaining variables constitutes the tariff. If necessary, a formula
can then be adjusted to these vaZues (see appendix A).
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Procedure 
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351 Direct method 

This method seems the most natural at fi r st sight each 
entry of the -tariff is divided into c lasses . 

FoY' a one ent l'Y taY'iff, calculate mean volwne in each class . 

For a two entY'ies taY'if!, set a t abie by cros siYlg the classes 
of the two entries, allocate the t rees (tree-tari ff) OY' the plots 
(Mand- tariff') to the cens , calculat e mean volwne in each ce/.l. 

. . . etc 

The series of volwne cOY'responding to the combinations of 
explaiYling variables constitutes the tal'iff. If necessar y, a fo rmula 
can then be adjusted to these values (see appendix A). 
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Advantage : Calculation easy.

Drawbacks : . the tariff is very imprecise fbr the combinations of
explaining variables where scarce data are available.
The law of variation of the volume can be very irregular.

. It is impossible to estimate the precision with which
the tariff estimates the volume of a stand.

352 Graphical methods

In practice, they are easy to apply only for one entry
tariffs (see appendix A) : trees (tree-tarifp or plots (stand-tariff)
are plotted with volume in y-axis and the explaining variable (entry
of the tariff) in x-axis. For some x values, a point is placed at the
mean value of the volumes which correspond to that x and a continuous
curve is drawn by hand across these points (see appendix A).

Advantage : . Practically no calculation.
. The tariff is "smooth" (superiority upon the direct
method).

. The graphical representation calls attention to outliers.
Anomalies like negative volumes are instinctively avoided.

Drawbacks : . The result depends on plotter's skilfulness and on his
intuitive knowZedge of the law variation of volume with
explaining variables.

. Here also, there is no means to estimate with what
precision the tariff estimates the volume of a stand.
This is the main drawback.

353 The statistical method : regression analysis

This method is mainZy used, the inconvenience of calculations
having diminished with the development of computers.

353.1 Concerning the choice of the regression model

Somes examp les of modeZs have been given in paragraph 31 and
numerous other ones are used ; it is impossible to recommend a unique
model (for tree-tariffs for instance, this would mean that for every
species in whatever condition, the form factor varies in the same
way with D and H). Let us indicate some important points.
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353,11 Simplicity of the model

Always try to have the most simple model as far as
possible, that is the one with the fewest number of coefficients. The

more numePous the coefficients the more likely V is to vary illogically

with the entries.

Example

range of data D2

The curve is the Zine V = a + bD2 . The model

V - a + bD2 + cD4 + dD6 + eD8 can be represented by a curve as strange
as the - -- --curve : the two curves will be very close in the usable
part of the tariff but a very small extrapolation will be much more
dangerous with the complicated model.

In practice, the following models with two coefficients
.V = a + bD2 , V = aDb , V = a + bD2H , V = a(D2 H)b gz.ve often good

results and have to be tried first.

First, plot the data

for a one entry tariff : V and D2
2

for a tariff with several entries : V and D H i; f data are numerous,
plot also V and D2 for each class of H (or for each class of an other
entry). These diagrams allow a first choice of the regression model
and study of relationship between volume variance and entries, in
order to decide with which weighting function the modeZ will be fitted.
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with the entries. 

Always try to have the ·most simple model as far as 
the one with the fewest number of ooefficients. The 
ooeffioients the more likely V is to vary iZZogioaZZy 

Example 
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range of data 
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The ourve 'l-S the line V = a + b02 . The model : 
2 4 6 8 

V = a + bO + cO + dO + eO can be represented by a curve as stra>lge 
as the - - - -- curve: the two curves wiZZ be very close in the usable 
part of the tariff but a very small extrapolation will be much more 
dangerous with the complicated model. 

v == a + 
r esults 

In practice, the following models 
2 b 2 bD ,V = aD . , V = a + bO H , V = 

and have to be tried firs t . 

First, plot the data : 
. 2 

coefficients 

give often good 

for a one entry tariff : V and D 
for a tariff with several entries: V and n2H ; if data are numerous, 
plot also V and 02 for each class of H (or for each class of an other 
entry). These diagrams allow a first ohoioe of the regression model 
and study of relationship between volume variance and entries , in 
order to deoide with which weighting function the model will be fitted. 

.,. 
, /. 
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353.12 Concerning models where a function of V and not V
itself is estimated

Let us take the following model which is very often used
("logarithmic tariff")

V = a Db

Least squares estimation of the coefficients consists in
seeking a and b which minimize the quantity

Y. (V. - a D1?i)2

This calculation is possible but difficult because the
model is not a linear combination of the unknown coefficients. There-
fore one takes logarithms and comes down to a linear model

log V = log a + b log D

and it is this model which is estimated by least squares ; so, the
variable predicted is log V and not V. The a and b coefficients
obtained are such that log a + b log D is an estimate of the mean of
logarithms of the volumes of trees of diameter D .

The quantity a Db is therefbre an estimate of the geometric
(and not arithmetic) mean of the volumes of trees of diameter D.
Now, logarithmic mean is systematically below arithmetic mean
(example : the 4 numbers 3) 4, 7, 10 have a logarithmic mean

(3x4x5x10)1/4 = 5.38 and an arithmetic mean- (3+4+7+10) = 6) ; so :
4

a logarithmic tariff systematically underestimates the volume.

The disadvantage can be partly correeted (see appendix A -
§ A 2.3) but there is another disadvantage : if one estimates with
the tariff the volume of a set of N trees by

N

a X Db
i=1 1

the precision of this estimate cannot be known because regression
theory gives the precision of

N
X log V.

i=1

It seems therefore better to use logarithmic tariffs only when it is
difficult to fit a simple model where V appears untransformed.
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353 . 12 Concerning models where a function of V and not V 
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It seems therefore better to use logarithmic tariffs onZy when it is 
difficult to fit a simpZe model where V appears untransformed. 
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353.13 Piecewise fitting of a model

If it is difficult to fit a single model covering the
whole range of data (for example, if it ie impossible to eliminate
bias for small trees and/or big trees), a solution is to divide
the range of data and to fit a model in each part.

Let us indicate two ways of acting

(i) Method with several regression analysis

In order that the models link well, overlapping sub-ranges
are taken, with an overlap of about 20 %.

example : diameters range from 20 to 120 cm
plotting data shows that

.

a modeZ V=a1 +b1D2 1.s good for trees with 20 < D < 40 cm
.

a model V = a2 + b2D2 2,s good for trees with 40 < D < 80 cm

a model V = a3 + b3D2
.

good for trees with 80 < D <120 cm.

The first model wiZZ be fitted on trees with 20<p<44 cm, the
second modeZ on trees with 38<D<84cm and the third model on trees
with 76<D<120cm

I

I I

I I

I 1

I I

362 402 442
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762 802 842 1202

2. 2
D In cm

the Zine then represents the tariff.

This procedure offers the advantage of coming down to a series
of fittings of simple curves but it has the drawback of not aZ-
Zowing the exact calculus of the residual variance : it is therefore
impossible to estimate with which precision the tariff estimates
the volume of a set of trees. That is the reason why the second
procedure, although a little more complicated as regard the calcu-
lations, is rather recommended :

v 
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If it is difficult to fit a single model cove'f'ing the 
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(ii) Method with only one regression analysis

Let us take again the above example

y ml a" bux
Y

X0

The values xo = 40 and xl = 80 being chosen, the following
model with 4 parameters is fitted

y = a + bz, + b'z2 + b"z3with z1 = x if x 5- x
0

= xo if x xo

z2 = 0 if x x
0

= x - xo if xo. x_ xi
= xl- xo if x ?. x

I

z3 = 0 if x
x1

= x - xi if x x

the following relations give the a' and a" coefficients

a' = a + (b-b') xo a" = a' + (b'-b") xi

Remarks

. Fitting of only two lineo
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if X ,;; Xo 
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if x ,;; Xo 
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a' = a + (b-b') Xo all = at + (h '-hl!) Xl 

Remarks : -------
. Fitting of only two lineD 

y 

"0 x 
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the value xo is chosen and the following model with 3 parameters
is fitted

y = a + bzi + b'z2 with z] =x if x 5
xo

= xo if x xo

z2 .-- 0 if x x
0

x - xo if x ?. xo
a' is given by : a' = a + (b-b') xo

. To fit three parabo Zas which are tangent at the junction-points

fix the xo and xl values and fit the following model with 5
parameters

y = a' + biz1 + c'z2 + cz3 + c"z4 with z = x
1

2

z2 = 2xx0 -x f x x
0

i
0

2.= x if xo 5 x 5 xl
2.

= 2xx1-x1 if x1 5 x
2 .

z3 = (x0 -x) if x 5 x
0

= 0 if xo 5 x

z4 = 0 if x Sx1
2 i= (x-x1) f x1 x

the other parameters are given by

a = a' + (c-c') x(2) ; b = b' - 2(c-c') xo ;

'
bu= b' + 2(c'-c")x .au= a' - (c -c ' 1
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the value Xo is chosen and the following model with 3 pa~amete~s 
is fitted 

y = a + bZ
I 

+ b'z2 with 

a' is given by : a' = a + (b-b') Xo 

if x :5 Xo 

if x ~ Xo 

if x :5 Xo 

To fit th~ee pa~aboZas which a~e tangent at the junction- points 

y 

L---------+--------------+----------------~X Xo xI 

fix the Xo and x I values and fit the following model with 5 
pa~amete~s 

x y = a' + biz ) + c 'z2 + CZ 3 + C"Z4 with zJ 

z2 
2 

2xxO- xO if x :5 Xo 

the othe~ pa~amete~s ~e 

a = a ' + (c-c') x2 
o 

a"= a' (c,-c,,)x2 
I 

given 

b = 

b"= 

by : 

b' - 2(c-c') Xo 
b' + 2(c'-c")x 

I 

2 
if Xo x 

2 2xx l -x l 

(xO- x) 
2 

0 if Xo 
0 if x ~ 

(x-x I) 
2 

~ x ~ xI 

if xI ~ x 

if x ~ Xo 
~ x 

xI 

if xI ~ x 



Model to fit only two parabolas which are tangent at the junction-
point

X0

y = a + bz1 + cz2 + c'z3 with = x

.=2x if x 5x0
0

(2x - x ) if x x0
0

z 0 si x x3 ) 0

= (x-x0)2 if x x0

a' and b' are given by

a = a - (c-c') x2
0
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; b' = b + 2(c-c') xo

353.14 Weighted or unweighted regression ?

The regression must be fitted with weights when the volume
variance depends on the entries. Without entering mathematical expla-
nations, let us say that this is necessary in order to be able to
estimate correctly the precision with which the tariff will estimate
the volume of a stand ; if the calculation of this precision is not
judged necessary and ifonly a good fit is wanted (that is to say
without bias and with small residuals), weighting is not essential.
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Model to fit only two parabolas which are tangent at the junction
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Z I = x 

~~ 
2 

if x ~ Xo z2 x 

Xo (2x - xO) if 

z) \ = 0 si x S Xo 

I = (x-xO) 2 if x ~ 

b + 2(c-c') xo 

x 

x ~ 

Xo 

353 . 14 I,e; ghted or unwe; ghted regress; on ? 

Xo 

The regression must be fitted with weights when the volume 
variance depends on the entries. Without entering mathematical expla
nations, let us say that this is necessary in order to be able to 
estimate correctly. the precision with which the tariff will estimate 
the volume of a stand; if the calculation of this precision is not 
judged necessary and if only a good fit is wanted (that is to say 
without bias and with small residuals), weighting is not essential . 
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It is not easy to know the relationship between the variance
of volume and the entries ; this necessitates a large amount of data,
far greater than is usually available. However, each time very
large samples have been collected, the variance of volume has been
fbund to vary, often very much, with the size of the trees. This implies
recommending the systematic use of weighted regression.Wth few data,
it is impossible to estimate preciseZy the weighting function and the
following hypothesis are generally taken

(a1 ) volume variance proportional to (D2)

one entry tariff
(a2) volume variance proportional to (D2)2

volume variance proportional to (D2H)
two entries tariff

volume variance proportional to (D2H)2

The modeZ is fitted with each h
the best fit is chosen (the one which
between the following requirements : no

deviation, simplicity of model). This is
in the bibliographic reference n° 3 ; it

V = a + bD2

V = a + bD + cD2

V = a + bD2H

V = a + b VD2H + c(D2H)

ypothesis successively and
reaZizes the best compromise
bias , small residual standard
done by the program described
fits the 4 models

under hypothesis (a1) and (a2)

under hypothesis (b1) and (b7)
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It is not easy to know the re~ationship between the variance 
of vo~ume and the entries ; this necessitates a ~arge amount of data, 
far greater than is usua~~y avai~ab~e. However, each time very 
large samp~es have been collected, the variance of volume has been 
found to vary, often very much, with the size of the trees. This imp lie s 
recommending the systematic use of weighted regression. With few data, 
it is imposs,:b le to estimate precise ly the weighting function and the 
fo~lowing hypothesis are general~y taken 

(a l ) volume variance proportional to (D2) I (D2) 2 
one entry tariff 

(a 2) volume variance proportional to 

(b l ) volume varIance proportional to (D 2H) I (D 2H)2 
two entries tariff 

(b 2) volume var1ance proportional to 

The mode~ is fitted with each hypothesis successively and 
the best fit is chosen (the one which rea~izes the best compromise 
between the following requirements : no bias, small residual standard 
deviation, simplicity of model). This is done by the program described 
in the bibliographic reference nO 3 ; it fits the 4 models : 

2 

! V a + bD 
under hypothesis (a l ) and (a 2) 

2 
V a + bD + cD 

V a + bD2H ! under hypothesis (b l ) and (b 2) 

a + b VD2H + c(D2H) V 



353.15 How to appreciate the quality of a regression

Never judge of the quality of a regression
oniy by the numerical value of the multiple correlation coefficient R
(correlation coefficient between V and V = V adjusted )

The fit can be bad and R high : here are three typical
situations of such a case

biased model
non homogeneous sample
presence of "abnormal" trees (without trees A and B, R would be low)

It can also happen that the fit is good and R low ; it
can be so for instance when some trees are "abnormal".

A

V

- 74-

\I 2- -

EV - 2
EV because then : EV = EV

V

Por trees other than A and B,

the fit is good. Without A and B,

P. would be high.

v

Numerous quantities other than R can be considered : the

most use are the residual standard deviation

where r. -V. , r =1 E r.

c = number of coefficients in the model
n = number of data (trees)

and the residual coefficient of variation

- 1

Where V = mean of measured volumes

V
(for a model with a constant term where y is untransformed, the

numerator of s takes the simple form

- -2
and E vv= y.:%7

V

4-

(I) (2) (3)

E(r.-17)2

s
n - c

. 
t 

V 

• • 

V 
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353 .15 How to appreciate the quality of a regression 

Never judge of the quality of a regression 
only by the nwnerical value of the multiple 'lorrelation coefficient R 

(cor'relation coefficient between V and V = V adjusted). 

The fit can be bad and R high : here are three typical 
situations of such a case 

V V 

A 
" 

, , 
, ' , , .. , , 

• • • • '. , • 
" 

. . , ~ ~ ...... 
, , • .. 
• • .. ' 

• • " . , 
• 

V V 
( I ) (2) (3) 

(I) biased model 
(2) non homogeneous sample 

.. .. 
B 

(3) presence of "abnormal" trees (without trees A and B, R would be low) 

It can also happen that the fit is good and R low; it 
can be so f or instance when SOme t; rees a'l"e "abnormal". 

' A 

/ 
"'.'~ .. 

/ 
/ 

K B 

--~·-v 

For trees other than A and B, 
the fit is good . r-lithout A and B, 
r would be high. 

Nwnerou$ quantities other than R can be considered the 
most use are the residual standard deviation 

V. - V. 
1 1 

- I 
r = - L r. , 

n 1 

V 

c number of coefficients in the model 
n number of data (t rees) 

and the residual coefficient of uo.Y'iation : 

s where 
V 

- I 
V = -

n 
rv. = mean of measured volumes 

1. 

(for a model with a constant ter'm ",here V is untransformed, the 
nwnerator of s takes the simp le form : 

and 
-2 

1: V V= EV ) • 
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The "aggregate deviation"

EV - EV

EV

or the "average deviation"

EIV vi
E V

are sometimes used also. What has been said about R can be repeated
fbr each of them : they do not aZZow one to appreciate completely the
quality of the fit.

To judge effectively of the quality of a regression

plot on the same graph the data and the fitted curve. For a
one entry tariff, it wiil be the graph of V against D ; fbr
a two entries tariffs, it is recommended, whatever the model
is, to plot V against D2H.

(ii) calculate and pZot the residuals V - V ; three types of plot-
ting are possible

-75 -

(2)

o

(3)

When there is no bias diagram (1) is well scattered
around an upward line (the sZope of the regression line of V - V in
function of V is I - R2 ) ; on diagram (2), data are scattered around
v-axis. When there is a bias, diagrams (3) provide an aid to decide
how to correct the model (see appendix A, A 2.6).

or H
or an other

entry

V - V V - V V --V
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The "aggregate deviation" 

rv - rv 
rv 

or the "average deviation ll 

rlv - vi 
r V 

are sometimes used also. What has been said about R can be pepeated 
fop each of them : they do not allow one to apppeciate completely the 
quality of the fit. 

To judge effectively of the quality of a pegpession : 

(i) plot on the same gpaph the data and the fitted cUPve. Fop a 
one entpy tariff, it will be the gpaph of V against 0 ; fop 
a two entpies tapiffs , it is pecommended, whatevep the model 
is, to plot V against 02H. 

(ii) calculate and plot the pesiduals V - V ; thpee types of plot
ting ape possible : 

V - V V - V V - V 

ol--~~--~ 
V 

( J ) 

01--------
V · 

(2) 

o 1------__ 0 
or H 

(3) 

or an other 
entry 

When thepe is no bia s , diagpam (1) is we II soatteped _ 
apound an upwapd line (the slope of the pegpession line of V - V in 
[unotion of V is J - R2 ) ; on diagpam (2) , data ape soatteped apound 
V-axis . ~,en thepe is a bias, diagpams (3) ppovide an aid to decide 
how to ooppeot the model (see appendix A, § A 2. 6) . 
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353.2 Example

The reference diameter, the total height and the big wood
stem volume have been measured on 50 trees :

A one entry (D) tariff and a two entries (D and H) tariff 2

are wanted. One starts by plotting the data in function of V and D

and in function of V and D2H : the numbers plotted are the tree
numbers.

Tree :D Hm V3 Tree D Hm V3

1 0.095 12.90 0.037 26 0.150 17.00 0.135
2 0.105 12.00 0.040 27 0.150 16.90 0.108
3 0.111 14.00 0.052 28 0.153 17.50 0.132
4 0.111 15.00 0.060 29 0.156 17.00 0.138
5 0.115 16.50 0.067 30 0.156 17.00 0.148
6 0.118 15.90 0.075 31 0.156 16.30 0.123
7 0.124 15.40 0.070 32 0.162 17.16 0.135
8 0.124 15.30 0.080 33 0.162 17.50 0.165
9 0.127 16.50 0.090 34 0.162 17.50 0.150

10 0.127 13.00 0.075 35 0.169 18.50 0.180
11 0.127 16.05 0.093 36 0.169 17.30 0.160
12 0.131 14.50 0.074 37 0.169 16.30 0.140
13 0.134 17.40 0.102 38 0.169 16.50 0.165
14 0.134 17.10 0.107 39 0.172 15.70 0.148
15 0.137 18.00 0.100 40 0.175 18.50 0.156
16 0.134 15.00 0.080 41 0.175 17.70 0.184
17 0.137 14.50 0.090 42 0.175 17.30 0.191
18 0.131 17.70 0.090 43 0.175 17.40 0.162
19 0.140 15.50 0.103 44 0.188 18.50 0.225
20 0.143 18.20 0.127 45 0.188 18.50 0.235
21 0.143 18.50 0.120 46 0.191 17.50 0.197
22 0.143 16.50 0.117 47 0.194 18.50 0.256
23 0.146 15.80 0.10n 48 0.197 16.50 0.230
24 0.146 16.00 0.105 49 0.197 16.60 0.210
25 0.150 17.00 0.122 50 0.204 18.60 0.254

Tree 
0 

n 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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The pefepenae diametep, the total height and the big wood 
stem volume have been measured on 50 tpees : 

0 Hm Vm1 n° 0 H Tree _111-_ - m m 

0.095 12.90 0.037 26 0.150 17.00 
0 . 105 12.00 0 . 040 27 0.150 16.90 
O. III 14.00 0.052 28 0.153 17 . 50 
O. III 15.00 0.060 29 0.156 17.00 
O. 115 16 .50 0 . 067 30 0.156 17.00 
0.118 15 . 90 0.075 31 0.156 16.30 
0.124 15.40 0.070 32 0.162 17. 16 
0.124 15.30 0.080 33 0.162 17.50 
0.127 16.50 0.090 34 0 . 162 17.50 
0.127 13.00 0.075 35 0.169 18.50 
0.127 16.05 0.093 36 0.169 17.30 
0.131 14.50 0.074 37 0.169 16.30 
0.134 17.40 0.102 38 0.169 16.50 
0,134 17.10 0.107 39 : 0.172 15.70 
0.137 18.00 0.100 40 0.175 18.50 
0 .1 34 15.00 0.080 41 0.175 17.70 
0.137 14.50 0.090 42 0.175 17.30 
0.131 17.70 0.090 43 0.175 17.40 
0.140 15 . 50 0.103 44 0.188 18.50 
0.143 18 .20 0.127 45 0.188 18.50 
0.143 IS.50 0.120 46 0.191 17.50 
0. 143 16.50 0. 11 7 47 0.194 18.50 
0.146 15.80 O. 101) 48 0 . 197 16.50 
0.146 16.00 0 .1 05 49 0.197 16.60 
0.150 17.00 0 . 122 50 0.204 18.60 

: 

Vm3 -
0.135 
0.108 
0.132 
0.138 
0.148 
0.123 
0.135 
0.165 
0 . 150 
0 .1 80 
0.160 
0.140 
0.165 
0.148 
0.156 
0.184 
0.191 
0 . 162 
0.225 
0.235 
0.197 
0.256 
0.230 
0.210 
0.254 

A one entpy (0) taPiff and a two entpies (0 and H) tapiff 2 
ape wanted. One stapts by plotting the data in funation of V and 0 

and in funation of V and 02H : the numbeps plotted ape the tpee 
numbeps . 
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The graphs show that the following simple models are valid

V = a + bD2 and V = a + bD2H

Fitting these models b regression requires knowing how
the variance of V varies with D and with D2H : the variance of V
is calculated for some groups of trees chosen such that D2 (or D211)
is approximately constant in each group.

Study of the relationship between var V and D2

Group n ° Trees n°
'7) --:772

log P Variance of
V = var V

log var V

A 3 - 4 - 5 0.012652 - 4.370 0.0000563 - 9.784

B
9- 10 - 11 -

12 - 18 - 0.016540 - 4.102 0.0000833 - 9.393

C
13 -14 - 15-
16 - 17 - 0.018217 - 4.005 0.0001162 - 9.060

D
20 - 21 -22-
23 - 24 - 0.020886 - 3.869 0.000123 - 9.006

E 25 - 26 - 27- 0.022382 - 3.800 0.0001823 - 8.610

F 29 - 30 - 31 -; 0.024327 - 3.716 0.0001580 - 8.751

G 32 - 33 - 34- 0.026354 - 3.636 0.000225 - 8.399

35 -36 - 37'
38 - 0.028461 - 3.559 0.0002729 - 8.206

I 47 - 48 - 49- 0.038532 - 3.257 0.000532 - 7.539

J 44 - 45 - 46- 0.0356728 - 3.333 0.000388 - 7.855

K
40 -41 - 42-
43 - 0.030650 - 3.485 0.0002349 - 8.163
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The graphs show that the following simple models are valid 

V = a + bD2 and V = a + bD2H 

Fitting these models b~ regression requires knowing how 
the variance of V varies with n and with D2H : the variance of V 
is calculated for some groups of trees chosen such that n2 (or n2H) 
is approximately constant in each group. 

Study of the relationship between var V and 02 

r CCO"" "' 
Trees n 

0 D2= mean log n 2 Variance <?f log var V 
of n2 V = var V 

_. 

A 3 - 4 - 5 0.012652 - 4.370 0.0000563 - 9.78 4 

B 
9 - 10 - II - 0.016540 - 4. 102 0.0000833 - 9.393 12 - 18 -

C 
13 - 14 - 15 - 0.018217 - 4.005 0.0001162 - 9.060 16 - 17 -

n 
20 - 21 - 22-

0.020886 - 3.869 0.000 123 - 9.006 
23 - 24 -

E 25 - 26 - 27 - 0.022382 - J . 800 0.000182J - 8 . 61 0 

F 29 - 30 - 31 - 0.024327 - 3.716 
I 

0.000 1580 - 8.7 5 1 

I--
G 32 - 33 - 34 - 0.026354 - 3.6J6 0.000225 - 8.399 

H 
J'i - J6 - J7 - 0.028461 - 3.559 0.0002729 - 8.206 38 -

I 47 - 48 - 49- 0.0385J2 - 3.257 0.000532 - 7.539 

J 44 - 45 - 46 - 0.OJ56728 - 3.333 0 . 000388 - 7.855 

K 
40 - 4 1 - 42-

0.030650 - 3.485 0.0002849 - 8.163 
43 -
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Study of the relationship between var V and D2H

Diagrams (log var V, log D2) and (log var V, log D2H)

are given in next page.

Group n° Trees n° D2H=mean
of D H

log D2H Variance of
V = var V

log var V

A 5 - 6 - 10 - 0.215987 - 1.533 0.0000213 - 10.755

B 7 - 8 - 12 - 0.240027 - 1.427 0.0000253 - 10.583

C
-11 - 16-

17 -
0.266856 - 1.321 0.0000323 - 10.342

D
13 -14 - 18-
19 -

0.305533 - 1.186 0.0000537 - 9.833

E
15 -22 - 23-
24 -

0.339384 - 1.081 0.0000643 - 9.651

F
20 -21 - 25-
26 - 27

0.378446 - 0.972 0.0000983 - 9.227

G
28 -29 - 30-
31 -

0.408047 - 0.896 0.000110 - 9.113

H
32 -33 - 34 -
37- 38 - 39 -

0.461998 - 0.772 0.000156 - 8.769

1
35 -41 - 42-
43 -

0.533143 - 0.629 0.0001529 - 8.786

J
44 -45 - 46-
48 - 49

0.646497 - 0.436 0.0002443 - 8.317
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Study of the re lationsh ip between var V and 02H 

~--

Gr oup 0 Trees 0 ! 02H~mean log 02H Variance of n n log var V 

~-

of 02H V = var V 

-
A 5 - 6 - 10 - 0.215987 - 1.533 0.0000213 - 10.755 

B 7 - 8 - ·12 - 0.240027 - I .427 0.0000253 - 10.583 

9 - II - 16 -
C 0.266856 - I .32 1 0.0000323 - 10. 342 

17 -

13 14 - 18 - 0.305533 1. 186 0 - 0.0000537 - 9.833 
19 -

15 22 - 23 1.081 E 0.339384 - 0 .0000 643 - 9.651 
24 -

F 
20 21 25 0.378446 - 0.972 0.0000983 9 .227 -26 - 27 

28 - 29 - 30 
G 0.408047 - 0.896 0.000110 - 9.113 

31 -

32 - 33 - 34 H 0.461998 - 0.772 0.000 15 6 - 8.769 
37 - 38 - 39 -

35 - 41 42 
I 0.533143 - 0.629 0 .000 15 29 - 8.786 

43 -

J 
44 - 45 - 46 - 0.646497 - 0 . 436 0.0002443 8.317 
48 -

-
49 

Diagrams Clog var V, l og 02) and Clog var V, l og D
2

H) 
are given in next page. 
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-10

line of slope 2

log D2

line of slope 2

-11 log D2H
ao.
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log var V 

-7 
line of slope 2 

% • 

-8 

•• 
'F 

-9 c · 'D 

•• 

,.. 
-10 

0 2 -5 -4 -3 log 

log var V 

- 8 line of slope 2 

-9 

~. 

-10 

-II _~2;----J.----r------:r--""'10g 02H 



RESULTS

One entry tarif : V = a + bD2

a and b are the numbers which minimize the quantity

n 9 2

S= Xc..T.(V.-a-W)wheresq.=j-4-i i i i
i=1 D.

i 1If yi = -T and x. =
-2 '

S can be written : S = X (y.-ax.-b)2
1 i. 3.

The problem is thus to fit the modeZ y = ax + b by the
usual least squares method : one gets

Exy
(Ex)(Ey)
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These graphs show that one can assume that

log var V = a + 2 log D2

log var V = a' + 2 log D2H

Thas it to say

2

the variance of V is proportional to (D2)

the variance of V is proportional to (D2H) .

FortheoneentrYtanW,theweightoftreeiisthusw.
D.

1for the 2 entries tarify.,it 41
2

D. H.

2

a =

Ex2
(Ex)2

_ -
b = y - ax = 6.5916

= - 0.02464
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These graphs show that one can asswne that 

a + 2 2" 
log var V = log D 

a' + 2 
-2-

log var V log D H 

Thas it to say 

2 
the variance of V is proportional to (D2) 

(D 2H) 
2 

the variance of V is proportional to 

For the one entry tariff, the weight of tree i is thus 

for the 2 entries tariff, it is 

RESULTS 

One entry tarif : V = a + b02 

w. 
1 

) 

D~ H~ 
1 1 

a and b are the numbers which minimize the quantity : 

n 
bD 2) 

2 
) 

S = L w. (V. - a - where w· 
i=) 1 1 1 1 D~ V. 

1 
1 

1 and If Yi 
D~ 

x . 
D~ 

, S can be written : 
1 

1 1 

The problem is thus to fit the model y 
usual least squares method : one gets : 

LXY - (LX)(Ll) 
n 

a = 
(LX) 2 

- 0.02464 

LX 2 -
n 

b y - ax 6 . 59 16 

n 2 
S L (y.-ax.-b) 

.) 1 1 
~=, 

ax + b by the 



VR (residual variance) =
2

vn- E-
I 2 (EY)2 - a Hy -n

(Ex)(Ey)'

- 0.27501

var a - VR

E2 (Ex)

-83 -

2
- 00000169

VR -2var b = 71- + x var a = 0.04483

coy (a,b) = - X var a = - 0.0008153

The volume of a stand of N trees on each of which D has been
measured will be estimated by

N
2

VTOT=Na+b X D.

i=1

The confidence interval of VT0T , is, at 0.95 level

Vtot 2 /liar
VTOT

with : var VTOT = N2 var a + a2 var b + 2Na cov(a,b) + 8(VR)

N, N

where : a = D4: and 8 = X

i=1 1
i=1

Two entries tarif : V = a + bD2H

a and b are the numbers which minimize the quantity

n
2 1S = 1 w. (V. - a - bD. H.)2 where w. -i 1 i 1 i 2 2i=1 (D. H.)i 1

If Yi =
V.

1 1

and x. =
2 i 2D. H. D. H.i i i i

S =1(y.-ax.-b)2
I 1

Thus, the model y = ax + b is adjusted by the usual Zeast
squares method ; one gets :

S can be written
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VR (residual .variance) - -- n-2 

var a VR 
---'-"'--""2 = 0.0000169 

LX
2 -~ 

var b 

n 

VR -2 
- + x var a 
n 

cov (a,b) = - x var a 

0.04483 

0.0008153 

The vo~ume of a stand of N 
wi~~ be estimated by : 

trees on each of which D has been 
measu:t'ed 

N 
VTOT = N a + b ~ 

i=1 
D~ 

1 

The confidence interva~ of VTaT ' 

V 
tot 

± 2 Ivar VTaT 

with VTaT = N2 var a + 2 b + var a var 

N 
D~ 

N 
D~ where a = ~ and 6 I 

i=1 1 i=1 1 

Two entries tarif: V = a + bD2H 

is~ at 0.95 

2Na cQv(a,b) 

a and b are the numbers which minimize the quantity 

n 

~evel 

+ 8(VR) 

s I 
i=1 

w. (v. - a - bD~ H.)2 where 
1 1 1 1 

W. 
1 (D~ H.)2 

1 1 . 

V. 
1 

If Y i = D~ H. 
1 1 

s 

and x. = 
1 

I 

D~ H. 
1 1 

n 
\ ( _ b)2 L Yi - aX i i=1 

s can be written : 

Thus, the mode~ Y = ax + b is adjusted by the usua~ ~east 
squares method ; one gets : 
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a = - 0.003609
b = 0.33677

var a = 0.000004922
var b = 0.00005569

coy (a,b)= - 0.0000149
VR = 0.000533

The volume of a stand of N trees on each of which D and H

have been measured is estimated by
N

VTOT = Na + b D.2 H.
i=1

The confidence interval of VT0T is, at 0.95 level

VTOT ± 2 /var
VTOT

with : var VTOT = N2 var a + a2 var b + 2Na coy (a,b) + 8(VR)

N N 4
T

where : a = D.2 H. and 8 = X D7 Er: .

i=1 i=1

The 3 diagransof next page concern the 2 entries tariff ;
they show that the tariff_is correct : the residuals do not tend to
vary systematically with V , D and H.

COy 

have 
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a ~ - 0.003609 

b 0.33677 

var a ~ 0.000004922 

var b 0.00005569 

(a,b)~ - U.UUUOI49 
VR 0.000533 

The volume of a stand of N trees 
been measured is estimated by 

N 
VTOT ~ Na + b I 

i~1 

D~ H. 
1 1 

on each of which D and H 

The confidence interval of VTOT is, at 0.95 level 

VTOT ± 2 Ivar VTOT 

with var VTOT ~ N2 var a + a 2 var b + 2Na COy (a,b) + S(VR) 

where 
N 

a ~ I 
i~1 

D~ H. and 
1 1 

B 
N 

I 
i~1 

D~ H~ 
1 1 

The 3 diagransof next page concern the 2 entries tariff; 
t hey show that the tariff~is correct : the residuals do not tend to 
vary systematically with V , D and H. 
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v-v 

0.= 

0.010 , , , , 

o~----~~~--~~----~~.~~----~------~----~~ 
0.05 0.10. 0.15, 0.20 V(mJ) 

-0.010 • , , 

-0.020 

v-v 

0.020 

0.010 

0~~0+.m~'~~~~--~~+-~0~.=5,~-r---+---T--~---,~02~O~,------------~D~(m-)~ 

- 0·010 

··0.020 

v-v 

0 .020 

0 .010 

O~-T--~~~-T~~~~-+_,~, +-__ ~-+ ______________ ~~ 
11 15 : 20 H(m) 

-0.010 

-0.0 
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36 CONCERNING UNDERBARK VOLUMES

361 Bark thickness and diameter

The bark factor k is the quotient of overbark diameter
over underbark diameter :

D = diameter overov 2B 1 ov= 1 bark
Dun Dun I- 2B

Dun = diameter under
bark

where B is single bark thickness.

Bark thickness tends to decrease from the bottom to the
tip of the tree but it is not possible to give a general formula
for this trend which has to be studied in each case.

k is sometimes constant from the bottom to the tip of
the tree : bark thickness is then proportional to D (and conse-

ov
quently to

Dun
) but it can also happen thatfrom bottom to tip,

k decreases first, then remains constant and then increases.

913
In general, varies between 6 and 10 % ; k varies

ov
therefbre between 1.06 and 1.12.

In most cases (optical measurements on standing trees)
only one bark thickness (at reference height) is available per tree.
To see if bark thickness at the reference level varies systematically
with the reference diameter, start by plotting data

B = single bark thickness, at reference diameter level

k=

ov

reference
about diameter

20cm

The cloud of points often has an S shape : bark thickness
increases curvilinearily fbr small diameters and then more slowly
sometimes, bark thickness is practically constant for diameters bigger
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36 CONCERNING UNDERBARK VOLUtlES 

361 Bark thickness and diameter 

The bark factor k is the quotient of overbark diameter 
over underbark diameter 

D 2B D diameter 
k 

ov ov 
bark + -- = 

2B D D un un 

over 

D ov D diameter under un bark 

where B is singte bark thickness. 

Bark thickness tends to decrease from the bottom to the 
tip of the tree but it is not possibte to give a generat formuta 
for' th-is tr'end lJhich has to be studied in each case. 

k is sometimes constant from the bottom to the tip of 
the tree : bark thickness is then pr'oportionat to D (and conse

ov 
quentty to Dun) but it can atso happen tha~ from bottom to tip, 

k decreases first, then remains constant and then increases . 

28 In gene rat, 0-- varies between 6 and 10 % ; k varies 
ov 

therefore between 1.06 and 1.12 . 

In most cases (opticat measurements on standing trees) 
onty one bark thickness (at r'efer'ence height) is avaitabte per tree. 
To see if bark thickness at the r'eference level varies systematically 
with the reference diameter, star't by plotting data : 

B a single bark thickness, at reference diameter level 

S 
S' 

L-________ ~----------------------------... D • reference 
about diameter 

20c:m 

The cloud of points often has an S shape : bark thickness 
increases curvitinearity for smaH diameters cznd then more stowty ; 
sometimes, bark thickness is practicalty constant for diameter's bigger 



than some value ( S' curve), but the relationship is seldom strong.
This relationship is described by formulas such as

= single bark thickness
at reference diameter
level

= reference diameter

(a] < 1)

Realize that it is a priori incorrect to use such a
formula to estimate in a tree bark thickness at different heights,
knowing the diameter at these heights because this would give
the variables of the formula a meaning different to their definition.

362 Overbark volume - Underbark volume

362.1 Bark guotient is the quotient of the bark volume
over the overbark volume.

OV

V V
b

V
un un

P = = -
V V V
ov ov ov

Vun

(V =V
un

+
Vb

)
ov

-1- -I,

Volume Volume volume of
overbark underbark bark

For each volume there is a corresponding bark quotient. The
bark quotient related to the bole volume is the most used.

In a given tree, the relationship between P and k depends
on the volume which is considered and on the relationship between k
and height of measurement.

To get an idea on the form of this relationship, it seems
reasonable to suppose that the form factor is the same underbark
and overbark, which gives

Thus

gun
= 1 - 1 -

2B
[2 -

2B
(4) P = 1 -

9 D
ov k- ov ov

(Example :

12)13

= 8 % k = 1.087 4- P = 15.4 %)

B= a +a D

B=
a + a1 D

aI
B =

a0
D

V
Vunov

g xU
gun

x H
ov

OV
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(g = basal area)
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than some value ( S' cupve), but the pelationship is seldom stpong. 
Thi s pelationship is descPibed by fOPmUlas such as : 

( ) ) 

(2) B 
D 

aO + a ) D 

a ) 
aO D (3) B (a) < ) ) 

.' 

B 

D 

single bark thickness 
at reference diameter 
level 

reference diame ter 

Realize that it is a ppioPi incoppect to use such a 
fOPmUla to estimate in a tpee bapk thickness at diffepent heights, 
knowing the diametep at these heights because this would give 
the vapiables of the fopmula a meaning diffepent to theip definition. 

362 Overbark vo lume - Underbark volume 

362.1 ~~~~_g~Q!i~~! is the quotient of the bapk volume 
ovep the ovepbapk volume . 

(V 
+ov 

Volume 
ove pbapk 

P 

= V + 
,un 

Volume 
undepbapk 

Vb V 
) 

V 
-

V ov 

volume of 
bapk 

v ov - ) 
V 

un un 
V ov ov 
V 

un 

Fop each volume thepe is a coppesponding bark quotient . The 
bapk quotient pelated to the bole volume is the most used. 

In a given tpee , the pelationship between P and k depends 
on the volume which is consideped and on the relationship between k 
and height of measupement. 

To get an idea on the foPm of this pelationship, it seems 
peasonable to suppose that the foPm factop is the same undepbapk 
and ovepbapk, which gives 

Thus 

(4) P 

(Example 

V ov 

= ) 

2B 
D ov 

V 
un 

_ gun = 
) 

Bov 

8 % .. k 

(g basal area) 

2B 
[2 - i:v 1 -

k2 D ov 

= ) .087 .. P ) 5.4 %) 
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362.2 Conversion of volume overbark into volume underbark

If overbark and underbark volumes have been measured on a
set of trees, a first method is to calculate two tariffs

V = f (D ) or f (D , H )ov ov ov

Vun = g (D ) or g (D0v, H )ov

ensuring that Vun is always less than Vov because the regression

lines can cross each other.

The following method is more often used

calculate the overbark tariff

V = f (Dov) or V = f (Dov, H)ov ov

fit a formula giving bark quotient from the tariff's entries.
In general, bark quotient is reZated to reference diameter
only

The following models

a1 a2P = a +
0

D2
ov ov

(consequence of (1) and (4) )

-a D
I ovP = a0 e

are often adequate.

- take the following expression fbr under bark tariff :

V = ( 1 - P) V
un ov
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If overbark and underbark volumes have been measured on a 
set of trees, a first method is to calculate two tariffs : 

V f (D ) or f (Dov ' H ) 
ov ov 

V g (D ) or g (D • H ) 
un ov ov 

ensuring that V is always less than V because the regpession 
un ov 

lines can CT'OSS each other . 

P 

The following method is more often used 

- calculate the overbark tariff : 

V = f (D ) 
ov ov 

or V = f (D • H) 
ov ov 

- fit a formula giving bark quotient from the tariff's entries. 
In general , bark quotient is related to reference diameter 
only : 

D ov 

The following models 

P 

(consequence of (1) and (4) ) 

p = 
- a D 

I ov 
a O e 

are often adequate . 

take the foZZow,:ng expression for under bark tariff 

V = (I - P) V 
un ov 



Vov =a0 + a1D

-a3DP = a2 e

2
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-a3D
==> Vun = 1 - a2e (a0 + a1D2)

ovfor D )

Examples :

2
V

ov = ao + a1D

a3 a4
V =un

_. ...a2 a3__ ._
D

a4
(a0 + a1D2)

D21
P = a2 + +

2 D is
D D

written

V 2 
ov = aO. + 8 1D 

P = 8 2 + 
8

3 
8 4 -+-

D D2 

V 2 
= 8

0 
+ 8 1D 

ov 

-8 D 
P 3 

8 2 e 

- 89-

V. _ (I _ a _ 8 3 _ 8 4] 
un 2 D D2 

V 
un 

(D is 

written 

for D ) 
ov 
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4 ESTIMATION OF USASLE VOLUMES

The measurements which can be done in the fieZd on
standing or felled trees provide mainly gross volumes ; supple-
mentary data which can be collected (borings to detect holZows,
observation of apparent defects...) can only give indications on
useful volumes. The knowledge of usablevolumes requires to carry
on observations up to the places where the wood is manufactured.

This is an example of procedure followed in tropical
high forest (ref. 1?) which allows, provided it is carried on
completely, to convert bole gross volumes into used volumes.

41 AN EXAMPLE OF METHOD APPLIED IN TROPICAL HIGH FOREST

411 Gathering of data

The procedure is in two phases.

411.1 In the inventoried region, one makes qualitative
observations on standing trees in order to split the bole gross
volume in different fractions corresponding each to a quality of
standing wood.

The bole of each tree is virtually divided into 3 parts
of equal length and each part receives three notes (these notes range
from 1 to 5 - see next page) which dePcribe r.rwectively : the form
of the bole, itu health and the appearance of the , ood. The

three notes given to each third of bole are pooled in one note
ranging from 1 to 5 according to the following correspondence grid

Notes given to
third of bole

the

----.6

c.--2 .(.?

f- 0.1

'-',....
w ",.-J

EZo. . ..,

a. 4-<C
I

2

1

2

Pooled
note
given
to the
third of

bole

I

2

Notes given to the
third of bole

,

Pooled
note
given
to the
third of
bole

3

5-
c

_1-

I

I

2

2

"--

.s71

1
e
o

..._

I

I

1

I

r=
- --

'-'.

s.. ----

o

1

I

2

1

3

2

2

3

3

a 4 in

column

,
J-J .-
.--, x

,.,._-
0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

the third

e.).-8
C.) oz :-..,

03
1, zi
e ..C.:: ,-
0.J 4-) '''
ca, ,...
a.u..:

1

2

I

3
1

2

3

2

3

I

2

I

2

1

I

7

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

?

2

2

1

2

I

2

1

1

2

I

2

2

1

1

2

2

3

3

3

1

1

2

1

3

2

3

Every set with one or
several 4 (except one
4 in the third
column)

4

Every set with one or
several 5 5
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4 ESTIMATION OF USABLE VOLUf-1ES 

The measurements which can be done in the field on 
standing or felled t rees provide mainly gross volumes ; supple
mentary data which can be collected (borings to detect hollows, 
observation of apparent de fects ... ) can only give indications on 
use fu l volumes . The knowledge of usable volumes requires to carry 
on observations up to the p laces where the wood is manufactured. 

Thi s is an example of procedure followed in tropical 
high forest (ref . 17) which allows, provided it is carried on 
completely, to convert bole gross volumes into used volumes . 

41 AN EXAMPLE OF t1ETHOO APPLIED IN TROPICAL HIGH FOREST 

411 Gathering of data 

'lhe procedure is in two phas es . 

411.1 In the inventoried region, one makes qualitative 
observations on standing t,'ees in order to split the bole gross 
volume in different fractions corresponding each to a quality of 
standing wood. 

The bole of each tree is virtually divided into J parts 
of equal length and each part receives three notes (these notes range 
from 1 to 5 - see next page) ,,)hich de,qcribe l'espectiveZy : the form 
of the bole , it:.; health and the appeaY'(Ulc:e of " the l. ;ood. The 
three notes given to each third of bole are pooled in one note 
ranging froom 1 to 5 according to the fo z/'ou,ing correspondence grid 
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Every set with one or 
several 5 
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to the 
third of 
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VALUE OF THE QUALIFICATIONS

Qualifi-
--o.

cations
I 2 3 4 5

FORM

(F)

Straight

and

Cylindrical

1 slight bend

Conical shape

Oval section

I flat surface over
the whole length

I slight groove

2 or 3 flat surfaces
above the buttresses

I pronounced bend

Conical shape +
Oval section

2 or 3 flat sur-
faces

2 slight bends

extended buttress

2 slight grooves

1 pronounced bend

+1 extended buttress

or + 1 groove 2 m
or + 2 or 3 flat sur-

faces

1 extended buttress
+1 groove 2 m or
+2 or 3 flat surfaces

I groove 2 m
+2 or 3 flat surfaces

2 bends (pronounced)

I pronounced bend
+1 slight bend

I rib

fluted section

ribbed section
(2 ribs or more)

I elbow

I "bayonet"

I deep groove of
2 meters

HEALTH

(H)

Sound (neither
off-shoots nor
covered knots)

I large off-shoot 2 large off-shoots

1 black trace

More than 2 large
off-shoots

I broken branch

1 woodpecker hole

Visible decay at
foot

1 decayed knot

Hollow sounding
stem

4PPEARANCE

OF THE

WOOD

(W)

Irregular grain (very
Straight grain slight ribs in all

directions)
and no defect

I healed wound mark
(no thorns,

splinters, "grains I slight swelling

d'orge", wound
Visible thorns

marks, excres-
Slight localised twis-

cences,etc...)
Ling

Raised bark in many
places

Slight twisting<I5°

2 or 3 swellings or
large healed knots

various wound marks

Slight twisting <15°
+ slight swelling

More than 3 swellings
in large healed knots

Spiral grain >15°

Swelled surface

I Qua~ifi- -> II 
catlons 

FORM 

(F) 

HEALTH 

(H) 

PPEARANCE 

OF THE 

f"OOD 

(W) 

Straight 

and 

Cylindrical 

Sound (neither 
off-shoots nor 
covered knots) 

Straight grain 

and no defect 

(no thorns. 

splinters, "grains 

d'orge" , wound 

marks, excres

cences,etc ... ) 

VALUE OF THE QUALIFICATIONS 

L 

1 slight bend 

Conical shape 

Oval section 

1 flat surface over 
the who!~_!~~gth 

I slight groove 

2 or 3 flat surfaces 
above the buttresses 

I large off-shoot 

Irregular grain (very 
slight ribs in all 
d irections) 

I healed wound mark 

I slight swelling 

Visible thorns 

Slight l oca lised twis-
ting 

Raised bark in many 
places 

3 

1 pronounced bend 

Conical shape + 
Ova 1 sec t ion 

2 or 3 flat sur 
faces 

2 slight bends 

I extended buttress 

2 slight grooves 

2 large off-shoots 

I black trace 

Slight twisting<15° 

2 or 3 swellings or 
large h~~l~~_knots 

various wound marks 

4 

pronounced bend 

+1 extended buttress 

or + I groove 2 m 
or + 2 or 3 flat sur

faces 

extended buttress 
+1 groove 2 m or 
+2 or 3 flat surfaces 

gr oove 2 m 
+2 or 3 f!~~_~urfaces 

2 bends (pronounced) 

pronounced bend 
+1 sligh£_~~!!£ 

I rib 

More than 2 large 
off-shoe~~ __ _ 

broken branch 

woodpecker hole 

Slight twisting <15 0 

+ slight swelling 

Hore than 3 swellings 
in large healed knots 

5 

fluted section 

ribbed section 
(2 ribs or more) 

elbow 

"bayonet" 

deep groove of 
2 me ters 

Visible decay at 
foot 

1 decayed knot 

Hollow sounding 
stem 

Spiral grain >15 0 

Swelled surface 

"" 
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On an average, the bole volume is distributed amongst the
height thirds according to the fractions : 44% fbr the bottom third,
33% fbr the middZe third, 23% fbr the upper third. With these figures,
the bole gross volume can be distributed amongst the 5 cZasses of
apparent quality.

411.2 Being determined from external defects visible
on standing trees, the 5 cZasses which result from the first phase
give only an approximate evaZuation of wood quality. A second phase
takes place on logging companies near the inventoried region : the
qualitative observations are made on trees befbre felling ; after
felling, the evolution of et-611 third of Zog is fbllowed :

a/ Measurement of the parts eventually left in fbrest before
tractor Zogging : stump-waste, waste due to pollarding,
waste in the central part of the bole to eliminate a big
defect, if any.

end of buttress

1st third 2d third 3d third

/

base of
the crownNaittaa

/
waste

A\

b/ measurement of waste left on Zoading area after logging.

c/ ifpossible, measurement of parts left on the sawmill park
or befbre the embarkation in case of export.

It is easy to realize that these operations are difficult
and require full time employees during several months. Operation
c/ is often impossible.
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On an average, the bole volume is distributed amongst the 
height thirds according to the fractions : 44% for the bottom third, 
33% for the middle third, 23% for the upper third. With these figures, 
the bole gross volume can be distributed amongst the 5 classes of 
apparent quality. 

411.2 Being determined from external defects visible 
on standing trees, the 5 classes which result from the first phase 
give only an approximate evaluation of wood quality . A second phase 
takes place on logging companies near the inventoried region : the 
qualitative observations are made on trees before felling; after 
felling, the evolution of eltch third of log is followed: 

a/ Measurement of the parts eventually left in forest before 
tractor logging : stump-waste, waste due to pollarding, 
waste in the central part of the bole to eliminate a big 
defect, if any. 

end of buttress 

1st third I 2d third 

/ 

I 
I 

3d third 

/ 
I 

of 
the crol'm 

I ~ 

b/ measurement of waste left on loading area after logging . 

c/ if possible, measurement of parts left on the sawmill park 
or before the embarkation in case of export. 

It is easy to realize that these operations are difficult 
and require full time employees during several months. Operation 
c/ is often impossible. 
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412 Analysis of data

412.1 If only operations a/ and b/ have been done, it is
possible to estimate, for each apparent quality class,the proportion
of volume which comes out of fbrest.

Example : SIBITI ZANAGA region (République Populaire du Congo).
Okoum6 (Aucoumea klaineana) exploited for veneer in Pointe
Noire : 76 observed trees.

0.429x0.736

55% is the global merchantable coefficient : it represents
the ratio

volume coming out of the forest
standing volume

Suppose that qualitative observations on N trees during the
inventory of a fbrest give the fbllowing figures

If this forest is to be exploited in the same purpose and in
the same way, its merchantable coefficient can be estimated by

(0.50 x 0.736) + + (0.10 x 0.258) = 57.4 Z.

412.2 If operation c/ is done, it is possible to share
this volume between different categories (log-export, local sawing,..).

Apparent quality 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Distribution of bole
volume of the 76 trees

42.9% 35.1% 12.9% 1.7% 7.4% 100%

Proportion of volume
coming out of forest

73.6% 56.7% 10.6% 9 % 25.8%

Volume coming out of
forest

31.6% 20 % 1.4% 0.2% 1.9% 55%
Standing bole gross
volume, all qualities

together

Apparent quality 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Distribution of bole
volume of the N trees

50 % 30 % 8 % 2 % 10 % 100%
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412 Ana lys; s df data 

412.1 If only operations a/ and b/ have been done, it is 
possible to estimate, for each apparent quality class, the proportion 
of volume which comes out of forest. 

~~~~E!~ : SIBITI ZANAGA region (Republique Populaire du Congo ). 
Okoume (Aucoumea klaineana) exploited f or veneer in Po i nte 
Noire: 76 observed trees. 

Apparent quality 1 2 3 4 

Distribution of bole 42.9% 35.1% 12. 9% 1.7% volume of the 76 trees 

Proportion of volume 73.6% 56.7% 10.6% 9 % coming out of forest 

Volume coming out of 
forest 

r 20 % 1. 4% 0.2% Standing bole gross 
vo lume, all qualities 

toge ther 

. f . 
0.429 xO.736 

55% is the global merchantable coefficient 
the ratio : 

vo lume coming ou t of th e fore st 
stand ing volume 

5 Total 

7.4% 100% 

25.8% 

1.9% 55% 

it represents 

Suppose that qualitative observations on N trees during the 
inventory of a forest give the following figures : 

Apparent quality 1 2 3 4 5 Total 

Distribution of bole 
50 % 30 7, 8 % 2 % 10 % 100% 

vol ume of the N trees 

I 

I 
If this forest is to be exploited in the same purpose and in 

the same way, its merchantable coefficient can be estimated by 

(0.50 x 0. 736) + ..• + (0.10 x 0 . 258) = 57.4 %. 

412 . 2 I f operation c/ is done, it is possible to share 
this volume between different categories (log- export, local sawing, .. ). 
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42 ESTIMATION OF THE USABLE VOLUME BY A TARIFF

The direct procedure is : fell a sample of trees, measure
the useful volume V and construct a tariff V = f (D) or V = f (D0-1).

u u u

This can rarely be done because the necessary sample
size is far Zarger than for a tariff giving the gross volume because
the variability of internal defects adds to the variability of
tree forma.

An indirect procedure is therefore foZlowed in practice :

with a sample of trees, construct a tariff giving the
gross volume V.

fell a set of trees (belonging if possible to the sample),
measure the gross volume V and the usable volume V and

V
uu

calculate fbr each tree the ratio : k = --
V

(e) with these ratios, fit a model giving k in function of
tariff entries ; in general a function of D alone is taken
as model.

1= examEle : k = a + bD + cD2 ; this parabola starts from a

point oi4ere the reference diameter equals the minimum diameter
of a merchantable log, D = Dmin

=
b2 - 4ac - b

D .

min

Por D = -
'

the parabola reaches its maximum. The des-

cending part of the curve is not used ; it is replaced by
the horizontal Zine.

2c

= reference diameter
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D -D
min

nd
2 examle : k = a

OD. D . +b
min min

1 - e

= reference diameter

(d) take for "usable volume-tariff" Vu = kV where V is the

function estabZished in (a) and k the function esta-
blished in (c).

k 

a -1-
/ , 

/ I 
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mm D . b- D 1 

L-~--+--------· D 
o D . D • +b 

min mIn 
refe rence diame ter 

(d ) take for "usable v o lume-ta riff" V = kV where V is the 
u 

function established in ( a) and k the functi on es t a
blished in (c) . 
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